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PREFACE

This study is more of a d,iscovery than it is new.
As one who interprets and envisions, the architect faces the
almost insurmountable task and responsibility of structuring
the environment of man according to the rconditionr of man.
The study is a discovery because it brings us
directly into contact with the primal question of the manobjectr/world relationship. It is a question that concerns
itself with the origin, the beginning of things.
Architecture offers something to man. It is the
duty of the architect to have his work speak of this something in the physical manifestations. Therefore the search
for what this something is begins.
If the study begins by asking the question r'lrihat is
architecture?", it soon focuses separately on the nature of
man and the object. By talking about man and the object, wê
soon realize that they merge and intertwine. Our being in
the world is of this intertwining substance. The creative
act is of this substance.
The study begins to recognize that it is the nature

of man to tend toward things in his act. Events are cgncretions of these acts. lfe participate in them ênd t'hgy in
us'
ii
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But can v¡e describe this unique event in manrs life?
rf we can $/e are beginning to understand what this event in
mants life is, then perhaps we can also understand what
architecture is.

If there is one word that bears the meaning of
architecture as something, as embodying the intertwining
man and object relation, it clearly is Presence. For in
presence there appear both the visible as the visual and
concrete, and the invisible as that which has as its source,
Logos itself.
Architecture is man manifesting himself; it is life.
Architecture is presencet it is Logos. In short: Architecture as presence is reality transformed, into meaning, it is
man seeing himself from the outside. And this is what this
study is trying to understand.
The thesis has some necessary acknowledgements to
make which helped to achieve this end.
I am grateful to C.M.H.C. for the two years of
fellowships I received, and to the Faculty of Architecture
for recommend,ing me. The thesis could not have been realized
at this time had it. not been for the fellowships.
I am grateful to Professor Lye and to Professor Jacque
Collin (the chief advisor on the thesis) of the Architecturê
Department at. the University of Manitoba for their patience
throughout the year in the development of such an enigmatic
subject matter as the man-objectr/world. relationship. I am
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also grateful to Professor Farrell Fleming of the Philosophy
Department at the University of Manitoba for the time he has
given me in hours of discussion on the issues dealt with in
the thesis, and. also for his sympathetic and understanding
approach to the thesis itself when at times the whole attempt
seemed fut.ile.
I am especiatly grateful to Dr. Ron Bruzina, who
teaches phenomenology at the University of Kent.ucky, for the
few precious hours he could give me in relation to the thesis
while on vacation in Winnipegr at the beginning when the
question was emergd-ng and toward the end when its sLructure
had been developed. I appreciated his insight and encouragement very much indeed.
Along with these appreciations I must also express
my indebtedness to the works and wrítings of Frank Lloyd
Vlright, which have inspired me deeply and have generated in
me a great enthusiasm for architecture. I must also express
my appreciation for the philosophical writings of Maurice
Both have been deeply conMerleau-Ponty and Paul Tillich"
cerned with rrealityt itselfr âs best as it can be underBoth have said things which I as an archistood in life.
tect identify very much with"
Finally, I am grateful to my family for sacrificing
time and enduring many inconveniences, for stickíng with it
and for the encouragement and hours of help they gave me.
H. G. F.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

Architecture presupposes man. without the presence
of man there is no architecture; without the presence of
architecture there is no man. self-presence in the world
is a modality of a particular kind. rn one and through the
other rests the concept of presence. This paradox we wish
to focus on in this study.
In the normal sense, architecture is thought of as
a building. As a building j-t can be various things: a
function, a utility, an environmental shelter, etc. In this
sense, a building is a thing. The misconception of architecture as build.ing begins the moment one decrares that its
primary varue is to be an envj-ronmental sherter from the
physical for."".1* The misconcept,ion is further exaggerated
out of true proportions when an architect thinksr âs is
quite common within the profession, that man can in fact
live without the object and that if one gives man the
object it is in the sense of romanticism an "enrichmentr I
which is necessary in the sense of the excessive. Such
misconceptions are naive and can only create further
mistrust in the sphere of architecture--it is not
synonymous with building. The role of architecture in
manrs world has been tarnished ever since he could not
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understand his own objectified world, when it cared little

it. related to man in return. Therefore, what archj-tecture appears to be to people can rangfe from a mere thing,
a commodity, i.e., a house that one can buy as one could buy
any item, to a style, a sculpture, a monument. In either
case architecture has some arbitrary reality as a thingr ês
a word might have in websters Dictionary. rn this sense it
has very little or no affinity with man.
The world of objects has succumbed to their own
makers. Empirical reality, i.e., man confronted by a world
of objects, has veiled the truth and validity of manfs
presence. Therefore, man has had to ask himself more in
this century than in any previous ager t'What is man?" We
feel the absence of man as much more rear than his presencer
As the world becomes more complex, the more
gadgetry confront,s man, the more the world hands us objects
to amuse üsr to keep us quiet and. content for a moment
longer as we do with babies to hush them up, the quicker
man forgets who he v/asi and in his progress digresses into
a despairing shell of nothingness.
Architects hope to avoid this disaster by their
inexplicable intuitions--what intuitions? The architect
cannot describe his thought, has no idea that could noÈ
be replaced, which stands firm and true to life.
Architecture hopes to answer all undefinable questions of need
and misgivings by some undescribable good feeling. And so
how
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through these contradictions the architecÈ lingers on in his

busyness. FIe only sees the final object. In between are
these undefined, undescribable, inexplicable intuitions"
These architects are not the only ones to blame. There are
those who would, through their methods, programs, and
systems, rebuild the world, a world that would finally be
founded on epistemological truth. Some critics would
include the intellectual, who in tones of criticisms, would
name those as Cartesians who build in their minds and not
in the worId. We cannot agree on what architecture is;
there is a dichotomy between the conscious-unconscious
creating self; the task of architecture is not clear.
Man has been conditioned to be misled. Un1ess man
is keen and conscious of the fact, knowledge is that
conditioned structure which can mislead him. For no other
reason did Aldous Huxley once say, "if we want, to understand we must uproot ourselves from our culture' by-pass
Ianguage, get rid of emotionally charged memories, hate
our fathers and mothersr subtract and subtract from our
stock of notions."2 Fo, this reason phenomenology has
devoted itself to the task of describing the "life-world,"
of man; his pre-predicate moment of life before all the
methodologies, systems and personal or impersonal views
creating barriers to man's mind ano being.
And so the architect seems d.estined. to doubt the
premises and indexes upon which he thrives. Recent works
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in architectural theory have questioned the intentions of
architecture, its relationship to society. For example,
semiology-3 is basically concerned with architecture as a
language where there is a kind of "informat,ion fIow" between
the building and man; or. the attempt to give a taxonomy on
the kinds of meanings architecture has for us.4 Central to
these attempts is how man and architecÈure are engaged tike
gears or divorced. But the architectrs responsibility is
more and deeper. The validity of architecture goes beyond
the commonsense structure of society; it deals with the
nature of life. And this means more than the conìmonsense
life, it means tlivingt itself . If there are any int.rinsic
rules which architecture must obey or abuse, they are of
another sort. The creative act always begins at the
beginning. But this beginning is enigmatic.
Architecture presupposes man. And man presupposes
Iife. But life is founded on meanirg, a meaning that has
However, the
remained to a large extent, unintelligíbIe.
parad,ox that winks at man is that what he is, is reflected
in what he does" It is manrs true nature to objectify
himself, because he cont,inually strives towards fulfillment, towards that whích he is not.

WHAT

NONBEING

-

- \
/

IS

BEING

IVIALI?

within the throws of nonbeing-being.
Therefore, if architecture presupposes man, thê question
"What is man?" is paramount, and man comes to understand
himself as he learns to know what it means to be situaLed.
V,lhen we refer to man as being, as we already have,
we have created distance from man, an objectified distance,
like a reflected image of man in a mirror. There is no
being unless man is able to see objects that present to man
his being.
Therefore we have a world in which man is a
conscious being. The world here is not meant in the
empirical sense of a planet or globe or our environment
where we move in and among things. üIe mean a world of open
Thls
horizon of perceptual (or experienced) possibilities.
is a meaningful world of objects which are to man as his
being is to him.
Architecture presupposes man; man presupposes life;
life presupposes man as being; and being presupposes a world
of perceptual or experiencaþIe object,s. llhat is to saY, inan
as being is the vortex of architect,ure, Now the d-iagram çan
Man operates

be changed, not altered, to look like this.

OBJECT

MAN

This relationship of course is a world relationship
of meaning. It could not be otherwise.
Vrre began our introduction by saying that "in one
and through the other" did the concept of prêsence rest. We
are now prepared to show furthermore, that the new understanding we have of what constitutes a world for us could
be the domain of architecture. Then our diagram would look
like this: architecture synonymous with the world of
meaning

MAN

-

ARCHITECTURE

OBJECT

But if architecture is understood as world of
meaning, the perceived open horizon of our experience
essential to man as being, then we can furthermore diagram

our relationship in this

manner.

¡4AN

-

PRESENCE

Presence is oners sit.uation of reatity where reality

has been transformed inLo an infrastructure of meaning. It

is a relationship in which man ís present to himself through
an objectified distance.
Now we have that unique relationship which shall
take up all our effort in this study: the man-to-object
relationship in the world of architecture which is a selfpresence. In the sphere or moment of self-presence is the
answer to the ambiguous question "What is man?r' lrlhat man
is cannot be established by setting him in isolation. What
he is can only be learnt from his relationship to an
objectified world presence.
The architect is essentially concerned with this
one thing: the self-presence of man. And his architecture
must serve that end. Presence presupposes both man and
objecÈ.

Therefore the thesis is entitled:
ARCHITECTURE:

THE PRESENCE

OF

an investigation into the man-object/world

relationship.
We

have given a synopt,ic preview

of what the thesis

sets out to investigate. However, before we can move
directly into that investigationr wê wish to show that this
study came directly out of a laboratory experience in its
various stratas, and also out of a limited understanding of
architectural thought itself as we have record of it,
particularly the period covering the 2Oth-century, where
perhaps more than in any other period the man-object/world
question has had a particular concentration in all the
great personalities of architecture. Then we wish to
d.escribe the "program of research" itself as a matrix
(which in latin means womb) which provides the form that
will, it is confid.ently fe1t, enable one to tackle the
question more coherently and consistently.

LABORATORY

The need to investigate the man-objectr/world

relationshi-p has a definite source. If this were not so'
the question would not exist. The question would have no
meaning. and the whole investigat,ion would be a superficial
exercise

If there is one word that points to the source for
the need for such an investigatÍon it clearly is anonymity.
Kierkegaard once wrote that "Nowadays one can talk with
anyone, and it must be admitted that people¡s opinions
are exceedingly sensible, Yet the conversation leaves ole
with the impression of havíng talked to an anonymity."5
It is my contention that the kind of emptiness
Kierkegaaro ís talking about prevails in the field of
architecture. The source of our emptiness has been clearly
focused on by B. W. Morgan when he writes in The Human
predicament, that "hte are far more concerneu aoF*rrn"
donet than to thinkr even about what to do."6 We agree
with Morgan that through a shallow kind of busyness one
loses all sense of life as wholenesso Anonymity is in
direct opposition to aII dreams of wholeness.
The business of architecture is an activity that
cannot proceed without a clear understanding of its
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lerminology t its function of design, its architectural
history, and its vital need of criticism. And yet these

aspects, and others one might wish to add such as technology
. r'7* are empty in themserves and cannot genuinely
etc.
contribute towards a meaningfur architecture as they revolve
around an unknown centre. rn themselves they represent a
kind of active busyness, ignoring entirery the fundamental
characteristic of life which is wholeness. without a sense
of wholeness ín one's life, in his attitude towards the
world, towards architecture, man remains within the grip
of anonymity. He is enslaved; he is without freedom.
The dominion of anonymity over the whole of
architecture as we encounter it in schools, in professional

offices, is ùhe chief source for the need to once again
raise the issue of the man-object/wor1d relationship. The
purpose here is to describe briefly the kind of anonymíty
one encounters in his laboratory experiences. ft is not
too difficult finding evidence substantiating the claims
being made here. However, as we point out, the weakness in
each, it is with the intention of point.ing to a vacuous
centre which must be invest,igat,ed if any genuine meaning
is at all to dominate architecture
Terminology
The problem with terminology is two-foId,. In the

first, placer wê see in the field of architecture

an
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infiltration of influences from other disciplinesi in the
second placer wê recognize definite problems within the
field of architecture itself.
1. There is a definite infiltration of influences
from other disciplÍnes, especially from the social sÇj-enÇes.
We can easily diagram what is happening.
psychology

social

ecology
computer tech.

archit,ecture

etc.

The relationship of man to architecture is drifting

further
apart. We presume that other bodies of knowledge will help
clarify that relationship. The dangers are exceed.ingly
acute. And the.consequences can lead. to a further rupture
of the man-architecture identity.
Emilio Ambasiz8 thirrk= it is essential in any
future design course to proceed by way of "structural
models" based on all bodies of knowledge necessary to
solve a problem. Synthesis will not be really relevant
in the future unless there is a more meaningful and a more
intensive interaction between the aspirations (of all the
models) and synthesis. If the design is referred to, and'
with reasonr âs stilt the configurational maker, there is
no guarantee that a more comprehensíve design program wiII
prevent the d.esigner from degrading himself to the status

T2

of a manípulator. In the end, the transformation between
the aspirations or design program and synthesis, back and
forth for greater parity between the two poles, the
architect still remains the philosopher who must interpret,
meaning as some intentional relationship between program
and design.

Therefore the role of other disciplines within

architecture is on thin ice. We must agree with Reyner
Banlram that if there is any theory of architecture today,
it is a "bag-carrier" in which disciplines are stuffed.
"The reason why in the end, the question of theory is felt
to be vacuous, is because of the absence of those particular
reasons, which cause buildings to be created and cause
buildings to be the precise wa14 they are. Architects are
committed to pragmatic positions."9 Instead of separating
the man-architectural world by inserting the other disciplines and creating a greater rupture, we must rather see
these disciplines circumscribing that relationship.l0* ït
would be more accurate to diagram the relationship in this
manner

!

architecture
science
The knowledge of man must emerge and become reality,

but

by
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what methods. It is the architects job to search for this

reality which necessarily implies a knowledge of the
relationship itself.
2. The other problem is perhaps more closely
related to terminology itself.
However, the infiltration
of other systems have encouraged and caused this other
problem relating to terminology which is now to be discussed.
The architect not only uses words to clarify his
particular problem, but words have their way of influencing
the nature of the problem itself . Such terms as int.uition,
imagination, perception, intention, subjective, objective,
form, design, etc., bring with themselves their own meanings
with which the architects understand the problem. We use
words to clarify the problems to ourselves; we use words in
our experiences
For example, if we take the word "intention" and use
it the way an architect would in his normal everyday context,
he would perhaps sây, referring to the solution, "My
. " This kind of an
intention was this and that
expression only inoicates the deliberateness and forcefulness of the architect solving the problem. On the contrary,
"intentionl should mean for the architect some relationship
that the particular object designed has with man. As long
as the architect uses the word in the former sense, it
wiII be mistaken for exped.iency, indeed ' arrogiance "
Because an archítect has informally learnt that
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"intuition" is irrational or subjective, it must therefore
be avoided. In response to this reaction he will
d.eliberately try to be "objectiverl i.e. r ërs a scientist
would be. He does not realize that it, is in fact through
the intuitive act that he does grasp the significance of
something. The designer cannot help but be dominated by
misconceptions about words he uses to clarify the problem
for himself. He is not master of the circumstances and
the circumstances themselves control him instead. The
composition of man is his language.
The evolution of a design begins within the spoken
language, speech, of implicit structure into an explicit
I1 (referring to architecture as being itself a
grammar**
Ianguage). ïn another sectionlt* *" wiII refer to speech
as already being thought and not a representation of
thought. Words are realities--"to see a certain object by
the word. "13 We are not simply inserting this word-object
reality into the architectrs method. We are suggesting
that this reality is fundamental to his method. But if
words are used without the meaning they imply, t'hen
emptiness will breed further emptiness in the work of the
architect.
If we criticize the present state of terminology in
relationship t,o architecture, it is because we are reaIly
asking how reality is conceived in the first place. It is
essentíal for the creative act to begin at a known origin
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which presupposes a self-d.iscovery. Without it our acts
remain guestionable, our efforts aimless and meaningless.
Design

Design is a process by which architectural problems

are solved. However the role of design within a process of
solving problems remains ambiguous and perplexing.
"Student designers are still trained in pretent.ious
rateliersr as configuration makers, rather than as problem
'solvers' preparing to provide a physical synthesis to the
complex processes that affect man, the actor of the built
environntent. "14
We

have already referred to Ambasz's attempt, to

speak to the illusion

surrounding design in schools and

professional offices. Christopher Alexander recall=l5* that
his earlier study Notes on the Synthesis of Forml6 *." an
attempt to understand more exactly the process implied by
good form. He recognized that the primitive cultures were
somehow able to create beautiful and unique forms whereas
such unique forms were conipletely lacking in our present
1 -l.tc
Tod.ay the designer faces a fast moving
culture.''
society where patterns never remain constant long enough
for the kind of adjustments, adaptations and equilibrium
that the primitive cultures achieved. "With the invention
of a teachable discipline called rarchitecturer, the old
process of making form was adulterated and its chances of
success destroyed. u18 Alexander remains quite skeptical
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about the chances of design achieving beautiful buitdings.

It is worth showing how Alexander sees the complexity of a process deriving at form. A system is an
ensemble which in turn is an intangible complex of both a
form not yet designed and a context which cannot properly
.be described. The magnitude of the problem is obvious.
In order to arrive at a form of "fit" h/e must detect all
the "misfits" the context might conjure. In the unselfconscious culture the process between form and context is
direct with man as the agent" In our society, the selfconscious society, the process is removed by concepts,
categories and d.iagrams, therefore creating room for error.
A way must be found to reach that direct process between
form and context operating within the unselfconscious
society.
The design process then indicates two things in

Alexanderrs mind:

1. The ability to solve a problem demands that the
problem be decomposed into sets and subsets of variables,
intricately related misfits, into a tree-Iike hierarchial
structure describing the nature of the problem without
resorting to conceptualizing. 19*
2. Having decomposed the problem into its structural characteristics, it now remains to grasp internal
patterns of each cluster which will help construct the
final picture of the problem. Alexander maintains that
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"every object is a hierarchy of componenLs.t'20 Every
component has both a pattern and a units as a unit it has

its own identityr âs a pattern it helps specify an arrangement.

This very brief resumé of Alexanderrs process
towards a form indicates several things:
1. The process he sketches helps to verify his
earlier contention that problems are too complex to be
disentangled because the context is so Íntangible, and
because it may be difficult
to reach a conclusiveness on
misfits and unanimity over the misfits themselves.
2. No matter on what level design operatesr rro
matter how well it is able to decompose Èhe problem, the
problem remains one of grasÞing. Alexander cannot avoid
the heuristic leap by decomposing the problem into clusters
of variables.
3. Although Alexander admits that his search for
an understanding of form is rather functional, ironically
enough, it could not be otherwise. The process is very
objective: every attempt has been made to avoid the
intuitive and. the imaginative. To be sure, Alexander
recognizes these weaknesses himself.
We solve problems
Design is not a method in itself.
through design. Design makes things. But d.esign in-andfor-itself represents an anonymity however objectiv.2l* or
sensible it may be. It will resort to operational thinking

iirì.J,..
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through such methods as "brainstorming" and "cybernetics.
ït will fall back on functionalism22* rh.r the decision-

"

making process becomes too burdensome. It will establish

rules and. guidelines which, to be sure, control the design
and díctate the end product. Design then manipulatesi it
operates arbitrarily; untrustworthily.
Design is motivated. If there is a desire to
create more beautiful buildingsr two things are implied:
1. that we are dissatisfied with the present condition of buildings which contribute to meaningless
environments, and

2. that we have clear ideas of what I'better
buíldings" might be which furÈher presupposes where the
source of meaning originates
Therefore, design implies an origin as in a richer
understanding of the man-objecL/world relationship. Man
objectifying himself in Èhe world--to understand the origin
of this incredible event in mants life ís our aim.
History

lack a historical consciousness today for
reasons which we can only briefly entertain in the following
lVe

discussion.

1. History as inhibítion: The Modern Movement' of
archítecture began rebelling against previous styles and
architectural concepts. The trend today is still against
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the traditional styles. AIso, the student of architecture
can feel that if he gets too much involved with historical
examples his power of self-expression will be stifled.
Vühile this seems contradictory, the fear of inhibition
nevertheless remains

2. Design as inhibition of history: With less
emphasis on style as such, more emphasis has been placed on
design as a process shaping articulate and detaited programs.
This has resulted in the discussion of architecture as
functionalísm. Some feel that, functionalism has been the
main thrust of the Modern Movem"rrt.23 The emphasis is not
so much on architecture as it is on design and the program.
Such architectural concepts as space and. form are end
producÈs of the design process itself.
Hence, there is no
need for history.
3. History as myth: Historians cannot agree among
themselves as to the role of history in an architectural
program or practise. Each historian has his own particular
interpretation" Bruno Zevi is confident that design and
history interact with each other like two faces of the
.24
same coj-n.-Sibyl Moholy-Nagy feels that the presentation
of history of architectural facts from Vitruvius to Banham
has been backward looking. She proposes her own concepts
by which an architectural history can offer the future
architect a "conceptual evidence of change in permanence."25
Stephen !f. Jacobs is concerned that architectural hístory
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provide the architect with a proper rorientationr, that it
become a "source of insight. " "It must rnake clear the
relation of his life and activities to those of others, both

living and dead."26 This sounds sensible enough but somehow
still racks that connection which architectural history has
with architecture itself.
Charles Jencks, in my opinion, in his essay History
as ¡,tyth27 clearly ind.icates the difficulty with history
itself.
Historians present history as myth. By this he
means for example, that S. Giedion mythologizes history as
"space-time architecturer" Bruno Zevi as "organic architecturer" Vincent Scully as "Democracyr" etc. This, writes
Jencks, "provides him with a means to cut across the usual
stylistic and ideological barriers. ,,28
"-- This provides the
historian with the unfortunate opportunity to ignore some
historical facts and to emphasize others-- (a kind of
propaganda is encouragied even though this may appear a bit
strong). WhiIe Banham himself falls into these pitfalls,
Jencks regards him as perhaps the most scholarly of all
historians who endeavors to connect stated intentions with
the architectrs design. "He is the only one to show
sufficient interest for the architectrs intentions to quote
and discuss them at length. "29 The point Jencks makes is
interesting and is applicable to both Èhe historian and the
architect. Architectural projects are not studied in relation to the writings by the same architect. Frank Lloyd
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Irlright is an example of one architect whose work we look at
without reading his writings, wíthout realizing the value the
writings may have in relation to the work.
But there is another interesting point we can make
about the historian in relation to archit,ectural works
themselves. Historians can be very descriptive and metaphorical as for example scu11y30 is in his writings. Two
general feelings emerge as a result:
1. Hist,ory takes on an existential description. In
reference to architectural works, he refers to a great. deal
In relaof literature outside the historical field itself.
tion to Le Corbusierfs work, he brings in Greek mythology
and. Hellenistic influences. In relation to lfright's work
he. refers to Walt !''Thitmanrs poetic images. His historical
descriptj-ons are intertwined with Romantic-Classicism and
Romantic-Naturalism fragmentations. There are all those
references to períods and styles. One reference to a
style, a period, the tHellenisticr influence, Greek
mythology, etc", presupposes that the architect must come
to his historical d.escriptions well prepared. And this is
not always the case. Therefore its meaning to architects
becomes questionable" We referred only to Scully, but
similar references could. be made to Giedionrs space-time
concept or indeed to Mumfordrs functionalistic Ínterpretation of the modern movement of architecture and all the
varíous meanings it implies, etc.
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2. We have pointed out the hinderances history
books can create for the student. However, this second
implicatíon perhaps brings us into the problem itself.
Historians can only bring along with themselves their
prejudices, preconceptions and interpretations.
Vtrhenever an at,tempt is made to interpret history,
The positivists would
it is personal and individualistic.
like to see history presented as fact, because the merely
subjective presentations of history are personal and
unreliable. There is this danger, but history presented as
fact alone can only be empty and meaningless. "AI1 history
can give us is one view of the past¿ and different views,
insofar as they are truthful, are complementary, Iike
sketches of an object made from different angles."3l For
this reason we must go back over history--over and over
again. To criticize one of not knowing his history is
serious enough, but does one at the same time presuppose
also the implications involved?
l"lerleau-Ponty writes, t'our contact with our age is
an initiation into every agei man is a historian because
he belongs to history and history is the amplification of
).)
practise."'o Man is called to continue a vortex of experience which was set up at birth, ât the point of contact
between the "outside" and he who is called to live it.33
The past and future meet in man and. give ríse to a search.
To be cut off from an architectural history means the
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anpLification of an absence, a superficiaf architectural
activity carried out in isolation. For the past and future
to merge in man and give rise to a search presupposes once
again a fundamental understanding of the man-object/world
relationship. Understanding "discovers in its object its
own orr.gr.n.
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to proceed without this insight, we
continue our busy activities anonymously and thereby
enÇourage further dissatisfaction and discouragement.
Jencks does.not discredit the role of history or the
historian: both.make myth together. "If architecture is
experienced morally¡ then at any momenÈ in time there will
If

we contínue

be certain meanings \"¡hich are dependent on sequence, on
what has gone just before and what exists in the present
culture

."
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A final quote from MerÌeau-Ponty concLudes this
brief sketch of the problems and challenges the architect
faces with history: "Knowledge ís gained by putting ourseLves in the posítion of those who have acted¡ it is action

in the reaLm of imagination. But action is an anticipation
of knowS.edge; it makes us historians of our own Iives. "36
only then does the archítect begin to anticipate ¡nan in the
realm of archltecture, what he was and ì^rhat he will be.
crític

í sm

FinaIIy¡

we come

to the role of. critícism in
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architecture. Criticism has prompted this research for

two

reasons:

.

1. Criticism is essential in the laboratory in
relation to the architectural problems one is solving. One
is not solving problems so much as giving statements of the
problems and through these statements understanding what it
means for man to objectify himself. This must be his
highest aim. When confusion prevails over such polarities
as the objective versus the subjective, the intuitive versus
the rational, etc., criticism is bankrupt. Vüithin such
treacherous terrainrcriticism is vulnerable and vacuous.
lVhen this is the case criticism becomes half-hearted t
superf icial and pretentious. Vrlhen opinions about the
fundamentals of architecture vary with every critic, and
one critic is rnore concerned with the technique of graphic
presentation instead óf the ridea, I and another critic is
more concérned with the ¡logicr. of concepts (and one could
perhaps have followed many different independent logical
concepts) which are held up in view isolated from man,
then the student has one alternative left: to begin with
the man-object/world relationship. In the t,eaching Process,
it is not so much for criticism to judge but to listen.
Atl the aspects we have discussed. so far are interrelated. If one is misunderstood, the others are affected.
And so the problem with criticism has to a large extent
trickled down from misconceptions of other aspects:
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terminologyr design and history. Architecture is wholly
related through the intertwining of all its stratas. By
concentrating on parts alone, one loses sight of a unified
and holistic

understanding of architecture.

2. The second problem with criticism which has in
part initiated this research is found among critics outside of the everyday laboratory situation--indeed in the
world of architecture.
Alexander refers to the terrible state that architecture is in. His book is an outcome of this awarenes=.37
Christian Norberg-Schulz talks about the visual chaos of
rrchitecture.38 rt
is a study trying to acquire a better underst.anding of
architecture in a society.
Then there are such vocal, perhaps even dogmatic,
critics as Serge Cheramyeff. He is criÈica1 of the fact,
that modern architecture has not produced any excellent
buildings as past culture can claim. The "failure lies in
the program, the 'whyr of buildings, which has been overlaid by absolute cliches in a backward-looking culture."39
According to him we are cowards of the worst kind.
In his most recent preface to Space, Time and Architecture, S. Giedion writes that architecture in the sixties
represents a pause, a kind of exhaustion and fatigue which
is normally accompanied by uncertainty. Fatigue breeds
He writes! I'a
indecision, escapism and superficiality.
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kind of playboy-architecture became qn vaguei an architecture treated. as playboys treat life, jumping from one
sensation to another and quickJ-y bored with everything.rr40
Such criticism is to be taken seriously; it cannot be
ignored by any student of archit.ecture and he is bound to
wonder why such a variety of people thínk of architectune
as being in such a chaos and where the real problem
originates.
In contrast to this criticism there is some praise
for what is happening in architecture. Banham is critical
of the narrow and restricted tradition of architecture,
but has praise for the new Brutalism in architecture of
the late 50ts and early 60rs. He finds that a moral stand
in architecture is possible in the sense of the new
Brutalism. The moral stand in architecture has after all
been the chief motivation behind the modern movement in
The ethic as
architecture since the time of Ber1age.=^
^'l
opposed to the aesthetics which Banham so highly regards
in Brutalism lies in its clear enunciation of its unitie¿
visual images of its parts and materials, of a clear
expression of structure, of untreated materials. The Sense
that comes through is a truer sense of the relationship
between architecture and =ociety.42
The ethics praised by Banham is one of an unprîe-

tentious mood imBlied þy gruta-Iism. In thrs sense, mgral'ity
becomes a theme to be -i¡¡te¡rogated bry the sEudenÈ of
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architecture--the relation of morality to man. Has Giedion
failed to look at architecture with Banhamrs eyes of
morality?

It is not unwarranted that students today should
face the ominous task of architecture with all kinds of
apprehension. T'hey face a need to know. They must face up
to the problem of anonymity. Commitment and dedication must
be found. The connection between the commitment of the one
who "d.oes" and that "what is to be done" is sincêrity.
Sincerity suggests an integritous relationship between the
architect and. his concern
Peter Collins in his book Changinq Ideals in Modern
Architecture43 descríbes the kind of Rousseauian sincerity
that helped shape the modern age in architecture. He
índicates five ways in which it happened.
First of all man must think of himself as playing a
redemptive role in society. He sees himself as being
uniquely aware of human needs. He sees himself perceiving
more clearly that the "ideals" for people are through
himself.
Second, he sees the need for self-consistency. The
implication implied here will hopefully come through more
clearly as \^¡e get into some of the other parts in this
research. Here we can suggest that self-consistency
implies a far-sightedness, for one to follow a path
unwaveringly, to uphold a vision that the people he
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associates \^/ith in most intimate ways are blind to.
Third, self-discovery was already presupposed in the
second case. The self-discoveries of the pioneers

came

through self-education. The masters of the modern archi-

tectural

movement v/ere suspicious

of schools, schools merely

breeding insincerity.

In sincerity a virtue of spontaneity is reflected.
Stylish methods are rejected. A pioneer such as Le
Corbusier very carefully studied the styles of the past and
claimed for himself any essential aspects having some relevance for architecture. By spontaneity is also meant the
ignorance of rigidity of the previous schools such as the
Beaus Arts which emphasized a study of detail and decorative triva.
frankness. Here sincerity can be
or indif ferent: rhetorical- in being ,serious and
desire to provoke; and indifferent, sometimes
caring about the surrounding character of
spaces¡ ctc. ¡ which in itself could be rhetori-

And finally,

rhetorical
earnest, a
not really
buildings,
cal as weII.

These aspects of sincerity perhaps show how

some

masterpieces in architecture came into existence, the kind

of grounding that initiated them.
But we are more interested here in what Collins
"Starting
says in summing up in relation to sincerity:
from scratch. " In this lies that inexpandable motivation"
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We

must see through our cultural dead. load--not drop it--in

order to be free to act. As long as we revolve around an
unknown centre we are not free to act. We are slowly
absorbed by negation. Paradoxically, the very essence of
life wants to create distance from that which negates it.
Words such as commitment, dedication, sincerityt
. indeed life, presuppose an
understanding, freedom,
origin which no architect can effectively work without.
The human predicament man faces ís wholeness, i.e.,
how to become whole. Wholeness is that, diverse resource in
man and diverse attitude directed toward a world where man
and att,itudes become unified, and d.o not exist merely side
by side--the fallacy architects make today. This unified

activity shapes the whole self.44 By wholeness we mean man
being in relationship with the world, and not merely part
of it. "Vlithout the world there are no Values, no meanihgsr
no relations; and hence no whole self: for the self exj-sts
and is unified in its commitment to things it values, in
its discernment of meanings, and in its relation to another.
Man--not as a product, an embodimenÈ of a function, or a
d.iminished and split-up being, but as one who is truly
human and whole--must be in whole relationship to the
worrd.u45 This describes well both the context in which
sincerity is possible--possible within the sensibility of
It is like Collins concludes¡
a world-and sincerity itself"
"sincerity is only a virtue when it is unselfconscious "46--
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sincerity born out of v/holeness.
An investigation into the man-object/world relationship therefore must focus on the following issues " It must
describe the problems that the issues present and how these
problems can be resolved to the satisfaction of the creative
act.
1. Design we said is motivated. Un1ess our
investigation can tackle meaningfully what motivation means
in relationship to design, we will continue to flounder over
the problems of design. our investigation must not seek to
further strengthen the process itself so that the motivation
Iies in a more systematic method, in a stronger operational
approach--it is clear from the attempts that have already
been made that nothing has been enthusiastically forthcoming--ratherr wê will have to understand motivation in
relation to design as some relat.ionship indeed coming from
a phenomenological understanding of the role of the subjective.
2. Vüords are meanings. The dialectical relationship of man and object emergies as in experiences. Meanings
in those empty relationships. These relationcome Lo fill
ships come into view as meanings. Therefore, terminology
can no longer be window dressing for the architect.
3. There is no need to study history unless there
is some qualifying need. That history seems to be an
inhibit,ion to many archit,ects comes as a resuLt from the
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strong emphasis placed on the rprocessr in design, that is,
design guided by a program. Therefore the man-objecl/world
relationship will have to show that the present is in
dialectical relationship with the past and future. The
past, present and future are bound up within the man-object./
world. question.

4. Criticism is a direct result from reflecti-on.
And an investigation into the man-ob)ecE/wor1d relationship
necessarily implies a reflective look at that relationship-to get at the relationship itself, the basis which we have
by habit and uncritical minds taken for granted, assumed,
or logically deducted.
Therefore, if the laboratory experiences have ended
in failure they have at least Ied us to a re-investigation
of an age-old relationship, but which in the meantime has
become what today we have called bureaucratization. We
are suggesting that an investigation into the man-obiecL/
world relationship will indirectly give some basic clarity
to Èhese questions. We are not saying that this investigation will give us a direct design Process, but we are
suggesting that the problems that we face with such aspects
as d.esign is basically attributive to a lack of understanding of the man-objecL/worLd relationship.

ARCHITECTURAL BACKGROUND

Manrs quest for self possession and search for
meaning and certainty has received the attention no other

age has; nor has it balked at permanenêe or change which

the architect and the man is faced with in today's society.
fn the conflict of permanence and change, there is realIy
little difference between the commonsense man and the
architect. Both struggle with it in the same rrrraf r' both
have not yet understood. the phenomenon. But nevertheless
the architect carries on with his intuitions as he calls
them, whether he can describe them to himself or not" He
carries on whether a pause has set in or not. He carries
on without. having understood the phenomenon called architecture as we have seen it develop, particularly in the 20th
century.
"What is architecture?" is the question of every

architect in our century. There is no real style one can
follow unless he deliberately chooses to do so. The
architectrs mind quivers with wonder or even confusion, as
the kaleid.ascopic patterns of variations wink into his viev/.
And sor if he pauses to ask "llhat is architecture?" he has
exposed himself. He then d.oes not really understand what
the essence of architecture is, nor the seriousness of the
32
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problem he faces.
Our century begins with a nest a$¡areness of the
Man-Machine-Material world
Man

ARCHITECTURE

Machine

Mat.erial

life stirs within man. The influences of new ideologies
make him aware of the bondage that has imprisoned him in the
traditions and styles dead to his new inner avrareness of
life. The new vision in man makes his present world ug1y.
This ne\^l sense of life is touched with vitality and
imaginat,ion; the spirit, with rationalism and utopia. There
is a sudden realization that "'the art of building is not in
advance of its times'.'4'l Such Futurists as SanttElia see
the problem of architecture as
establishing formsr new lives, nev¡ reasons for
'.
existence, solely out of the special conditions of
modern living, and its projectíons as authentic value
Such an architecture cannot be
in our sensibilities.
Vüe
continuity. "
historical
subject to any law of
the
cathedral
men
of
to
be
the
no longer feel ourselves
and ancient moot haIls, but men of the Grand Hotels,
railway stations, giant roads, colossal harbourst
covered markets, glittering arcadesr reconstruction
areas and solutaiy slum clearances. . . . Real architecture is not, for all thatr ârt arid combustion of
practicality and utility, but remains art, that is,
synthesis and. expression . . . architecture must be
New

E

I
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understood as the power freely and boldly to harmonize
environment and man, that is, to render the world of

things a projection of the world of the spirit.t48
Another Futurist, Boccioni, talks about beginning
rfrom central nucleus of an object as it strives for
realization, in order to discover the new laws' that
is, the new forms, that relate it invísibly but mathematically to the plastic infinite within, and visíb1e
plastic infinite without. .
We split open the figure
änd include the environment within iL.'49
The new century begins with a spirit, radical and
visionary--man is strangely in possession of himself. The
De Stijl is the fountainhead of all the previous movements
such as the futurists, cubists, etc., as well as being a
movement itself, spearheading philosophical and aesthetic
ideas in that early period, in the worksand writings of
such prominent figures as Píet Mondrian and Theo van
Doesburg. It describes the Zeitgeist of the time. Much
like the Futurists, the De Stijl group sees "ne\,rr life" as
the phenomenon of the agê¡ that it seemingly can do without
the past,. Mondrianrs insights to what this new age is and
implies for man's predicament are profound.
I'411 life has' its outward manifestations through
which it is known, and. conversely, through which it
If man matures through reciprocal action of
exists" "
his environment must be extremely
important. "50 Mondrian sees that the reconciliation of the
matter-mind. duality, which the new age experiences, can be
achieved only through the plastic means of equilibrated
relationships. C1arity, a necessary function of
outward and inward tife,
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consciousness, comes through a relationship of harmony,

an

inherent unity of spirit. Nature in itself veils the truth,
the relationship man can have with the environment. As long
as life sees I'things" only, life remains obscure and the
truth hidden. The relationship he sees essential for manrs
conscious life is an "abstract-rea1" life, life in its
fullness and wholeness. As long as man lives by "imitationf'
he has not "come of age. "51 "The life of truly modern man
is directed neither toward the material for its own sake,
nor toward the predominantly emotional; it is rather the
autonomous life of the human spirit becoming consciou"."52
Man is just beginning to reach that equilibrium
necessary for a unity of spirit of man with world through
the means of neoplasticism. Neoplasticism is that
I'abstract-reaI" standing in between absolute reality and
the natural world of things itself.53 Neoplasticism is a
living plastic representation of life, that is to sây, that
"essence" is the relationship of man to things, what
conscious life is aIl about. As long as man continues to
represent things as merely things and does not abstract
from things their reality, he lives an unconscious life.
Van Doesburg has much the same philosophical view
of the man-to-nature relationship" He chooses however, to
cal"l abstract-real just "real." He rightly thinks that
Mondriants view remains a static experience and introverted
in his application of neoplasticism to painting. In
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relationship to architecture, van Doesburg chooses to call
neoplasticism "Elementarismr " reality seen in its variation
of elements such as space, p1ane, line, color, mass,
materials, time, etc. Realíty is a presentation of elements.
Life is in dialectical relat,ionship with the elements of
nature. Conscious life therefore sees nature in a structure
of its elements.
In De St.ijl, says van Doesburgr w€ have come to the
edge of life.
We no longer talk about various disciplines
such as religion, art, science, etc. Elementarism is not
simply an application:
The great struggle which began with Elementarism is
concerned with the following: destroy completely the
illusionist view of the world in all its forms
(religion, stupor of nature and art, etc.r) and yet,
at the same time, construct an elementary world of
exact and splendid realitlr. It has the task of
destroying, piece by piecä, . . ."54
Doesburg sees a pure state and says almost nothing
about the ambiguous aspect in man" His view as Mondriants,
is highly prejudiced toward the existing structures and
sees one collective utopiar êrr ideal society. Man becomes
a wanderer in the world of abstracts"
The De Stijl movement, while highly idealistic and
anti-materialistic has nevertheless pointed to problems man
faces in search of truth. He must forever abstract the
real, distinguish the imitation from the real¡ and architecture has benefited greatly in the work of Mies van der
Rohe, J" J. Oud and Le Corbusier to mention only a fewr who
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stijl philosophies of the conception
of man in relationship to a world in which he must 1ive.
But what the De stijl pressed for have become things for us.
We have not been able to give further clarity to their
ideals, to their proto-typical ideas. We have not
strengthened their weakness. lrle just folrow their styre,
which indicates v/e have failed to catch their vision, however visionary it was
In the new century, man takes possession of the
machine and material. To harness technology is hís supreme
effort. The production of the machirg, giving clear
straight lines, provides man with a new aesthet,ic outlook.
IL was Muthesius already ín 1911 who expressed a new
aesthetics in objects as grain silos, American factories,
ocean liners,
Materials become more a part. of the
"t".55
environment, the context, in their essential properties
such as concrete, and materials which have been machined
in such a supreme example as Frank Lloyd lVrightts Robie
\^/ere influenced by De

House (Chicago, 190B).

But the uniqueness of the early decades in their
concentration on the Man-iviachine-Material relationship lies

in the fact that man must understand himself in relation to
the world. Space becomes the medium by which reality is
- 56* How else could man take possession of the
measured.-world if not by definition of space? And so v¡e see a nev/
phenomenon developing in architecture, a phenomenon which
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The ROBIE HOUSE by Frank Lloyd. Wright, 1909
Man in possession of machines and materials
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is to take hold of the pioneers in their efforts to see life
and architecture related. We shall now investigate some of
these views for their meaning of architecture. For the
vortex of our architectural heritage is rooted in these
pioneers, whom we emulate no matter how badly they are
misunderst,ood in both their writings and works.
Frank Lloyd Wright
Vüright speaks of architecture as manrs greatest
sense of himself embodied in a worl-d of his own making.

'

'

:

I

A

building is a by-product of a living force which man interprets, not imitates. The machine and materials provide the
means by which he sees architecture objectified as a
reality. The Robie House marks the end of a period in
which the machine has shaped the architecture. After this
period, machine and materials are the by-products of an
interpretation.
Architecture must perceive man as spirit. To
nderstand man as spirit is always to begin at the beginning.
Man is not for architecture but, as he says, architecture is
made for man. The architect must have the knowledge of the
relation of form and function--it is the root of it all.
He says "to design is to pattern-forth. "57 This must be
tfre artist's contribution to society
If one cannot understand Wrightrs principle of life,
he cannot understand his architecture--he may like it but
he will not understand it. Wright constantly personifieë
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architecture as the embodiment of spiritr Which is life.
Therefore he talks about integrity--integrity
in both the
sense of purpose and harmony. He uses such terms as
plastic and tenuity and continuity as generically perso¡tifying man in the building. He uses integrity in the sense
of hunan integrity. Continuity describes for hini the
relation of parts to each other and to space.
Together with integrity and continuity he talks
about "patternr" one of Wri-ghtts favorit,e terms to describe
the essence coming into being. Pattern means structure made
visible. Earlier we quoted "to design is to pattern-forth,rr
To pattern is something Wright believes only the imaginatiOn
can conceive correctly. He feels this concept of naturepattern has been least understood in architecture.53
Architecture is abstract. Abstract. form is the pattern
of the essential. It is, r^/e may see, spirit in objectified forms. Strictly speaking, abstraction has no
reality except as it is embodíed in materials. Realization of form is always geometrical. That is to say,
it is mathematic. We call it pattern
. all architecture must be some formulation of materials in some
actual significant pattern. Bui^lding is itself only
archiLecture when it is essential pattern significant
of PurPose.59
While Wright wonders ceaselessly about the principle of
nature-pattern as one finds it in a leaf or a flower, the
principle of growth is more terrifying to him than the
principle of death--the principle of growth without which
there cannot be life.
AII these existential principles merge into one
concentration: and that is space. Space is the reality of
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the building of which Unity Temple (Oak Park, Chicago 1906)
is his earliest empirical example. ïf space "is notr"
architecture has not arrived. Here perhaps lies the
greatest contradiction for many architects. Wright said
that architecture is space but at the same time goes to
great length to articulate walIs, windows, ceilings, eaves,
etc., in contrast to the International Style which created
space with the pure p1ane. As Wright explains "realj-ty is
the space within which you can put something. fn other
words, the idea."60
Having fully exploited. these principles--also
principles without which human life cannot live--as describing his "organic architecturer" Wright in 1939 after
nearly 50 years of architecture can say "I kno\^¡ that
architecture is li.fei or at least it is life itself takíng
form and therefore it is the truest record of life as it
was lived in the world yesterday, as it is.lived today or
ever will be lived. Such architecture I know to be a
Great Spirit. "6l
Edgar Kaufmann writes that "Wrightrs very personal

forms have not proved viable in other hands .u62 Vüright
always claimed oners expressive style to be one's

o\^7n

granìmar. Therefore if Kaufmannrs statement is correct it

is because r¡/e have failed to see past the grammar for the
essentials that meant so much to Wright in archit'ecture.
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Le Corbusier
Perhaps no architect has influenced todayts archi-

tect as much as Le Corbusier. He is for this reason an
interesting architect to ponder over. There is a greater
paradox in relation to Le Corbusier than to lriright, of whom
we said earlier that his forms had proved unsuccessful with
the present day architect. While Wright could say "I knovt
that architecture is life," Le Corbusier said "Architecture
has evaded life in place of being an expression of it."63
Yet both expressed architecture itself very differently in
their respective works. Yet Wrightrs writitrgsr in my
opinion, are clearer and more expressive of his work than
that of Le Corbusierrs writing" Architects willingly use
Le Corbusier as their icon, but do they understand his
rhetorical writings? For if you would ask Le Corbusier
"What is architecture?" these are the answers we would get.
Architecture is a plastic thing. The spirit of order,
a unity of intentions.64
Architecture is a mattert65of rharmonies, rit is a pure
creation of the spirit.
We have often seen this definition of architecture by Le
Corbusier:

Archítecture is the masterly, correct and magnificent
play of masses brought together in 1ight. Our eyes are
made to see forms in light; light and shade reveal these
forms; cubes, cones, spheres, cylinders and pyramids
are the great primary forms which light reveals to
advantage; the image of these is distinct and tangible
within us and without ambiguity.66
These definitions are poetiç and difficult.
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Together with words such as "masterly, correct and magnifi-

cent," "plastic thing," "spirit" and "unity of intention,"
he uses over and over again the concept of the "regulating
line" as the unj-fying principle, that which sets up order,
the inspirator, the line which sets up qualities of rhythm,
determines geometry, that gives "reassurance"; the line
against willfulness, a means to an end and not a recipe. He
talks about style as a unity of principler âs a state of
mind. We cannot here go into Le Corbusierrs background of
influence as Banham6T ot scut1y68 do, but these descriptions
speaking of an intentionality intrinsic to architecture only
emphasize to us the formidable task archiÈecture is without
the slightest understanding of these principles and
relationships.
Le Corbusier talks about the object deliberately
created,; it is conceived. "The perfect object is a living
The
of truth. .
true object shines with power; between one true object and
another, astonishing relations develop. Our dynamic spirit
bases its acts on the true objects which human genius
creates. The supreme joy, the true joy, is to create."69
Le Corbusier, in the tradition of European rationalism, has a different view of the tmathematicalr than
Wright does. He praises the engineer for his exactnesst
while at the same time saying architecture is not engineering.
Architeclure is a phenomenon of passion and emotion. At, the

organism; it is animated by the spirit
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time it is an operation of the mind, a sense of order,
proportion, volume. His rational mind comes through most
clearly when he says that with "objectivity, architecture
rouses the most brutal instinct¡ in the same way, with the
abstraction, it encourages the noblest feelings. Architectural abstraction has this magnificent quality: that
while it is rooteci in brute fact, it nevertheless
spiritualizes that fact, for the brute fact is nothing but
the materialization or symbol of a possible iciea. "70
And it has been his belief that a "driving intentionr'
will be an aim everyone can afterwards see for himself without an interpret"r.Tl
His belief is strong in reality once
expressed to make its presence felt to mankind" Can we
judge fairly today how his work makes that presence felt
communicating to us? Lf sor we must also und.erstand that
invisible aspect in all his work--the rrealityr of his
building. Intention is clear in his mind. He concludes
Towards a lrlew Architecture \^¡ith "Architecture or
Revolution?" to indicate his seriousn."=.72
same

Louis I.

Kahn

the I'glowing arc
lamp" bet\,rreen a V'Tright and a Le Corbusier. Kahn directs
the student to such confl-icts of conscious-unconscious
crichotomy in design, and what the creative act is all
Kahn has been characterized as

about.
He

talks abouL inst,itutions:

the architecture of
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the institutions of man. Kahn sees the atrchitect's creative
task "to sense that every building must serve an institutj.on
of man, whether the institution of government, of home, of
learningr or of health, or recreation. "T3 over and above
programmirg, the architect must define the inst.it,ution of
man. Kahn feels intensely that man is confronted by
j-nstitutions and is suddenly distrustful of his institutions.
It seems like a paradox. Kahn is beginning to spell out
what Le Corbusier meant by "Architecture or Revolution. "
Revolution is intrinsic to man and to reality, and erupts
when man stands in the way of its natural processr or when
the nature of man is confronted. instead. incorporated in the
objectified world. He defines architecture concrusively as
"the thoughtful making of spaces .u74
In the notion of institution Kahn brings j-nto focus
both the existential and the universal: the personal and
the impersonal, the finite and infinite, the measurable and
the immeasurable--a world within a world. Kahn says 'rWhat
a thing will look like will not be the same, but that which
it is answering will be the same."75 To talk about the
institution of man, he talks about Form (the what) and.
Design (the how). Form concerns itself with the existent
will of this institution,. Design gives occasion to this
will of the institution.
Maria Bott^ero suggests that, this
finite-infinite
understanding of Kahn resolves itself in
fo]lowing both Wrightrs subjective, contingent, temporal,
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existential situation and Le corbusier's rational view, and
by so doing he recognizes in the institution both the
natural and historical. Thus she writes, "Kahn limits himself to observing that the architectonic organism, in that
it is a subjective and. finite product, is always forshadowed
in the natural and cosmic infinite."76
rn this sense Kahn
says architecture is the embodiment of the immeasurableo
"The greatness of an architect depends more on the po\^/er to
realize that which is 'houset than on his ability to design
f a houser--something prescribecr
by circumstances ."7'7
The brief considerations we have given to Wright,
Le corbusier anq Kahn do not encapsule their own philosophies
or indeed the philosophy of architecture. They do however,
indicate two things to us:
1. Each architect has to begin at the beginning.
Wright sees architecture as a resolution of man with nature,
the total organic order. Nature, man and world objectify
themselves in what we here are considering, architecture.
Le Corbusier sees life predominantly as an expression of a
universal order. And being the artist he is, truth is the
search for the universal expression in plastic primary
shapes. Kahn sees architecture as a resolution in a
rediscovery of the institution of man. "Every system is a
world in itself, a coherent and organic whole in which the
architect limits himself to creating what a thing wants to
be within the laws of the system. But at the same time
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everything refers back to its origin, to that desire for
life and for being, which presides over every human institution and over every realization of Manrs being.,,78 Thus we
have wright concentrating on the existential, organic whole¡
Le Corbusier on the universal and inorganic, Kahn on manrs
institution--each reaching ever deeper into man as being.

2.

We

have atready presupposed this point:

has a profound way of understanoing architecture.

each

Tt is a
self-discovery of each architect as it must be for us" We
cannot hope to understand what is demanded of us without an
inkling of the exj-stential being, the universal being and
the institutional being. ITowever, if only to make us more
aware of our difficulty,
two dutch architects, Habrak.rrT9
and Aldo van Eyck, today warn that \^/e can no longer
naively build for peopl.e who once buitt and created their
own (unique) environments. lr7e must heed van Eyckrs words
when he writes that "Get closer to the shifting centre of
human centre and build its contraform--for each man and all
men, since they no longer do it themselves (if society has
no form, who can build the city-contra-form?) . "89 Architecture must think of man and what it means to objectify.
Perhaps a third point could have been discussed in
conjunction with the previous two, but I chose to discuss
it separately. It marks the continuous line of architectural
development of this century. I want to refer to new
archigramrSl to The Time Hoo".82 by Martin pawleyr êÍrd
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finally to the new development of Osaka 70, Japan. Implied
in this continuous line of architectural development is lhe
conflict of permanence and change. commitment. and understanding are intertwined wíthin this conflict. V,Iright,
Le Corbusi-er and Kahn understood. this well. While each
embodied architecture very differently, and hence there is
change implied. between their works, each grasped the
essence of permanence. But the change within recent
architectural movements has made it more difficutt to
understand the phenomenon of permanence itself.
In fact it
is questionable whether the recent movements really undegstand this phenomenon.
In the early 60rs a neo-FuLurist movement called
Archigram burst upon the scene" It has made use of
industrial images as generalized structures which become
the source of power, the fabric of the community or the
city, of service and support with habitable clip-on cellular
units. Certainly the imageable generalized structure of
service ana clip-on units and people is indeed a necessary
one. But while the images are somewhat utopían, the sense
of permanence we wish to draw from Archigram is the extension architecture is of man from his clip-on capsule to the
t^otality of the generalized structure. So far Archigram
has been more concerned with the generalized structure as a
visual image and the tiny capsule which is extremely
functional in characterr and less with the relation of lhe
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two extremes. And one gets the feeling that there is more
preoccupation with the image or the object and. the funct,ion
than with the phenomenon of permanence itself.

It is not
so much a criticism of Archigram as it is a question of
permanence in its complex images.
In The Time House, Martin Pawley suggests how our
environment can be solved. One is not sure that Pawley is
all that serious about his proposal. His argument is that
present housing conditions are not suitable for the kind of
privatizat,ion phenomenon t,hat is happening in our present
society (stewing in oners apartment watching the 'eyet all
weekend). He believes Habrackents proposal of "support
structures" which now provide places within which people
move and create their own spaces as they used to, is a
total failure from the out,set. 83 Pawley proposes a
radically different idea. Vüith the two key concepts of
replication--84 and behavior Pawley d.evelops his Time House
which can be summarized briefly as:
1. the need to create a presence of both subject
and object as a necessary condition for consci-ousness;
2. this presence is authentic only in the individ.ual
world of experience (hence privatization);
3. the realm of dwelling must be the realm of
authentic experience;
4. as replication has shown, places and objects
are proof of individual experience--to destroy them would

humcn. spoce.
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be to destroy evid.ence of beingr âs is done continuously in

the public realm, and;
5. a continuous record of individual object ref,ations in time and place which could unlock the key to manrs
behavior necessary for understanding his personal
.
85
exl-sËence.
Therefore, in the "act of dwelling" the Time House listenst
smeIls, sees, touches, remembers and replays when wanted.
Man lives "no\n¡" together with time and change" No other
realm can provide man with this necessary condition of man
except the Time House as described. Pawley concludes that:
"The purpose of the Time House is to make behavior intelli-

gible."86 The act of dwelling now combines, through
Pawleyrs super-electronic mechanization, the self, the egor
and the reflection on it in a single moment of recaII.
Man, in reflecting, becomes another observer.
The question lve now face is this: Are we still
asking I'What is architecture?" or, "Is architecture something else?" and, "How does replication and behavior now
combine in a new way for "architecture" to become more
intelligibler or does Pawley in fact (for the first time
I believe anyone has) make man see what the problem of
architecture really is? I have some snapshots of myself
which amuse me nov/ upon reflection--indeed, where is the
architecture? However, if Pawley is trying to ask the
question rlWhat is man" through a kind of anthropological
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philosophical act of dwelling, then he is breaking exciting
new ground in the field of architecture. But he first needs
to write this chapter. pawleyts concern is not "vlhat is
architecture?" but with the act of dwelring. Thus he is
concerned with the phenomenon of permanence. But the
question remains whether the phenomenon of permanence is
rea11y grasped with his concepts of replication and
behavior.
Le Corbusier talked about. the "quantum interest,' in

architecture: the human manifestation, the achievement of
the imponderable.BT Pawley is suggesting that today,
especially in his Time House and at osaka 70,88. rr.t
quantum leap is struggling for existence: (1) a leap
from static images to mobile images, from form to contenti
(2) a substitution of the laws of perception for the laws
of force, mass and weight (which in my opinion points to a
grave error on Pawleyrs part). To this end Pawley cites
Le CorbusÍerts tpoenre electoniquet as an early example in
existence in 1958. By separating form from context as the
Geodesic Dome of Expo 67 did, and creating a visual field
of images instead, and introducing drugs, halography,
etc., .
some new environment results.
Pawley writes
"architectural form becomes irrelevant, and content becomes
itself a binary problem of creative and technical vision-just what architecture used to be before the idea of simple
enclosure got a foothold
with a few slide projectors,
c
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tape recorders and strobe light.s they tarchitectsl could
create visions of gothic splendour unequalled. by the labour

of thousands in the middle .ges. "B9
Implied in the forgone conclusion is a new sense of
architecture. We seem to be led away from the question of
"What is architecture?" to the nature of experience itself.
In L967 John Johansen said:
rThe experience \^re derive from our building (in the
future) will be drawn from a fusion of the senses: t,he
impact swift, instant, condensed, tot,al; the message
immediate, direct, pgssibly crude, unedited, unrehearsed, but real.'90
In L970-7L Johansen designed Mummerrs Theatre which in some
way begins to describe what he possibly had in mind in his
statement above.

But iL is clear from some Japanese architects that
they are prepared to be even more radical about the nature
of architecture as their pavilions and its contents begin
to suggest--a new sense of permanence within a new and
great flux of change unknown to man in such a real way.
Noriaki Kurokawa writes :
I I think architecture is designed to þecome a very
metaphysical thing
. an interpretation between
very spiritual, very visual things and the physical
world that we now work with. . . . I see the multiscreen, mixed media pavilion as a trainingi center for
just that. r91
By "metaphysical thingil Kurokawa must have in mind some
transcendental meaning which he cannot quite describe. He
contends that architecture will not simply concentrate on
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vüaIls, floors, doors, windows, etc., but will become a concentration more on ímaginable images.
We

have a final challenging statement by another

Japanese architect. when he writes:

rArchitecture must now take on multiple meanings: its
presence can no longer be determined by form; rather it
must be frexible and responsive to the-- frow of time and
the needs of a succession of oqÇasions. r call such an
architecture I soft architecture t "t92
As we move through this short period of architect,ural

history we encounter a variety of views about the nature of
architecture itself.
we sense a very different approach to
the manifestation itself between the pioneers and, for
example, the architects of the Osaka 70t pavilions. We
sense a great flux of change in the expression itself--so
much so that we are led to wonder about the place of
permanence in this great flux of change. This is equally
true for the expressions themselves and the writings where
architects haysthe chance to express their views in words.
The bewilderment of the relation of permanence to
change is simultaneously associated with the enigrmat.ic
question: "What is Architecture?" They cannot be
separated. Therefore, the search for the meaning in
architecture is, perhaps believing the question can be
resolved for us as architects in its present form"
Recent studies presuppose the quest.ion in their
works but are their results satisfactory? That is¡ do
they in fact deal effectively with the enigmatic question
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of what architecture is?
Whereas the pioneers talked about life in relationship to architecture (even though it appears highly ideological at times for example, as in De Stijl), today there
is much emphasis on the meaning of architecture. And there
are a variety of studies in this area" There is Complexity
and Contradiction in Architecture by Robert Venturi. His
book characterizes the clarity of meaning as contradictory
and ambiguous. He uses projects to illustrate his point.
Therefore, he opts for richness of meaning instead.93 th"
book begins with the premise that the object--which
obviously is architecture--is presupposed.. Meaning is thus
richness in the relation of element to element of the part
to the whole. Venturi places himself into the mainstream
of architecture and speaks the language of a designer.
Architecture has arrived as it were and he is not so much
concerned with the origin of archit,ecture itself as with the
rules of the game. It is fair to say that his book is
concerned with the ambiguities one faces in design and not
so much the reLation of it to life.
Semiology is concerned with the clarity of meaning
in archiLecture. Tt is interested in the "information flow"
a building will give its participant. The area of study is
new and therefore criticism may be premature, but one is not
so sure what the expectancy-surprise continuum is to measure¡
and the relation of meaning to this measure. Semiology
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builds upon the parole (speech) and langue (grammar) as in
"94
language.-'
The nreaning that a building may have must be
its capacity for irony as is the case in language. But if
it is in the area of speech that the contj-nuum courd have
any meanirg, the meaning seems to be no more than the
commonness which it presents. semiology seems to falter in
the end in terms of the question of origins which every
architect must necessarily face, by being concerned more
with interwoven strands of society that intertwine with
each other than with the 'holesr in between.
In reference to meaning !{e must also show that
psychological studies too, presuppose architecture as an
empirical reality to which people react. The architect in
this frame of mind95 find= that people do not react to
objects but rather to a multiplicity of meanings that make
up the object. An attempt is made to learn how people
react to parts of buildings¡ i.ê.¡ such as entrances, and
through such observations the architect will in a more
knowledgeable way design meaning into the building. The
architect is faced with the danger of being unconcerned
with the object as a totality, and its break up into parts;
and secondly he enhances the coilrmonsense attitude by
sticking to a commonsense meaning. Architecture is something "holistic" and. the architect hopes to discover iÈ in
the building over and above the commonsense need and
funcLion

"
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The criticism we charge each of the above views with

is that while they explicitly study the relation of meaning
to architecture, they completely ignore its relation to life.
The contention is that meaning is a relation to 1ife and
research must account for this relation as in architecture.
For this reason Le Corbusierrs anxiety in his pioneering
days, which is equatly true today, vras that "Architecture
today is no longer conscious of its own beginning. "96 The
error seems to be that architecture is coupled with buildings
as speech is to commonnessr Ers meaning is to psychologism.
Architecture is presupposed as an object and not as a
relationship of life. And as long as this kind of
'couplingr revolves around an anonymity the enigmatic
question reappears "what is architecture?"
It is an inappropriate question because it subconsciously presupposes the object. The permanent is not
discovered within the domaj-n of the question" For as soon
as we ask the question we presuppose the object and all the
concepts such as space, time, form, and. structure etc. r âf,ê
taken for granted. It is premature to immediately couple
architecture with the building. Le Corbusierrs skepticism
has resulted from this premature correlation of architecture to building. To ask "what is architecture?" is
paradoxically the wrong question to ask. It in itself
cannot tell us where the permanence in the. great flux of
change lies.
In a similar way it would be unprofitable to
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ask "what is man?" since he himself does not know either.
And yet the concepts belong to architecture only as they
belong to man. The question is circular. We must realiZe

that to ask what architecture is, is necessary but not the
end in itself, it is only the means (Architecture presupposes man). But space, time, order are structures of
man as being. Thereforer âs architecture refers back tp
man, it refers to the structures of his being situated,in
the sense of time, space, order, etc.
Therefore, if we understand man as man somehow
situatedr \d€ shal1 understand the permanence at the base of
all change and which is also the condition for there being
architecture.
To come back to the question of meaning, it is a
question of life; hence a question of origin. The pioneers
struggled with it. It is a question for the sincere, not
for the faint-hearted. In life, man is condernned to meaning.
The permanent must be recognized as meaning, and meaning

gives reality to the man-objectr/world tension. Man in
relationshjp with gives rise to meaning and to reality.
The architect must begin with the r,tan-objecL/world.

relationship as if it were the origin itself.
"Just as
the seed must tie in darkness of the earth before it
flowers and vegetablesr so the artist musL plunge into the
depths of life and language before creating something
,r"*.97 Despite the ambiguities of lnanr \¡rê must discover
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his presence.
Architecture is some permanence of man. The changes
of the "in-between' have veiled that truth. The 20th century
will again discover that permanence because of the number of
changes we experience in a life time. Le Corbusier wrote
that there was architecture in the telephone as well as in
the parthenon. In short thenr the archit.ect. must make his
role relevant in society. For example, the relevancy of his
role wilt explain why a client who wants a house built would
come to himr ârr architect, j-nstead of the local house
builder. His relevance will be measured in terms of the
humanity he provides-for man.

PROGRAM

OF

RESEARCH

The proposed outline of research is a program that

can be jusLified in this study but cannot be cleart with in
any complete sense. It is a prog'ram of research which

could last a lifetime. In this study we can do no more
than point to relationships and factors that begin to
ans\,ver our man-object/world question.
The study is interrel_ated with a variety of sources

pertinent to our question. Therefore a problem of terminology could j-nterfere. ït will be our concern not to cause
unnecessary terminology difficulties.
wherever we can do
sor we shall give analogies or examples of terms unfamiliar
to architects.
One has to see the outline as one idear âs wholeness,
as expression, as attitude or understanding, i.e., architecture as thought worked out in a coherent sequence. No
part, can stand alone; each is interconnected with the other.
One could see the outline as a few li-nks of a conscious
moment, of a continuous chain of time. Or, one could see
the creative act as the centre itself, that is the conscious
act, from which radiates logical spheres of relationships to
infinity, like a raindrop in a pond where the irnpact manifest,s itself in the crests that are sent out from its cenLre.
5B
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one courd also think of the outrine as a brief conscious

for the durat.ion of a project, a painting, a
sculpture, etc.; perhaps just a lifetime in this infinite

moment

cosmic order.
The outline is an inspirator and a program which

brings Èo it ideas, personalities who have encountered the
problem of reality in life in architecture as f have" The
outline is a way of seeing through a problem, a way of
getting a glimpse of our own ambiguityt it is also an
inspiration in the way it may lead to an understanding. It
is the problem as well as method.
I see the outline as a matrix (which in latin means
womb). Therefore it remains as a happening, as continually
coming int,o being. In this sense it strives for fuIfilIment, for maturity; its intrinsic nature is growth. It has
as Kahn would say its own "existent will" and as Tillich
would say "po\nrer of being".
I am not merely speaking in cliches, or empty
metaphors; it is not simply a worshipful attitude. The
outline represents a long, serious and. difficult search
for a form that would begin to express the inner struggle
of someone who is searching for a meaning of the creative
act. It represents the beginning of a long program of
search. Now I hold it at my fingert.ips; in the future I
hope to affirm it, also in some architectural projects.
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MAN AND OBJECT

The man-object world is a section by means of which

wil}, in some very direct ways, come to a deeper appreciation of man and his ambiguities, his oscilLation within the
Man objectifies
sphere of being and nonbeing in his tife.
out of an inner drive for fulfill-ment. Man is not Pure
ArchÍtecture must
being. He strives for being ín itself.
be seen as an activity which helps man toward fu1fillment.
Man objectifies himself in his ceaseless march toward ultiArchitecture is part of that march. That is
mate reality.
to say, man is a pilgrim; architecture the caravan.
But the section will focus on the object too. The
object is that thing we see in the world; things, world as
a stage of things. We do not question them but we live in
and among them. fn this instant, man is the centre of the
world. But, things do not remain as signs forever. As man
becomes aware of the object, it begins to dissolve and an
intentional relationship develops. In other words, man
and object do not exist apart. As man begíns to question
himself in relationship to the world of objects, they merge
synergicaltry. A conscious act emerges and ¡nan and the
object (or subject and the object) forrn the two poles of
we

consciousness.
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OBJECTIFICATTON

If the section on the conscious act is looking for
the 'conditionsr which make the creative act or event possible
in the first place, the act of fulfiltment as objectification
focuses on the rrealization' of the event itself, i.€., act
or event as standing forth at a distance from man. By
realization we mean the transformation of reality into
meaning. The process of transformation proceeds by asking
the questions of what and how. Both questions are responsible
to or derivations of an underlyíng thought as in Being, where
Being is referred to as the metaphysical nature of man, oI
the essential nature of Iife. objectification is a struggle
of the essential coming into existence, where existence is
empovüered

bY the essence.

But objectification is also an acknowledgement of
man,s historical inherence. To refer to thought as
co-extensive of Being means at the same time that we are

grafted to a historical situation. The man-objectr/world
questionofthepresentimpliesavortexofourentire
past. Therefore, the questions of what and how implied by
objectification takes into consideration the whole' of
architectural historY
objectificationinthesenseofactuality,isthe
ultimate condition of transcendence expressed most beautifully in the statement "I see according to itr'. objectiArchitecture
fication touches the very being of man itself.
is nothing more than man present to himself'
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THE CONSCIOUS ACT

object merge in consciousnessr or if you
will, subjectivity is impregnated with objectivity (which
the study of ontology is concerned with).
The creative act (1) must understand the phenomenon
of the subject directed towards an object. An event occurs
as an interrelationship of the subject-object polarity.
This has been understood in the theoretical writings of art
since the time of Vasari. Consciousness is consciousness of
something, it is an act. It is the infra-structure of
"intentional beingi. " And as such it is a mode of perception;
it is an intuit,ive act of grasping the essentials of a
thing or life"
The creative act having the bi-polar structure, (2)
must be understoodr âs the phenomenon of being-in-the-wor1d.
The bi-po1ar structure has its origin in the situation
itself.
Being-in-the-wor1d simply means to be situated.
To be situated however rangies from oners implicatedness to
the world to oners self-manifestation in the world.
Once the creative act is understood as belonging to
the structure of consciousness but also as having its roots
in the existential, the intent is to understand architecture
as know]-edge, not so much in the sense of epist"-"**
O*
in the sense of experience--objectification.
Man and
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SELF-PRESENCE

We

can best begin to understand the sense and

significance of architecture in the ultimate notion of
presence. It embodies both the visible and the invisib_le
and subtends a kind of thickness, a field of depth, in
which man is present. to himsetf by creating a distance in
relation to himself. In this sense, presence can be simply
defined as myself seen from the outsid,e.
The notion of presence is unique to architecture
because it incorporates both the meaning and the visual in
one body. Tt does not advocate the mystical connotation.
This would lead to further illusionary views on architecture
and it,s purpose. Architecture is part of the self-fulfitlment of man in virtue of the existential categories of time,
space, form and. reason in which he lives. Architecture
cannot add anything more that these categories do not
already imp1y. But architecture can give rise to the selfpresence they speak of.
Through the event we call architecture, the categories take on, so to speak, F1esh. And life takes on
meaning.
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SECTION

II

There are undoubtedly many ways of tackling the
problem of the man and object world in ord.er to see each

separately and the relation of each to the other.
It would be of great benefit to investigate more fu1ly 'why'
we in everyday life have the tendency to take each phenomenon for granted and as a result bypass the vital relations
they have to each other. However, it is more difficult to
consioer each phenomenon on more general levels because
each presupposes the other, as will become evident. Therefore this section on Man and on object may seem rather
abrupt in relation to section I.
phenomenon

BEING OF

MAN

In the introduction we said architecture presupposes
man. This simply means that (1) architecture is an act
carried out by rrìân¡ but it at the same time means that (2)
it is a fundamental act of man" This a\,vareness led the
pioneers to claim a new grip on architecture in the
retationship of MAN-I{ACHINE-MATERTALS. This relationship
st,ilI appears to be vital today. Martin Buberrs observation in 1938 seems as valid today as then: "Man is no
longer able to master the world which he himself brought
76
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about: it is becoming stronger than he is, it is winning
free of him, it confronts him in an almost elemental
independence, and he no longer knows the word which could
subdue and. render harmless the golem he has created. "l More
recently Paul Tillich has said something similar:
"Twentieth-century man has lost a meaningful world and a
self which lives in meanings out of a spiritual center"
The man-created worlci of objects has drawn into itself him
who created it and who now loses his subjectivity in it.
He
has sacrificed. himseLf to his own productions. " However
Tillich goes on to sây, "man still is aware of what he has
lost or is continuously losing. He is still man enough t,o
experience his dehumanization as despair. "2 with such
recognition of mants predicament, Èhe question "Vühat is
man?" has receíved new attention and the question has been
pushed to frontiers previously unknown to man. It will
take more such effort to repossess Èhe world which man has
brought about; it takes a long time for a people to regain
its freedom, having once lost it"
Van Eyck is well a\dare that the question of man is
implied in architecture when he so subt.ly says: I'Whoever
attempts to meet man in the abstract will speak with his
echo and call it a dialogue."3 Whoever works with echoes
does not work with man. A designer must make the centre
of his thought the question "V'lhat is man?", knowing full
welL that a "design can never be a sol-ution to a problem;
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it can only attempt to clarify the question. "4 Nevertheless,
the question must keep burning in the architectfs mind; he
must manifest the question in his work, he cannot proceed
illegitimately.
It would be to our benefit to cover the history of
the historical question as Buber has done so well in his
book Between Man ahd Man, and PauI Tillich has done more
recently; but this would mean more space than we can
grudgingly spare. IL is essential however, to make a
sketchy outline of the image of existential man, in order
to discover his existential spirit" Tillich has, without
question, given us an ontology of man, gleaning from
philosophy and history all the perspectives on man, particularly those of our â9er and from the experience of man in
his existential situation" We can benefit from a brief
sketch of this ontological structure.5
Man and animals both have environments. Only man
transcends his environment and has a wor1d. This means
that man has a self-consciousness in that he is able to
separate himself from the world. This is man's uniqueness:
while he is bound to an environment he also transcends it;
while he lives in a world he also transcends it. His
horizon goes out beyond his immediate surroundings.6
An animal in the realm of its perception is like a fruit
in its skin; man is, or can be, in the world as a
dweller in an enormous building which is always being
added to, and to whose limits he can never penetratet
but which he can nevertheless know as one does know a
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house in which one lives--for he is capable of grasping
the wholeness of the building as such. /

Another view holds that "openness beyond the world is even

the condition for man's experience of the wor1d."B It is
this openness that distinguishes man from animal" Vüe have
the capacity to set at a rdistance' man as such, and then to
o*
enter into rrelation' with him or his objectified wor1d.'
Manrs basic ontological position springs from his
ability to set apart and enter into a relationship with.
Implied is the subject-object structure. Self-consciousness
is founded and all the consequent ontologicat elements and
categories on this principl".10 Tillich writes, "The self
without the world is empty; the world without a self is
dead."Il This then must be our first basic recognition:
man, while he lives in this world, while he is an object
in it like other objects, is a self and not a thing; he is
somebody who imagines and perceives a world. Therefore,
he can create independence of the world by setting it apart,
and opposite to himself. The world does not remain
opposite me as an object. To enter into rrelation' means
that one can first set at a distance--both constitute one
act: to set apart is to establish a presence and this
presence is one's relation.12
How can we understand the ontological concept of
man as life? !'te can by looking at the elements which
contribute Lo his ontological nature of being. The
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ontological concept is difficult to apprehend but then so is
the rear nature of life. The 'ontorogicalf as r understand
it, deals with the j-ntrinsic nature of man that is not just
true for today, but that implies the bare significances of
life and its nature. rn the courage To Be13 tiIti.r, shows
that different things or aspects have preoccupied man, some
have stood out more than others, but none have ever been
denj-ed. Some have received greater clarification than others.
some have even been wrongly presupposed because undue attention was given to others. But the nature of man is not that,
contingent,. iL is not true just for today and not for
tomorrow. The implications may change but not the essence
itself.
Therefore when I refer to manrs ontological
elements as Tillich does, f do so because they are representatives of the infrastructure of being. And of course
the whole difficulty of understanding of man as being is to
describe his being--that is all the ontotogical concepts
want to accomplish. However, the difficulty lies in the
fact that when we deal with man \,re are not dealing with any
kind of formula. And if our discussion of man takes the
form of such ominous terms as being, ontological, spirit,,
existential or essential, it is because these terms have to
grow within us. We mustrso to speak, experience them,
identify with them. And because the architect must deal
with life, it is his responsibility to at least. have the
barest knowledge and understanding of the essentials of

8I

life itself.

To simply talk about life without really

understanding its essentials is to remain naive about,

architecture as we11. Therefore, to briefly consider the
ontological structure of being is to make us aware of the
real invisible forces that in effect objectify man in his
situation. That is to say, we need to, as architects, turn
our attention a\^/ay from our busy preoccupations with the
object which simply treat man as some mysterious echo, and
begin to build a bridge between man and object. And this
bridge remains an invisible link between them. The significances of the ontological elements and categories as v¡e
shafl come to see in the barest sense, indicate to us how
tightly mants exj-stence is held in the wor1d, how delicate
the balance of being really is in the face of life. And
that is the purpose and intent of this study: to bring us
to the edge where man and object meet in actuality"
1. Individualization and participation:
Every being exists in and for itself as a centered
and indivisible self, but at the same time belongs to a
realm of reality outside itself in which the self participates. Individualization actualizes itself in "personality. r'
Personality is acquired at the same time through participation in all levels of life" l4an can participate only on
the levels of being and life which he himself is. Communit'y
is founded upon this leve1 of participation. "Man can
become whole not in virLue of a relation to himself, but in
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virtue of a relation to another se1f. "14 what, man is can be
discovered only by breaking down individuar barriers and
entering into a relation with one another:
one life opens to another--not steadily, but so to speak
attaining its extreme reality onry from point, to point,
yet also abre to acquire a form in the community of life,
the other becomes present not merely in the imagination
or feeling, but in the depths of suËstance, =o f.h.t on"
experiences the mystery oi the other being in the
mystery of one¡s own. The two participate in one
anotherrs lives in every fact, not physically, but
onticaIly. l5
In this polarity of ontological reality no individuals exist without participating as we1l,
Both cognition and empirical knowledge are dependent
upon "the part,icipation of the individual in the universar
and the participation of the knower in the known.',16
2. Form and Dynamics:
The polarity of form and dynamics appears in manrs
immediate experience as a polar dist,inction of vitality and
intentionality.
It is the vitality in man that sends him
beyond a natural biological existence. Dynamics reaches
out. beyond nature only in mant in this sense man alone has
Vitality is a form of openness \4/e referred to
vitality.
above. "Man is able to create a world beyond the given
world; he creates the technical and spiritual realms."L7
Dynamism goes hand in hand with expression. Dynamics
peculiar only to man, implies creativeness: "It is directed,
formed; it transcends itsetf t,oward meaningful contents.t'18
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interact with each other to create
meaningful structures. They, as one, live in universals;
they grasp and shape reality. And the principle of transcendence implies that there cannot be being without a
becoming inherent in being. What is present in the process
of becoming is change and change within being. In changie,
being is preserved--being as the permanence within change.
If nothing remained preserved in the process of change,
becoming would be impossible. An obvious example is growth:
Form and dynamics

self-transcendence based on self-conservatiorr.

19

lives in the forms he makes, but at the same
time transcends these forms. Man find.s no final satisfaction
in his o\À¡n creation and leaves it for new ones. Therefore
his destiny moves beyond culture"20 It could be said that
the polarity of form and dynamics are in constant reformation.
Man

3. Freedom and Destiny:
Freedom in polarity with destiny is the structure
which makes existence possible because it transcends the
essential necessity of being without destroying it.
Freedom is experienced as deliberation, decision,
and responsibility.
To make a decision means to cut off
possibilities that were real possibilities.
The person who
decides "must be beyond what he cuts off or excludes ."2I
To make decisions means to be responsible as well. Decisions
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and responsibilities point to a rcentert in man. No one can
answer for him.

Destiny is the broad base upon which the self and
freedom is centered. Decisions are made from the concrete
totality of being, not an epistemological subject. Destiny
is the basis of freedom and freedom participates in shaping
destiny. Only he who has freedom has destiny, and he who
has destiny has freedom.22
The polarity of freedom and destiny is unique to

man

only (as the other polarities are) in that he makes decisions
and is responsible for them. Only by way of analogy could
this polarity be applied to nature, and then in terms of
spontaneity and Iaw. Spontaneity interacts with Iaw. "In
nature spontaneity is united with law in the way freedom
is united with destiny in man. .
Each being acts and
reacts according to the laws of the larger units in which
it is included."23 This larger unit in which man participates is infinitude.
These ontological polarities are in essence the
background agai-nst which man operates. If we take for
example the polarity of freedom and destiry, one is impressed
with the delicate balance that one needs to struggle for in
life to meet the satisfaction of this ontological polarity.
In fact we never quite reach that perfect balance. The
opposite of freedom of course is imprisonment which implies
Lhat man lacks a destiny. To real-Iy be free inplies that
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a destiny. For example, the architect is not free
to act as long as his dest.iny is not caught up with being
itself.
All the ontorogical elements are aspects of being,
and Tillich wants to show furthermore, that. they are in a
continual dialectical rerationship: one does not really
precede the other; they emerge together. ^A,nd it isn't too
difficult to see the relationship of man-to-object in a
similar dialecticar way as any of these porarities, separate
or all togetherr âS in life.
man has

Manrs Finitude

Tillich defines finitud.e as "being limited by nonbeing."24 Hence man is a finíte creature by nature. But
the question of being does not even arise until one is
faced with the shock of non-being. Then man asks the
ontological question about his mysterious being. Logically,
being precedes non-being. Man can, however, envisage
nothingness. Being and non-being are dialecticalry rerated.
As finite being, man presupposes that (1) being is
continually threatened by non-being and that (2) finitude
implies an infinitude. While man strives for being-itself,
he can never become infinity itself; for being-itself is not
infinitude" Finitude is a driving principle of being
toward being-itse1f. Infinitude is an abstract possibility.
Non-being has an ontological quality in relation to
being. Anxiety is the existential awareness of non-being
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.25
in different Eypes.
Nonbeing threatens
1. ontic self-affirmation:
manrs ontic self-affirmation, that is to say, the most basic
self-affirmation in simple existence.
Nonbeing threatens
2" Spiritual self-affirmation:
man's spiritual center relatively in terms of emptiness or
absolutely in terms of meaninglessness"
3. Moral self-affirmation: It is a loss of ultimate concern. It threatens man relatively in terms of
guilt or absolutely in terms of condemnation.
Anxiety, Tillich says, has to be modified into an
object of fear in-order-to escape its nakedness. Once one
is faced with nothingness there is no escape from i8.26
We can
These forms of anxiety are real in life.
. so what? Are not these forms of
all att,est to it.
anxiety really superfluous to this study and to the
discussion of the man-object relationship? I think not.
They are indeed necessary to an understanding of the
man-object/world relationship. How does man dissipate
anxiety in one I s life? He d.oes ít through his life of
objectification" Therefore in the work of architecture
one must strive towards a negation of anxiety rather than
to enhance it. If objectifications delimits manr that is
to sây, situates him, surely it is d.one witfr some apprehension of the nonbeing-being structure of man.
l"lan is no homogenous being. He struggles within
which manifests itself
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the polarity of non-being and being. In non-being he is
faced with absence; in being he strives towards presence.
The concept of life can be further clarified in its
ontological categories: the forms of reality which manifest
themserves in our immediate experiences and with which we
participate whether as an expression of absence or presence
of man.
1. Time: To be means to be present" If the present
becomes ilIusory, being is conquered by non-being" All
things have a transitory nature. It is inpossible to fix
the present wiÈhin the never-stopping temporal f1ux. Time
moves "from a past that is no more towards a future that is
not yet through a present whicir is nothing more than the
moving boundary line between past and future."27 out of
this change of time must emerge a presence--or, be denied.
In the transitoriness of time man must seek self-affirmation
even in the face of death in time. Things change with time;
and we face death. These are essential to manfs being and
must be resolved in oners existence. Courage gives man the
power to affirm himsel-f in the moment between the past and
the future.
2. Space: liere architects take notice with alertness--space! What is space, let alone the problem of time?
To be is to have space. It is implied by the reality of
the present as a mode of time. t'Time creates the present
through its union with space. In this union, time comes to
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a standstilr because there is something on which to stand.r2B
Man is not a pilgrim on earth in the sense that space is not
needed, but needed only by way of functional necessity. The
finitude of man necessitates space because he is a pilgrim,
never laying claims to space in a permanent way. Therefore,
to have no space as in the sense of presence encourages
insecurity, and insecurity is an invitation to anxiety.
Because space is an ontological category it requires man to
be abre to affirm iiis space, his situation, whether a social
space or space in the sense of "house." To have space is an
affj-rmation of being. As Tillich says so wel1, "the present,
always involves mants presence in it and presence means
having something present to one¡s self over against oners
self. .
The present implies space."29
3. Causality: Things and events have no aseity,
that is to sây, they have no being in and by themselves.
ft could be said that only God has thís by nature. Therefore the question of cause of a thing or some event
presupposes that it does not possess its oÌvn power of
coming into being. To use a Heideggarian expression,
things are "thrown" into being, implying that a source
exists outside of it,. Causality implies the inability of
anything to be real in itself but only real in rel-ation
to something else. And man as a creature has no necessity
by itself and therefore is a prey to non-being. Man as
being is cont.ingent and only courage can Èake within itself
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the contingency of causality.
4. Substance: In substance, mind encounters reality.
It is present whenever we speak of something. The anxiety
over substance is that it wirr be lost in the flux of time
or change. "Changing reality lacks substantiatity, the
power of being, the resistance against nonbeing. "30 Anxiety
is expressed well when one feels the loss of ground on which
a person or a group has stood, the loss of oners selfidentity or group identity; the fear of accidents. The
question of unchangeable substance cannot be silenced. lrte
must face it with courage.
In sunmary, the ontological elements and categories
of being which participate in the being-nonbeing polarity
of finitude express most vividly manrs predicament, the
substance and reality of life itself.
They indicate to us
the intrinsic nature of man which the architect cannot overlookr the delicate balance he requires in order to exist.
Man faces the possibilities of losing his selfcenteredness and subjectivity by being collectivízed. In
the second polarity, dynamics may lose itself in rigid forms
which could then move in the other extreme of formlessness.
Or man may be threatened with the loss of freedom because of
that which his destiny necessitates, and a contingent
freedom implies a loss of destiny.
The categories are of great interest to the architect. ft seems as if they speak a language he is more used
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to. The meaning that time, space, cause and substance have
for existence were already experienced by the De Stijl
members but not felt as acutely as Tillich has described
them. Time and. space have been major preoccupations of the
architects; both are 2Oth century .or,."pt=.31* But the
reality of them are empty, âÈ least time and space have not
been given the existential attention that they should have.
Architects know that their forms must take into account
both time and space but the tendency is to sj-tuate them to
one or the other extreme; on the one, as abstraction as it
was with De Stijl, on the otherr âs functional, which is a
common

expression today.
The ontological elements and categories are also

present in Vürightrs principle of "organic architecture."
In this principle they all exist together in dialectical
tension. Architecture has no other origin except in the
ontological concept of life. Reality is implied in and
t,hrough the ontological.

With substance we meet the problem of what and
how: both go deep into the being of man, for substance
goes hand in hand with form, and of course there exists a
whole field of arguments between the relationship of what
')a
and how that go together in making the form. " This issue

of what and how remains the pit,falI of aII architects. It
points to the ambiguous nature of substance--permanence in
And when we
change, the varied forms of permanence itself.
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take possession of the form-thing, we lose its substance.
This brings us briefly to the essential--existential
dichotomy. Usually we struggle with this dichotomy in terms

of which comes first.
This struggle is to be avoj-ded. The
essential and. the existential have a d.efinite relationship
to each other.
Essence can be understood in two ways: (1) it is
logical, concerned. with the "what it is", and. therefore it
is the universal; (2) it is valuational of that which is
imperfect and distort,ed in a thing. I'Essence empowers and
judges that which exists."33
Existence "stands out" of mere potentiality; it is
more than the mere state of potentiality and less than its
essentiaL nature. I'Existence is the fulfillment of
creation; existence gives creation its positive character.,,34
The relation that the essential has with the existential
follows close to the Aristotelian view: the actual is real
but the essential provides its power of being.
Life is the "actuality of being. "35 Life presupposes the polarity of "living being" and "d.ying being. "
Life is generic in that it implies a potentiality of being.
One is led to the concept of 'lifer through the ontological
notion of actualization. It unites both the essential
and the existential:
it has the potential povrer to become
actual, i.e., the potentiality of tree to become treehood.
Therefore life is actuality of being. "If the actualization
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of the potent,ial is a structural condition of a1l beings,
and if this actualization is caIled 'lifet, wriles Tilrich,
"then the universal concept of life is unavoidable.,'36*
Therefore, it is the Ontological concept of life that lifts
it out of the organic realm into the existential. Life
participates with the universal in its existential realm-this is the root of its ambiguity"
Life as the dimension of spiritr3T*
(seIf-integration)
Morality

SPIRIT

Religion

Culture

(seIf-creativity)
To see the dimension of spirit

(

self-transcendence

)

in life we must see
it as a pyramidal structure based on the Morality-Cu1tureReligion relationship. lhey are intricately related so
that if one fails to function within the pyramid the others
are effected as well; hence the spirit of man suffers and
anxiety sets in"
The dimension of spirit-as-morality presupposes a
It is a circular movement going
self-integration of life.
from self-identity to self-alteration and returning to the
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self again. The ontological polarity of individuation and
participation influence one's morality and self-integration
of centeredness which are essential to it.
The dimension of spirit-as-culture presupposes a
self-creativity.
Its movement is horizontal from centeredness to centeredness. And growth also presupposes centeredness, without which growth could not happen in the first
place. The ontological polarity of form and. dynamics
influences self-creativity.
Life lives on life as well as
through life.
Life as being also implies form. Whereas
centeredness is an inorganic dimension, i.e., such as a
star, growth is an organic dimension. Culture as a dimension of spirit cultivates everything it encounters in a
dialectical fashion in its function of theoria and praxis.
Culture creates the universe of meanings in the
dialectics of theoria and. praxis, the manifestations of
which occur as language and technics. The elemenÈs of the
cultural creativity are (1) subject matter, i.e., such as
architecture, (2) form, as that which is intended and as
the configuration of reality, and. (3) substance, as the
soil out of which one chooses and configurates.
The dimension of spirit-as-religion presupposes
self-transcendence in a vertical movement. If the polarity
of freedom and destiny is not in balance, self-transcendence
is jeopardized. While both morality and culture are also
self-transcendencies, self-transcendence in religion reaehes
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toward the sublime.

Religion gives morality its ultimate aim, and
culture the depth of a cultural meaning; culture gives
morality its contents of forms and religion its form of
meaning; while morality gives religion a moral self and
culture its personal communal forms " Each rests upon the
other and an eruption of this balance is detrimental to
life as spirit. Perhaps we can better understand Wrightrs
continual reference to architecture as a great spirit of
life or at Kahnrs obsession with man's institution which
rests upon this pyramid. The architect must anticipate
this pyramid upon which "spirit" is grounded if he is at
all concerned about man as a whoIe. Tillich, in describing
Iife as an ontological concept in the elements and caÈegories, and the dimension of spirit in life in the separate
functions of morality, culture and religion has produced a
system which is relevant to all students of architecture.
If we begin at the apex of the pyramid of spirit and follow
it through to its logical place in the dimension of culturet
we musÈ as architects d.esign environments in relation to
the other function as well.
Whereas reason is of struôture of the mind and the
world, spirit is a dynamic actualization of life, and life
is ambiguous from our previous discussion.

OBJECT AS EVENT

In everyday life,
life without rearly being

the business of his
a\^/are of its ontological significance as we have described it above. rt is worthwhile to
describe the everyday life attitude to show the naivety of
it against the ontological concept itself.
The commonsense person has an ontic validity and
certainty of his world.3B*H" is surrounded with objects of
meaning; he has his modes of validities.
Objects are not
present to him as manifold but as one. That is to sayr the
world of objects is taken for granted for what it is, for at
least two reasons: (1) most of his world awareness is
socially derived and therefore he accepts it without
question i Q) he is practical, pragmatical or action
oriented. This implies that he operates upon already
established indices, and that he is basically a non-reflective individual. The world, as hre have said, is meaningful
upon this basj-s: he either affirms or rejects that which
comes to be questionable. He is the center of his world
because he has this ontic relationship with reality, the
wor1d. He moves in and among things in the world. Meanings
are restablishedr for him. He is project-orientedr he lives,
in his acts. He experiences the world in its typicality,
man goes about
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i.e., he does not see color spots, incoherent noise, but a
world of trees, mountains, animals, buildingsr for example,
churches, houses, schools, etc., in and among which he
moves and which in return resist us, and upon which he acts.
The world he knows is one which he must dominate if he
wants to carry out his purposes. The world is a centre;
it is organized in space and time around one's centre which
we could refer to as the centre 'rOrr of a system of
coordinates which determine certain dimensions and perspectives of the actions therein: they are above or underneath,
before or behind, right or left, nearer or farther, his
actual "no\n/" in the origin of arr the time--perspectives
under which we organize the events within the worId, such
as the categories of fore and aft, past and future,
simultaneity and succession, sooner or later, etc"
A man whose attitude toward his life-worId is the
natural attitude takes his wor1d, its objects and other
people with which he interacts for granted until cause
arises to question them. The natural attitude is based
upon assumpt,ions and constancies: constancy of the world
structure, validity of our experience of the world, the
ability to act upon the world and in the world
The commonsense man reacts to situations and is
motivated to respond to new situations through typicalities
of past experiences and through systems of relevancies.
Some motivation arises Lhat needs explication and
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interpretation. But these responses in the natural attiLude
are pragmatic only, again, because man is basically a
pro j ect oriented, act-living ind.ividuu.l . 39
Sign

It is to our benefit to describe the natural
attitude of the commonsense world by referring to its sign
system. That is, through a sign system man expresses some
relation to a world of objects and. fellowmerr.40
First of aII, there are the private experiences of
the individual in "marks" and "indicationsr" by which he
transcend.s his "here and. now" situation in the wor1d. Ii{arks
are subjective reminders. It is the simplest form of the
appresentational relationship"4l* The mark has an arbitrary
character; as a vehicle it. is relatively irrelevant. Its
duty as a mark, be it a broken branch, a pile of stones,
etc., has an eminently practical character where one's
actual situatj-on within one's manipulatory sphere will be
restorable again. An "indication" comes to oners notice
when object, fact or event (A) produces object, fact or
event (B) without one's knowledge of the ínterrelationships
i.e., smoke indicates fire.
Both marks and. indications are forms of appresentational relations of pragmatic motives within oners reach.
They have nothing to do with another person, that is, the
face-to-face relationship (intersubjectivity) .
In the natural attitude the other person "is not
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given to me in originary presence but only in copresence, i-t
is not presented., but appresented. "42 Thus we have the
various systems of signs, expression and language. In these
systems man takes for granted that his experience, world-

view would be typically the same for the other persons

as

for him" He assumes that objects, events or facts are
empirically identical to oners fellow-man. And while I can
never be the other, and the other not me, the world within
my actual reach overlaps with his" That is, my world
transcends his and his mine. But our environment is common
to both. Thus, a sign as a vehicle is necessary to medj.ate
appresentationly between the cogitations of two persons of
object, facts or events of the outer world. Signs can be
various things: a gesturer ârr expression, a pict.ure, a
language of both the spoken and the writ.ten. Signs can be
non-discursive, where the structural elements in composition
have no independent meanings, therefore speak more spontaneousIy,' and discursive, where the individual signs have
independent meanings and can therefore be built up
successively to prod.uce thought.43
The sign-function establishes j-tself as a communicative process through typification, abstractions, and
standardization. In the natural attitude then, one takes
for granted: (I) that h/e perceive objects, facts and events
of the outer world guided by the same system of relevancies
until a motive originates which indicates a typicality;
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(2) that objects, facts and events are apprehended not as
"selves" but as standing out and "calling forth;" (3) that
what r say linguistically will be understood by the other as
r intended it to.44
The sign as \,üe have shown very briefly refers to a
cornmonsense attitude among the people. "The world of everyday life is thus permeated by appresentationar references
which are simpry taken for granted and among which r carry
on my practical (working) activities"45 in terms of commonsense thinking. This world is one of paramount reality to
man because it is the worrd in which he communicates to
others.
John Wild summarizes the person in the natural

attitude who confuses himself with things (being with
beings), and the world with things in the world when he
writ,es:

Failing to recognize the overarching personar structures
which give them meaning and their basic ambiguities, he
ceases to ask fundamental quesÈions, and gradually gives
up his freedom. Losinq hirnself in busyness and care for
things, he is easily pãrsuaded by scieñce and objectivistic philosophy to regard himself also as a thing
in a world which is fixed and closed. Instead of
struggling wiLh language in a creative way to find the
real meaning of his worId. and his own existence, he is
content with the unselfconscious patterns of daily
talk, accepting their halfconcealed selfcenteredness,
and their gaping ambiguities. Abandoning himself to
the care for things and to the others who are ready to
use him, he talks and lives ín the mode of oneness,
seeing the objects that one segs, talking as one talks,
and doing the things one does.46*
implications so far. f t is essential
for us to see the naíve world of man--an inrpoverishment
lrle have some
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that the person is not alone to be blamed for.
1. The life-world of our everyday world is pretty
much taken for granted. This is true mainly because of a
pre-estabrished and ordered worrd into which we are born--a
world that wirr survive us. rn real rife we are born into

the institutions of man. But his relationship to objects
and ferlow-men in the world are assumed.. Because man is
practical oriented, his project, his decisions, his
communications, etc., become forms of expediences. Man is
nonreflective in orientation. Hence, one sees there a
house, here a housei our daily Ij-ves are firled with objects
that we manipulate, i.e., cars, household objects, etc. And
as we have seen in the brief review of marks, indications
and signs, man uses them too in his manipuratory sphere as
means to ends. The awareness of this common attitud.e has
caused recent phenomenologists to refrect upon what the
life-world is rea1ly like.
2. The architect is caught up as well in this
manj-pulatory sphere. He is destined to work within the
commonsense world. And he too must ask the question all
over again what the life-world is reaIly 1ike. The
architect should not theorize or conceptualize apart from
the question of the life-worId" This however, is the
anxiety of the architect: he too can be caught up in
conìmonsense thinking where oners relationship to the world
of objeets is a manipulatory sphere. If he remains naive
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about the nature of the rife-wor

*

h" can only project
himself into his work for all other kinds of reasons none of
which come to terms with the life-worId. The archi-tect then
has two alternatives: (i) either he remains in the commonsense attitude where the life-world is not what it appears
to be (natural attitude) ; er ¡ (ii) he chooses to find out
what that life-world is all about, the way man fundamentally
lives and transcends in rife. rf the architect sees his
work to be a creative act then knowledge of the rife-world
is essent,ial. rn contrast to this is the manipuratory
Ld47

sphere

3. Vrie could say now that because of our naive
attitude, our manipulatory motives, other areas have
received undue justice. Because we are unable to relate
ourselves to the reality of the life-world itself r \^/ê have
discussions in aesthetics4à*
u", ,,v¡e 1ike,, or ',we do
"rr"h
not l-ike" ob jects, creating further d.istance between man
and object with the result being a hrorsening relationship;

the various views on language as a system of signs
which formurate our thoughts and communicate them, about
representation, art, etc.
4. Fina1ly, in view of the fact that a plenum of
substitutes and impoverishnients separate the naive man from
his life-world, the architect has a double foreboding
challenge: (i) to see through the "cloak of ideas" of
everyday lÍfe where things are seen as things, and (ii) to
we have
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diminish that i-mpoverished reality with a clearer understanding of the nature of the life-worrd. rt is the duty
of the architect to transcend the commonness of everyday

life.
For the most part of his life, man lives naively
because he lives in a world already structured for him, but
also because he takes it for granted. To take something for
granted is something quite different from implicatedness or

inhabitation which we shaIl encounter in section rrr. The
sign operates in the pejorative sense of the object. rt is
indifferent and manipulatory and an end in itserf. The
sign is non-refrective. rn appresentation the appresented
term is a given as it were, and not part of consciousness
itself.
John Wild is correct when he says that a "war of
the worL6"49 is on. rn the one sense the sign operates
arbitrarily as it does in science,- in the other sense sJ-gn
has meaning and is the means by which our life transcends
the situation itself.
Therefore, while the sign has the tendency to be
indifferent, it does not depict the reality of the 1ifeworld itself.
We must now understand the sign also in the
sense of meaning and being. when the object is understood
as meaning and being then man and object merge: it is a
relationship of self-knowledge.
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Language

is generalry a system of signs. rf we are
interested in getting back to the origin of things, how can
Language help towards that end? Man is a being of language,
or as some might prefer, language j-s manrs being. Language
in the spoken sense, is form of man's objectified worId.
And in this sense it is of varue to enquire into its nature.
views held to by both the id.ealists and the realists
hord that the world itsetf has no meaning: the one, that
words are concepts for meanings r- and the other, that words
are psychiar phenomen".50* Merleau-ponty surpasses both
views by going back to speech itself which trad.ition has
Language

seemingly ignored when he says, ',language and the understanding of language apparently raise no problems" The

linguistic and intersubjective world (an obvious reference
to the natural attitude world) no longer surprises usr we
no longer distinguish it from the world itserf and it is a
world already spoken and speaking that we think.,,51
Emulating the Saussurian concept of language as a
bi-polar structure of la langue (which is thertongue,of a
culture) and la parole (which is the spoken 1anguage),
Merleau-Ponty plunges directly into la parole (which we
shaLl hereafter refer to as speech) to get at "meaning',
itself . The concern must be (for us as architects) ',the
objectrs mode of presence to the subject. u52* And speech
does this in relat,ion to languaqe.
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From stud.ies carried out in relation to t'aphasiar"

Merleau-Ponty carefully notes that a patient has not ¡lostr

a certain supply of words but a certain 'wayr of using them.
Hence, it is no longer simply a question of an automatic
Ianguage, of word-impges; rather, a question of attitude,
tr"
of relating"--an orientation or, if you wil1, a vJeltanschauuhg
And on the basis of a "gesture, " \,vhich has meaning in its
movementr or simply in its appearance, i.e., anger does not,
convey a concept of anger, the gesture is anger" Thus
together (1) one's lost ability to use words, and (2) the
notion of gesture as meaning, Merleau-Ponty concludes: "the
word has meaning. "54 Speech does not presuppose thought; it
is not a representative of thoughti recognition does not
follow designation. Rather, t'the word bears the meanirg,
and by imposing it on the object, I am conscious of reaching
that object. "55 To a child the name of an object is the
very essence of that object. Therefore, in one's simple
existence one learns that "thought is speeih."56
The sound-image of a word as signifier and its concept as signified dissolves in the word and gives it
meaning; it is a signr âD essence in speech, reflecting and
constituting meaning-as-Iived" By going back to speech
Merleau-Ponty goes deep into the existential situation, the
preconscious mode of existence" "CoÍmunication among people
is a holistic system of signs moving through the synergism
of individual perception and expression, towards a state of
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equilibrium which is personal or shared meaning. ',57 Thi.s,
in my opinion, is the main poínt about Merleau-ponty's
emphasis on language.

In speech we discover the simultaneity of perception
and expression, in other words, the personal experience of
self, the human embodiment. In one's living acts, mind and
body are present in a unitary presence. The whore invest,igation of speech centers in the notion of the body-subject-an unhyphenateo existence--which will be discussed again in
the next section. Here we want to suggest that in the
situation, in the moment of tiving, doing, speaking and
silence, in the act of speech, the existential mode of
being is also simultaneously the human embodiment; it is
oners objectified orientation in oners life-wor1d. This
is important for us to underst.and..
Speech stresses the primordiality of embodiment. As
Merleau-Ponty says:
Thought and speech overlap one another like two reliefs
Expression is a matter of reorganizing thingssaid, affectíng them with a new index of curvature, and
bending them to a certain enhancement of meaning. .
Speaking to others (or to myself), I do not speak of my
t.houghts; I speak them, and whaÈ is between them--my
afterthoughts and underthoughts.
Thus things are
saj-d and ãre thought by a Sfeech and by a ThoughÉ wñEfr
ñffio not-ããvãEãas us.58
Merleau-Ponty emphasizes the risk that is involved

in existential speech; for the moment I speak I am incontestably linked together with the other.59
In speech we get to the fibres of a personrs lived-
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experience. However, the existential rests upon the sign-tosignification, that ís the sedimented experience of a person,
a culture which has made up their language (empiricar
speech). rn contrast to sign-to-significationr \dê encounter
in speech (authentic speech) tf¡e sign-as-signification
preconscious phenomenon. This is the rived situation.
speech as a preconscious mode of existence means that r hear
the word as r say it silently to myserf, or aud.ibly to others.

This is referred to as sign-as-signi-fication. Thj-nking before
speaking occurs on a conscious level only and thus rests on
the sign-to-signification.
Merleau-ponty saysr "Speech, as
distinguished from language, is that moment when the significative intention (stirl silent and whorly in act) proves
itself capable of incorporating itserf into my culture and
the culture of others--of shaping me and others by transforming the meaning of cultural instruments."60 The act of
speech looks for its equivarences in a system of avairable
significations represented by language itself.6l
But in
oners use of words the sentence gives it its meaning. The
varj-ations that a word can really have are discovered. in
speech. Language thrives on speech; iL is "both the
repository and residue of acts of speech.u62 ïn speaking,
the meanj-ng comes int.o being.
Meaning is produced in the synergic connectj-on of
the sign and not in Lhe individual signs themselves. The
synergism comes through word and silence and word, and so
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on. As we said earrier, in empirical speech words are
joined together (sÈructure and grammar) synthetically; it is
restricted to the in-itself of language as a whole. rn
contrast, in speech words are joined synergically and
meaning is a derivative of the whole; it creates livedexperiences. "A speaker in his use of communication
elements (language, voice, gesture, etc.r) can express
transcendent signs that form an existentiar meaning not
dependent on empirical meaningsr"63 wh"r" transcendent signs
refers to speaking. A word in speech belongs to a field.
In perception speech gives rise to thought; in
expression speech is empirícally expressed. That is to say,
existential speech is a mixture of authentic speech and
empirícal speech joined and indivisible. The will to
express and means of expression are like the prod.uctive
forces and the forms that produce" perhaps Merleau-ponty
said it most subtry when he said that "the more energetic
our int.ention to see the things themselves, the more the
appearances by which they are expressed and the words by
which we express them will be int,erposed between the things
and

us

."64

Symbolism

By briefly considering symbolism
we have already concluded.

\4/e

reinforce

in languager and enhance our
investigation into the world of objects.

what,
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Schutz distínguishes the symbol from the sign in

that the symbol is an appresentational relation requiring
the appresenting member and the appresented member (by
copresence) and the interpret"r.65 It differs from the
sign-relation'in that the member in copresence with the
appresenting member transcends the reaLity of the natural
attitude.

SYMBOL

appresented

appresenting

member

member

And the way one usually transcends his natural attitude ¡

Qx

the way one encounters the mode of symbolism is through a
"shock ,"66 that is, the moment producíng self-consciousness,
not unconsciousness. We could by way of example say in the
outset that a buildingi as a symbolic ptresen"" i" the
essence of architecture.
In contrast to Schutz's definiÈion of symbolism
there is i.e., Langerrs definition in which the symbolfunction has four terms: subject, symbolr conception, and
objectr6T which can be diagrammed like this:
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conception

object

man

symbol

Langer exceed.ingly complicates the symbol-function.
Here we meet the familiar problem that we found with the

idealist notion of the hordr, namely, that the word is a
concept for a meaning. Here we have the same treatment
given to symbolism. It is a conception of an object for
.rr=.68 sh" says "a symbol is an instrument of thought."69
We encounter the same problem we encountered in language.
Langer says a name does not signify a person; it just
denotes him: a word. d.oes not have a meaning; it is a concept for a meaning. This would be her argumenÈ. A symbol
does not have meaning; it is a conception of a meaning.
Merleau-Ponty has clearly demonstrated above, that thought
does not presuppose speech: they occur simultaneously.
This is essential for embodiment.
Therefore Schutz has clarified the problem of
Symbolism, as difficult as
symbolism in his definition.
it may be for someone to apprehend, simply is an existential
experience, an ar,rtareness transcending the everyday world.

r10

Jasper has written
rThe symbol cannot be interpreted except by other
symbors. The understandíng of a symbol does not, therefore, consist in grasping its significance in a relati-onar way but in experiencing it existentialry in the
symbolic intentj-on as this unique reference to somethino' transcendent that vanishes at the limiting
PoinÉ. '70

This means a continual sense of embod.iment in
further crarification to ourselves of the symbolic. surely
the symbolic is wrapped up with the essentials of transcendence that is so peculiarly unique to man in his
continual struggle for self-fu1filrment. symbolism has its
root in the human cond,ition, therefore, implied is a certain

of being d.ifferent from the empirical sign of the
everyday world. In speech the sign. testified to oners
existential presence, that is, to manrs objectified presence
in a preconscious mode. The symbol also calls for an
objectified presence of man but in a fully conscious one.
The sign could be manipulated in the natural attitude; the
symbol cannot be manipulated--unless it condescends to
becoming an empirj.cal sign--because it does not exj-st on
that level; it exists on a conscious level only. Symbolism
is a call to experience. Cassirer writes that the symbolic
realm of man in the more primitive societies, man, nature
and myth came to dominate as a superstructure of tite.71
In this world, totemism served the primitive by ordering
his superstitious world--whatever totemism meant, however
superficial it may have been, it was as close to him as
mode

11I
speech is to us.

But we face a different problem in our reflective
world. our situation is neither that'of magic, arthough our
naiveness seems like magic, nor the pure scientific world
where symbols are arbitrary.

The architectrs world of

creation is not arbitrary; it must seek that ontological
identity of man to object as thought to speech. The
presence of man rules out the pure magic or the pure science.
"Manrs apprehension, expression, and communication are

fundamentally invorved in whatever exists between symbols
and what, is symboliz ed."72 Man grasps through symbolism:

this is his existence. Paur Ricoeur says that symbols give
rise to thought. We said earlier that the "thought is
speech" awareness h/as preconscious and symbolism was this

kind of dialectical tension; it also occurred on the
conscious mode. Ricoeur agrees with this when he says "a
meditation on symbols starts from speech that has already
taken pIace, and in which everythj-ng has already been said
in some fashion; it wishes to be thought with its presuppositj-on. "73 This means that one stops in his speech
and remembers"
The preceeding has tended towards a collusion of the

man-object/world.

to some bríef provisional
conclusions before we proceed into that mysteriousness of
the t'conscious act. tt
1. We said that architecture presupposes man. We
lrle may now come
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can already see how. rt is the nature of man to strive for
fuIfillment. The ontorogical categories and erements indi-

cate how delicately being is composed. Any imbalance causes
anxiety. This reflects itself in our everyday thoughts and
work. Even the architect can experience this moment of
anxiety which causes him to stop and think. The exj-stentiat

continuarly actualizes the essential which gives existence
the power to be. Manrs spirit is built upon a pyramid whose
point is out of sight, but we nevertheless keep on looking.
This too is part of manrs mysteriousness. Can man afford
to shatter any hope t,here might be in this 'look t ?
2. The commonsense world shows despairingly the
impoverishment of oners existence" The world is propagandized and the people are suckers. People together with
object.s in the world are things. And we thínk ourselves as
the cenÈers of the world. A thing has one unquestioned
meaning instead of manifold meanings.
3. The insight we have gained into language by
Merleau-Ponty that thought is speech-, the existential mode
of embodement that it implies and symbolism which build.s
upon thj-s existential base, shows us that what is ontological in man is correctly fulfilled in objectification.
In
other words, to be means to objectify. As Merleau-Ponty
has said I'that one does not go beyond the world except by
entering into it and that the spirit makes use of the
world, time, speech, and history in a single moment and
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animates them with meaning which is never used. ,rp. u74

rt is

the function of architecture to give vísibility to this
meaning as an accomplished fact; it must give architecture
to manrs existence.
The ontological concept is best visualized if

suggested that by the rontological'

which link

the object to

\n/e

we

see invisibre strands

the strings from the
puppet to man, who animates the puppet with life, where our
attention is not the man with the strings but the animated
puppet, then perhaps we begin to understand the man-object
identity--the object as an ontological extensÍon of man.
4. We see man and object merge as the essential
meets the exist,ential in the actual. They cannot be thought
of separately. In fact, by talking about the ontological,
\de are talking about the object and vice versa. And the
ontological is never satisfied, it forever wants fuIfiIlment. Architecture must serve Èhat fu1fillment, be part. of
its process. And as such it cannot be arbitrary, or create
man as do

imbalance.

5. The moment man and object meetr €rs consciousness
does in its bi-polar structure, subjectivity tending toward
objectivity, h/e reach the edge of the creative act. We
have then reached the moment of thought. And as Ricoeur
says with which we agree: "It is this articulation of
thought positing and thinking that constitutes the. critical
point of our whole enterpriz"."75 His statement can easily
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be applied to our enterprise as well which is engaged in the
man-objecL/worLd question, which is really the enterprise of

life.
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SECTION

IIT

THE CONSCTOUS ACT

By investigating the man-objecL/worrd relationship
we are indirectly concerned with the conscious act, or the

creative act as the artist refers to it. The preceeding has
been background work towards this end. perhaps it is to
our benefit to recapitulate what has been said to prepare
the way for further clarification of the man-object/world
question

1. In the laboratory experience we are primarily
concerned with the process of design. Here we do not want
to again separate the laboratory experience into terminology t
design, history and criticism as we did in section I. They,
in my opinion, are all a synergical part of the process
itself.
They are the background against which the process
operates. But we are now concerned with this process, the
attitude with which it proceeds, especially in relation to
the man-objecL/wor1d question we have posed for ourselves.
An architectural work is an object assembled through
a process. Different processes will inevitably give
different objects as end results. That is to say, there
are very different at,t.itudes that can guide the whole
process. We can distinguish between the attitudes of
process as subjective or as object,ive. In philosophy this
L22

L23

distinction would be referred to as idealism or as realism.l
In both cases the process remains an abstract. And it is
this form of abstraction (by which we mean either being out
of touch with man himself or being independent of the being
of man) of process that interests us and. which we wish to
look into briefly.
In architecture there is the erroneous notion that
the subjective attitude is not tolerated.. As a result we
have different reactions to this notion: (1) the architect,
will make every effort possible to avoid the so called
subjective att,itude and be as 'objective' as possíbIe;
(2) the architect will pride himself with his subjective
attitude as an advantage over other architects who
criticize him. With this subjective attitud.e the architect feels that while he isnrt able to te1l one too wel-I
what it is he is doing or
he goes about it, that it is
_how
all very inexplicable, he nevertheless looks upon it as the
work of his intuitions.
In the first case the architect avoids any subjective involvement on his personal part, and strongly
emphasizes the program as the operative schema around which
design then occurs. The computer is used to aid the program, collect its data, orgranize it, and even suggest
concept,s and id.eas for d.esJ-gn. The process as such turns
out to function as a process of translation. The designer
remains impartial towards the program, not permitting his
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personalj-ty to influence the outcome and thereby jeopardize

the program itself . The object gro\A/s out of the program and
becomes an independent objective entity.
In the second case, the architect who remains true
to his so called intuitive ability, has fears that perhaps
his attitude toward.s architecture is naive and that the
object is indeed too complicated, the context too amphorous
for him to simply just think of beautiful objects.2 Such
fears have the effect of slipping into the other attitude.
Hence, the objective view emphasizes the program,
and process is translation. With the subjective view the
emphasis is on beautiful objects and the process is intuitLon.

3

could go on contrasting the two views held by
architects which to a large degree guide their process
implicitly.
The point of observation that we want to make
We

and which is critical

in our investigation is that neither
view really tackles the problem. Kierkegaard's point about
There is no centre to
anonymity is true in both
"a="=.4
either--in both cases there is an urgenL need to know more
about the man-object relationship. For example, the
architect who tries to carry out faithfully the demands of
the program, paradoxically encounters the problem of
manifestation. In manifestation occur all the problems;
it is a problem of knowing. The designer cannot remain
faithful to objectíve demands. As an architect he is
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called to make a commitment. He could argue in return that
it was the program that held his hand of every move, every
1ine, every shape, etc., the fOrm, throughout the whole
process. Therefore, he would remain true to the program.
But then a critic says that it is unimaginative (whether he
means by j,maginative, eidos or just fancy). Implied is the
disturbing fact that imagination is invariably linked up
with process. The architect who only cares about beautiful
objects fears that it lacks the theory to support the
manj-festation itself.
Here process mixes with the question
"What is beautiful?'r Process becomes an infra'structure of
the perceiving and the perceived.
Both types of architects inevitably encounLer the
problem of the heuristic leap; that is, one can make that
leap meaningfully only through a commitment. But neither
attitude recognizes the problem as such. The one is afraid
of "imagination" and avoids it. by becoming frozen in the
program; the other imagines beautiful objects but fears
fancy, in case there is no theory to support it.
In its emerging struggle, the creative act is
engulfed by a process that either translates or blindly
follows its inexplicable j-ntuition. And this kind of
procedure of process is without. any form of faith whatever.
The architect who would find his work as a derivative of
independent
some abstract process, functioning and willitg,
of man, would emulate the philosopher who reflects without
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faith and calls his reflections experience, truth.5
So our first issue points out the contradictions in
the architect-object relationship. process emerg'es as some
superstructure encompassing the rnan-object polarity relationship. The architectrs work while carried out in a business
fashion, is not a business but a work concerned with life.
2. We must not misunderstand the presupposition
within our first issue: It is the process itself that is
devoid of any faith. As architects we are, however, apprehensive about the dehumanizíng effect that the process can
have in oners work. This is evident by the way we move to
either extreme; they are positions taken by us because we
are a\^/are of our own misgivings in the actual act of
creating the object. But how can hze in our apprehensions
be guided back to that relationship which arcs between man
and object?
One

would think that guidance should come from the

history of architecture itself.
The architecture in our
century is amazingly continuous and diverse, if not also
proliferous. It is marked with a flux of change whj-ch
indicates that a great deal of thought is being gj-ven to
the phenomenon of architecture. The century begins with
such buildings as the Steiner House by Adolf Loos which
examplifies a ne\^/ ag:e against ornament, and the pure plane
becomes a new experiencial and visual force in architecture
especially in the work of such architects as Mies van der
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others in the 1920's. Such concepts as universal space (which in my opinion is characteristic of Miesrwork--"Less is more") the pure plane and the
primary shape in their implementat,ion, are 20th century
concepts. Then we have the pioneering work of wright in his
prairie styre houses especially in the willitts, Martin and
Robie houses, in Unity Temple and Larkin Buildirg, etc.r-aII before 1910¿ âs expressions of existential space,
organic unity, mastery of machine and materials. In L952
Louis Kahn introduced into the hisÈory of architecture his
YaIe Meuseum and later on the Richards Laboratory buildirg,
as expressions of order, space and structure, as expressions
of the brut.al and muscularr âs expressions of the systems
and parts that together make the whole, as expressions of
manrs intuitions, his finitude and architecture as the
expression of man's search for infinitude. The Smithsonians
also advance a brutal archítecture which Banham characterizes
as a rmoral' architecture. But in the last decade new, botd
and mysterious advances have occurred in the fietd of
archj-tecture: the cities of Archigram which are obsessed
with industrial images such as Peter Cookrs rPlug-in-city',
a network megastructure of lifts and service tubes, or his
vertical city planned for Montreal in the image of an oil
refinery; Dennis Cromptonts rComputer City! in the image
of miniature solid state electronic circuitsi or, Ron
Herronrs walking cities, gigantic monsters in the image of
Rohe and Le Corbusier and
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tanks. "Architecture will become infinite and transient.
At last the divid.ing line between the things which carry
around in the palm of the hand and the whole city will
merge together as parts of the hierarchy of designed,
phased, chosen objects; to suit the condition and requirement of the time they will- be able to be changed for something better. "6 on the family scale we have The Time tiouse
to which we have already made a reference; the pavilions at,
Osaka 70 by Japanese

architects where an emphasis is on the
separation of content and form, for the pneumatic and the
metaphysical. within this change one wond.ers how something
permanent could be manifested so d.exterously. As long as
the architect is concerned with the notion of permanence
within the vast flux of change, he will also be confused
about the nature of architecture. The question of
permanence is at the same time a question of , "\^/hat is
architecture?" Thereforer onê must first solve the question
of permanence.
Our century also does not lack in architectural
writings. However, as we indicated in section I, the
writings themselves, the definitions great architects of
our modern age have given architecture, are cryptic. They
talk about man and meaning and the metaphysical. The
writings search for the essence of architecture as much as
we are searching for it.
But one thing is clear: these
architects talk about architecture as some extension of
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man. "As the manr so the dramar so the architecture.,,T
The question of permanence is at the same time a
question about architecture. And these questions with which
we struggle are the invisible inner forces of the process
itserf. so once again we have arrived at the beginning of
our investigation: to reflect about the man-ob)ect/worrd
relationship" As rong as we wonder about permanence we
wilr remain uncertain about the process too. The whore
enterprise of architecture is a question of life. The
question of life appears against the background of history
as such. "History is the manifestation of essential being
under the conditions of existence.,'B We have our architectural history but we need to understand itts sense of
human embodiment for it to be the ground of understanding
in our work. The problem we face is how we can recognLze
history as meaning in the first place. And here the
essential problem of process itself as we face it in the
laboratory is our starting point.
One thing that we recognize most forcefully is that
t,his inextricable relationship of the man-object/world
question must be elucidated within the field of architecture.
Since it is the relationship, the world relationship itself
that we question, our reflection must begin by reflecting
on man as being, and on the object as an extension of that
being.

3. Our brief investigation into the man-object
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dichotomy has already implied a basic relationship as far as

our study is concerned. Tillích has captured it in

a

nutshel-1:
Whenever man has looked at his wor1d, he has found
himself a stranger in the world of objects, unable to
penetrate it beyond a certain level of scient^ific
analysis. And then he has become aware of the fact that
he himself is the door to the deeper levels of reality,
that in his own existence he has the only possible
approach to existence itself.9
While man "dweIIs" in his objectifications, he at the same
time transcends the act of dwelling.
In section II we were concerned with the essence of
man, since architecture is an extension of man and therefore
responsible to him. But we cannot find the ¡essence¡ in man
rloru.l0 The essence of man lies in his relation Èo something, hence we are referred to the situat,ion where essence
as such is actualized. In section II we showed the relationships between the essential and the existential. The
ontological structure of man is a dialectic of this
relationship.
Tillich describes Lhe finitude of man through an
ontological description, i.e., the being-nonbeifig dichotomy,
and the "ultimate concern" that it implies. Man is continually strivj-ng towards that which he is not. Tillichts
ontology however is based on the self-world correlation.
Ultimate reality takes on significance as in oners situation.
The ontological character of the situation, of Dasein (being
there) is an incitement to seek after ultimate reality. If
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this incitement after ultimate reality can be described as a
vertical movementr then Tillich shows at the same time that,
it cannot be achieved without the horizontal movement as
well; hence the self-world correlation. The entrance of
the ontological concept of life occurs in the act of
dwe1ling. The ontological concepts explain the form of
The creative act aims at creating
objectification.
presence.

In the second part of section II where we discussed
the world of objects r \dê mainly contrasted the everyday
worLd of man where man seems to occupy the center rrO' where
everything is taken for granted: the wor1d, its objects,
mants institutions, etc., and the world as a manipulatory
sphere, to the world of phenomenal man where the world is
In the
an open horizon with experienceable possibilities.
first mode of being, man is nonreflective; in the second he
is reflective, for example, man in relation to the symbol
according to Schutz and Ricoeur.
The kind of critícism that this contrast is
susceptable to is the kind given by Erazim Kohák" He feels
and ríghtly so that in a state of crisis the existentialist
has overreact.ed and. that hís caLegories are inadequate to
His basic thesis
accounÈ for immediate experience itself.
is that "it is that things initially present themselves in
immediate experience not as objects but as fellow beings,
capabte of functioning both as it and as thou. "11
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ExistenÈialism has affirmed the uniqueness of manrs subjec-

tivity

by leaving the thing-world to the scientist.12 ïn
everyday experience the thing-world Ís neutral. fohák
illustrates what he means with a "play-experience" of a
child with her teddy bear. fn tplayr the object does not
present itself first as a thing or an it; it presents itself
either as an it or a thou. "It is by going out and giving
herself to her bear that the child brings out the bearts
capacity for being a companion. "l3 He therefore sees the
man-object relationship being dependent upon a givingreceiving action, precisely one of encounter.
The conclusions we can draw from fohákts work is
that iÈ confirms our understanding of the world relationship
so far, or at least we hope to avoid contrasting the everyday world as simply being out of relation with the world of
things, and that only in an intense b.eing-there situation
every moment of our lives is the. situation to be in the
wor1d. The thing-world has the potential of enteríng into
a meaningful relationship with man. But Kohák¡s affirmation
that a meaningful man-object relationship as a thou relationship is a conclusion in harmony with our understanding of
the existential, meaningful situation. His conclusion
helps in part to explain why people in their everyday
attitude can get along in an impoverished world. While
this isn't the place to argue abqut our impoverished world,
as architects we are keenly interested in the thou-relation
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of being-in-the-wor1d. Kohák agrees that if the thing-world
remained in our daily lives as an it-relationshipr life wourd
indeed be tragic.
Therefore of underlying i-mportance for any further
investigation is the notion of worrd: it is the background
against which one really can understand the man-object
dichotomy. By world Merleau-ponty means a "worId. no longer
conceived as a colrection of determinate objects, but as
the horizon latent in all our experience and itself everpresent and anterior to every determining thought. "14 John
wild says much the same thing. The worrd is not a timeless,
abstract, universal concept, but a spatio-temporal, concrete
situation. It is not a thing or a collection of things.
"rt is rather the horizon of real meaning within which any
such thing or collection must occur, if it is really to
be. "15 For the purposes of our study we want to think of
world horizon as being the horizon of our lived existence.
With these three introductory remarks we proceed to
inquire about the conscious act. But before we do sor some
ideas are already apparent.
First of all, the conscious act operates within the
subject-object dichotomy. We must clarify this structure
for our selves--an operation not independent of man but
which is vitally of man. Second., we must then clarify to
ourselves what is meant by Being-in-the World" How does
man begin to situate himself? By attempting to investigate
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these questions we hope--and if only faintly--to

grasp the

roots of the creative act.
Edmond Husserlrs notion of consciousness has
immediate implications to the designing architect, or for
that matter, to any creative person" Husserl says in his
Ideas: "It belongs as a general feature to the essence of
every actual cogito to be a consciousness of something. "16
Husserl refers to the peculiarity of consciousness as
That is
"consciousness of something" as intentionality.lT
to sây, every subject is directeo towards an object, i.e.,
perceiving in the perceiving of something or a thing, loving
in the loved, etc. Explained in another r^tay, "every act of
consciousness, in order to be an actr' demands a certain
object because every conscious act intends something. "18 In
my act, the intentional act, the subject-object polarity is
present. Thusr wê have the self-world correlation, i.e., in
Tillich's ontological concepts in the preceding part. The
character of the act is such that in consciousness the
object is co-determined with the act.
Flusserl goes to great lengths to show how the intuition
grasp of the object in the act is carried out through his
famous reductions, which suspends everything that would
prevent him from explicating the act as such under
consid.eration. It is beyond the scope of this study to
get involved in methodical procedures because of the complexity of its nature. However, a further study of rmethod I
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in architecture would benefit from an investigation of the
phenomenological methods developed by Husserl. Here we can
only imply briefly what the way of phenomenology is arl about.
First of all, everybody has experienced. a kind of rshockl
in his daily experiences where he had to stop and take stock
as the particular incident demanded. That is, we had to
set distancer so to speak, within this shock and re-evaLuate
the problem at hano. At this level taking stock perhaps is
still on the naive level since most of the time they are
fairly minor, and they tend to be carried out within our
act of everyday life. The second way to explain what
phenomenology is all about is to say that itrs philosophical
hope is to Imake explicitr what has hitherto been implicit.
In the process, it suspends everything that one normally
tends to take for granted--even the epistemological propositions of traditional philosophies. For example, I set the
task of understanding my own beliefs which I know are a
result of my whole background. I gained my beliefs by
reject,ing some and affirming others. But to focus on
'belief' as such I must disengage myself from the so called
rlived-int situation of acceptance or rejectJ-on as such and
study it in respect of its complexity, scope, stratafication,
evidence, placement, presuppositions, and the like. Important is the shift-of-att,entíon from the lived-in situation
to that of an observer, disclosing the correlation between
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myself-as-believer and the belief-as-believed-by-me. In
other words, it is an inquiry for the knowled.ge of belief .
As Husserl says "instead of living in them (i.e., our
beliefs) and carrying them out, we carry out acts of
reflexion directed towards them, and. these we apprehend as
the absolute Being which they are. We now live entirely in
such acts of the second level, whose datum is the infinite

field of absolute experiences--the basic field of phenomen10
g-Lry.."*- It is essentially a critical enquiry of origins
and understanding, the logos of being as such. The final
way to explain what phenomenology is aII about is to explain
it as a theory of consciousness: the whole noetic-noematic
complex" It is a process of consciousing of which its most
generic feature is its attentiveness to objects. What this
reflective turn amounts to is to explicate the intentionalcharacter of the process and activity of consciousness. "It
is in virtue of this character that physical and cultural
objects, animate beings, other humans, the life-world and
myself come to have the varÍous and complex meanings they
are reflectively discovered to have."20 rn this disengaged
and neutral reflective staterobjects are considered.
strictly as intend.ed, as meant or as experienced. Therefore, involved first of all is a neutrality from the
tlived-in¡ situation of normal engagement, and secondly,
a stepping-back-from to be able to apprehend and explicate
Phenomenology simpJ.y is getting
the phenomenon itself.2l
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back to the things themselves, to the origin of relationships.

is at stake is understanding and all its
implications. r design twithin' some mode of understanding.
But this understanding is critical for the designer; that
is, the foundation of understanding itserf. vrhen r design
I bring with me inLo the act of designing, the whole
processr my whole being. And therefore the being-process
so to speak is what is our ult.imate concern. For this
reason our study is concerned with the intentional act of
the process as we e¡lcounter it in the laboratory. we reduced
the i'ssue of process in the laboratory as belonging neither
to the subjective attitude nor the objective. This is so
because the subjectj-ve-objective dichotomy just mentioned
is not understood as within the framework of consciousness
itself as we have explained it. The act of consciousness
as that involving the intending-intended correlation in the
noetic-noematic complex, can be illustrated for example, in
the man-house correlation of a design project" Tt is not
an abstract correlation, but one where its intentional act
is being itself.
Man is directed towards the object, house,
as in being. The rrelationshipr between nan and house is
important in this example"
Whether Mondrian or van Doesburg knew of Husserlrs
writings in the 20's is not known for sure, but certainly
there is an affinity between their thoughts. The crit,icism
What
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that we directed to the De Stijl movement of course was their
tendency to slip into idearism. Husserr has been criticized
also for his idealism. His goal was to obtain absolute
certainty and absolute apodicity. It would. be of benefit
to any architecturar method to compare the work of Husserlrs
with the philosophy of De Stijl.
There certainly is some
similarity in the notion of consciousness.
The subject-object dichotomy seems to have been a
theoretical preoccupation for some time. Already in the
Renaissance Period and thereafter the artist has been
concerned with the concept of idea. The concept of idea
as such seems to have fluctuated between the subjective
in the personal, and the ideal in the metaphysical sense.
Erwin Panofsky detects that, Vasari had much the same understanding of the subject-object correlation originatj-ng out
of oners experience. Vasari sees that "an idea is no
Ionger present a priori in the mind of the artist (i"e., it
does not precede experience) but is brought forth by him
a posteriori (i.e., it is engendered on the basis of experience), its role is no longer that of a competitor with, much
Iess that of an archetype for, the reality perceived by the
senses, but rather that of a derivative of reality.u22 The
j-dea is born out of oners imagination, but one is not sure
what is meant by "imagination". In phenomenology imagination would result from an intuition of essence.
In relat,ion to our present consideration of the
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intentional act of consciousness, it is my opinion that
¿)3
Louis Kahnrso" preoccupation with the creative act in terms
of "what it wants to be" is in the line of thought of
phenomenology. He distinguishes in the act or process
between the what and the how: the former being concerned.
with the essence, the nature of the thing, and the latter
being concerned with its manifestation. The manifestation
is necessarily d.ependent upon the nature of the thing.
Therefore eidetics24 is essential to his work in architecture. Kahn, like every great artist before him,
questions the source of understanding out of which his work
becomes manifested.

Perhaps it is appropriate in our initial

considera-

tion of the creative act to ask ourselves who the artist is.
The artist, realizes in deep anxious moments that he can
face rrealityr only as he can understand it, or only as he
runderstand.st can he face reality.
It is as ambiguous as
that, not a contradiction. The artist wonders about the
roots in which he stands; the soul out of which his
inspirations come. He wonders about what it means to
create, the meaning it can have for others, if they too see
reality as he does. He wonders about the limits out of
which he delimits his created object; what contribution he
can make to advance the being of man" He wonders about
wonder; how it could be so. He wonders about the Being
which transcends the situation itself.
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The second consideration of the creative act mugt
now press towards an understand.ing of such arlusive statements made by Frank Lroyd wright when he says that "archi-

tecture is life," or by Le Corbusier when he says that
"architecture has evaded lifer" or even such a statement by
Boccioni when he says that "h7e split open the figure and
include the environment within it. "25 These statements are
themselves like objects, experiences and commitments" They
are highly generic, and we cannot avoid their meanings,
because they presuppose a knowledge of the man-object
dichot.omy. These statements are refJ-ective; they point
back to themselves or beyond themselves to an understanding
understood, i.e.,

to

reality of it.
It may seem impossible to talk about the creative
act itself since it is a "happening". But that would be
like saying that we cannot reflect on life, since it too
takes place only as in the lived-situation. The creative
act is as in the radical rootage of consciousness as j-n
Being-in-the-wor1d. This presupposes the ontological
conditions that make man and world possible as a union.
We must therefore set aside the traditional views
that would prevent one from focusing on these ontological
conditions such as they are in our lived-situations. For
what we face in the man-object dichotomy is the whole
question of ultimately understanding what "in ourselves
and in the world, is the relation between significance and
some
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of significance. "26 This demands an inquiry into
the aspect of meanilrg and being. Being and meaning are
equitablezT insofar as there is meaning only as there is
being. There is creative act' only as in the reality of this
union. Affectivity of the creative act comes about as an
emerging of being which points once again to an understanding
of the man-world relation.23 This affectivity is not the
result of some tcauser or some rreasonr. Rather, it is an
absence

emergence.

The task at hand has been stated very clearJ-y by

Merleau-Ponty:
must discover the origin of the object at the very
centre of our experience; we must describe the emergence
of being and we must understald how, paradoxically,
there is for us an in-i-tself .29
It is only within this senser oE attitude that such a statement "architecture is life" can have any meaning at alt.
But that the generic meaning of these word.s should be misWe

construed or even denied as a reality can be seen by the

traditional views that have been unable to come to grips
with the relationship of man and his world. The life of man
in the world is hemmed-in and gripped by illusions, no less
philosophy than painting or architecture. As we try to get,
at the origin we tend to lose our \¡ray and assume a false
experience

"

We

cannot here engage in a full d.iscussion on the

various posit,ions held by different philosophical views,
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except in a generar way to amplify the necessity of whore
research.

Neither empiricism nor intellectualism, referring
mainly to the Cartesian position and in part to the
Husserlian position of the pure ego, have been able to
explain how the object originates in our experience.
Empiricism like our experiences of the objective view in
the laboratory which proceeds in an atomistic fashion where
form is applied to a program, has not been able to connect
the object with the act, the act which internally triggers
off the object. It does not regard the evidence of the
consciousness or the subjective as ad.equate. Rather, it
moves forward by theoretical concepts and naturalistic
thought. The empiricist operates as the scj_entist does in
his experiments; nature is reduced to a collection of
stimuli and qualities. Therefore, it can explain nej-ther
the cullure object nor the natural object.
Intellectualj-smr on the other hand, realizing that
empiricism totally disregards the experiences of objects,
over reacts in its own approach by prejudging the object
in question. It contend^s that to perceive is to judge.
But in its judgement it passes over the meaning, for to
perceive ís not to judge or to conceptualize in an absolute
manner as it would insisti to perceive is to experience a
meaning where jud.gement is an optional expression only. It,
does not underst,and the contingency of the occasion, that
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one does not have the truth once and for all times.

The

issue involved in the man-object relation is to make comprehensible the meaning itself.
It is blind "to the life which
steals across the visual field and secretly binds its parts
together. "30 Intellectualj-sm cont.racts into its corner to
Ithinkr about the world and íts objects, the relations
between the object. and man. And its process leaves untouched

the presence as such.
Neither view understands Lhe predicament of man, his
finitude. It is only by understanding finitude that the
categories of essence and. existence take on meaning at all.
Therefore, j-n summarizing the positj-ons of empiricism and
intel-lectualism in their at.tempts to clarify how we experience objects, Merleau-Ponty says,
Empiricism cannot see that we need to know what we are
looking for, otherwise \^/e would not be looking for it,
and intellectualism fails to see that we need to be
ignorant of what we are looking for, or equally again
we should not be searching. .They are.in agreement in
that neither can grasp conscj-ousness in the act of
learning, and that neither attaches aËfrffince
to
ffiE-æcumscribed. ignorance, that still 'emp_tyr but
already intention which is _attention itself.3I
In the firsL, man is an observer of a world from which he
can remove hinrself; in the second, the world is an object of
pure consciousness. In both traditions there is an appeal
to the absolute: the one to absolute truth external to the
thinker; the other as absolute consciousness.
.Man and object do not. coincid.e: he is not in the
object, and neiLher is the object in him.
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It is with these illusions of our world in relation
to the mystery of our being-in-the-world that this century
has suffered major crises through wars and ideological
revolutions and social movements that have had their effect.s
on man and caused him to stop and re-evaluate. They have
been shocks to all the peoples in the world and man has had,
to take a deeper look at himself. rt seems that ever since
the industrial revolution, values were deliberately misraid
and man was forced into the background, never giving in to
these inhuman forces. Violence and strikes--d.eadlocks-stil-l persist as efforts to find human balance. In and
among all these forces generated by man himself, there has
been new effort in search of meaning. And upon reflecting
on the finitude of man, he is discovering as if all over
again that he is neither idea nor thing, but that he is
some peculiar balance between being and nonbeing. Martin
Buber refers to this sphere of between as the "narro\,v
aa
ridge.""
And within these moments of upheaval and moments
of sílence, in the moments of settlingr w€ find traces of
meaning shining through, but is it winning? Man as a
subjectivity has a precarious hold on the world:
It does not constitute the world, it divines the
world's presence round about it as a field not provided
by itsel-f; nor does it constitute the word, but speaks
as \^/e sing when we are happy; nor again the meaning of
the word, which instantaneously emerges for it in its
dealings with the world and other men living in it,
being at the intersection of many lines of behaviour,
and being, even once tacguiredr, as precise and yet as
indefinable as the significance of a gesture. The

{
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tacit cogito, the presence of oneself to oneself, being
no less than existence, is anterior to any philosophy,
and knows itself onlv in those extreme situations in
which it is under thieat.33
Here in a capsule is man's precarious situation in the world

that we must understand before we make any further attempts
in interpreting the imbalance of mants standing in the
world. Man has not got the hold on the world that his
systems tell him he has. Therefore, his new effort to
"discover the origin of the object at the very centre of
our experience' must begin by understanding the mode of our
Iife-world: our reflections must emulate our pre-reflective
Iives.
We can begin to discover our way of being-in-theworld by reflecting upon our own practical lives " For
example, thought in relation to man--does it relate us to
life itself or does it in fact by some model-in-thought
separate us from understanding life? In arclritecture--do
our models-in-thought in fact obscure mants existential
situation? As existentialism has shown paradoxically' our
desirous solutions are hidden in the act of dwelling itself.
Le Corbusier saw his task before him as decisive as this:
"architecture or revolution". But he believed revolution
could. be avoided.34 That was 1923. Today Kahn says that
"many hope archj.tecture is dead, because they wanÈ to take
over. "35 Revolutions occur when people are confronted with
objects. For this reason Boccioni wants to split open the
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object and include the environment.
The creative act involves more than just solving
for needs. There are needs in our environment. But those
that were solving for needs were functionalj-sts at heart,
and hence, by-passing the question implied in the creative
act itself.
To solve for the environment of man is to
solve it with a knowledge of man.
Architecture is a process that implies the emergence
of being. Can architecture be defined any other way? lVe
have already admitted that to ask "lVhat is Architecture?"
is an illusionary question and that only by understanding
man as in the world will we understand architecture too.
The essence is implied in the ontological conditions of
man-to-object relation. In The Origin of the Vüork of Art
Heideggar makes it very clear in the outset that the
"artist is the origin of the workr" and that "the work is
the origin of the artistr" but neither is the sole support
of the other; rather, "in themselves and in their interrelatj-ons artist and work are always by virtue of a third
thing which is first, namely by virtue of that which gives
artist and work of art their names, art."36 The essence of
art is in the workt it does not exist apart from the work
This is what we meant earlier when
engaged by the artist.
we said that to inquire about the origin is not to think in
terms of tcauset or treasonr as though they existed
inciependent of art itself .
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In the same sense, architecture must be understood
to be the source to both the architect and the building or
whatever kind the structure may be. Architecture is the
orÍgin to the work of the architect as it is also the
origin to the architect working. Therefore, we are from
now on distinguishing between the usagies of architecture.
Up until now we used architecture in the normal sense
(although at times it began to shift in the direction of
which we are now referring to) where it defines a field as
in the sense of the building. Now, while it. stiIl presupposes the build.ing, it refers to the whole d.ialectj-cal
process of being-in-the-wor1d. Architecture is a reality
as in being, where being is the relationship implied in the
man-ob ject/worId investigation.
To illustrate what we mean by saying that architecture implies being we must refer to the article Eye and
Mind which lvlerleau-Ponty published just before his death.
In a near poetical, rhythmical and. epigrammatical style,
he takes a look into the life of an artist, such as Klee
or Cezanne, his proto-types, whose aim it was to discover
Iife itself in their painting, just as music was for
Mozart, chess for Bobby Fisher¡ or architecture for Wright.
He is critical of science and its operational
method.s that, regard man indifferently"
In relation to
this allegation he calls for a return to the "there is"
which underlies the object-in-general; I'to the site, the
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soil of the sensible and opened world such as it is in our
life and for our body."37 Speaking in relation to painting,
he says, arL works with "brute meaning" \dhere the object is
brought along with the body, which haunts me and whom I
haunt. And so, interested in the secret science by which
the artist achieves his painting as a philosopher, he
describes the relationship which is of interest to us as
well.
In another work Merleau-Ponty says one begins with
an "ontological relief" where "there is being, there is a
there is cohesion, there
wor1d, there is something;
is meaning. w3B This is where the artist begins and the
process that he goes through. The artist "lends" his body
to the world and changes the world into paintings. The
process is an intertwining of vision and movement. Openness
being the uniqueness to man alone, the artist opens himself
up to the world. The enigma of the body is that it sees and
is seen simultaneously. This is how Merleau-Ponty describes
this mysterious "power of looking" of the body:
I say of a thing thaL it is moved; but my body moves
It is not ignorant
itselfr my movement deploys itself"
it radiates from
itself;
of
of itself; it is not blind
it
touches itself
It sees itself seeing;
a self. .
It
for
itself.
and
sensitive
touching; it is visible
which
like
thought,
is not a self through transparence,
only thinks its object by assimilating it, by constituting it, by transforming it into thought. .
[It
is] a se1f, therefore, that is caught up in things'
that has a front and. a back, a past and a future. . . .
Visible and mobile, my body is a thing among things;
it is caught in the tábric of the woild, and its
cohesion is that, of a thing. But because it moves
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itself and sees, it holds things in a circle around
itself.
Things are an annex or prorongation of itself;
they are incrusted into its flesh, they are part of its
furl definition; the world. is made of the same stuff as
the booY. 39
rt is a moving passage invigorated with humanity. Humanity
is a passage moving between the sensing and the sensed, the
intending and the intended. Things have an internal
equivalence i-n the body. Things ,'arouse in me a carnal
formula of their presence. "33 And these correspondences
give rise to "visible shape" or if you wiI1, a "carnal
essence" of this internal equivalence. The equivalence
that Merleau-Ponty is referring to here, he explains, means
that which is out there in the world is also here in the
heart of vision. He refers to this equivalence as the
"metamorphosis of Being. "40 Therefore the painting is only
according to the analogue of the body. This is crucial in
his whole consideration of painting and art. The painting
"does not present the mind with an occasion to rethink the
constitutive relations of things;
rather, it offers
to our sight [regard],
it offers to vision its inward
tapestries, the imaginary texture of the real. "41 This' is
so for Merleau-Ponty, as it is for the painters Cezanne and
Klee, of whom he frequently refers to, because "painting
awakens and carries to its highest pitch a delirium which
is vision itself, for to see is to have at a distance,"
painting spreads this strange possession to all aspects of
Being, which must in some fashion become visible in order
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to enter into the work of arL."42 The painterrs way of
seeing things is the "prehuman way" and for this reason art
and phenomenologiy have been compared to set out to achieve

the

same

kind of

human understa.rdirrg.43

The prehuman way of the painter sets aside the

scientific and mentar cognitive categories of the theorist,
which are not capable of the uncovering experience itself,
and turns to the precognitive givens of experience, that is,
the pre-predicative sphere of our Iives, and manifests it,s
behavior in his work. Perhaps it is good to reiterate that
by experience we do not mean one I s subjective feelings,
whích degenerates into mere excitement, but experience which

is understand.ing itself.44 Man is in the wortd, thus he
does not know himself apart from it.
Ano since the world
is in the continual act of assuming a structure, we must
account for the simultaneity in the phenomenal field of
both openness and presence in perception.45 Vle can
provisionally define perception as "the background from
which all acts stand out, and is presupposed by them."46
The problem is to grasp and understand the rrecíprocalr
relation between the subject and the object: for example,
the process of vision4T in which we set at a distance and
look, the gaze which presents itself as actual, where no
distinct memory or explicit conjecture synthezises the
object in one's perspective. The problem is to understand
the rmotivaLion'r oE the original relationship of motivaLisn
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which makes something comprehensible before science begins

to explain it with its categori"=.48
rt is essentiar for us to sketch what being-in-the
world ,is as a concrete ontology of human existenc
before
"49*
we can show its rerevance to architecture. on the other
hand, the implications, in my opinion, are to a rarge extent
self-evident.
Human existence in the worrd is concrete engagement,.
This concrete engagiement by means of the body, is an act in
Iife which Merleau-Ponty refers to as subjectivity. The
body is a subject.ivity, a body-subjecL, a mode-of-being to
one-self and to the worl-d--both senses refer to the bodysubject as its embodiment in the world. The body-subject
goes beyond the traditional dualism of mind and body and
incorporates both into one; it goes beyond the dualism in
the sense of a new corporeal schema. But even more
significant of this union and already implied in it, is
the 'thi-rd termr between the for us and. the in-itself . It
is as in the body-subject thaÈ experience occurs as meani-ng
at all;it
is the "tlogos of the aesthetic worldr, an ,art
hidden in the depth of the human soul¡ one which, like any
art, is known only in its results."50 We can characterize
this embodiment of the body-subject in the world in two
general ways: (I) presence to one-self, and (2) presence
to the world.

L52

1. Presence to one-self
To make it easier to understand. we shall circumscribe
this presence to ourserves in three generar categories which
are by no means distinct from each other but overlap and
give perhaps different profiles of the bod.y-subject. These
three general categories are: implicatedness, inhabitation,
and i-ncarnation.

(i)

Implicatedness: ¡4y body and the world are no
longer objects that embrace each other by scientific
approaches. Their functional relationships cannot be preestai:lished in the mind as the interlectual would insist to
ensure his world. No
r have the worrd as an incomplete individuar, through
EEe--ilgency of my body as the potentiality of this.wórrd,
and I have the positing of objects through that of my
bodyr or conversely the positing of my body through
that of objects, not in any kind of logical implication, .
but in a real implication, and becãuse my
body is a movement towards-EãEñÇ and the world *y
body's point of support.5l
Man is in possession of the world in the sense that rr have
itr instead of tit having me'. For this reason MerleauPonty insists that phenomenology which proceeds by the
rreductions' cannot suspend oners implicated.ness, that man
cannot be reduced to pure mind or pure object, but that it
must expricate the ontologicar conditions of belonging and
being in the world. 'rhe highly genericar terms of 'belongingt
and rbeingr have meaning for us in the relations that they
hord us to, the relations that we dare not severe. To have
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or to belong implies embodiment. There are no intermediaries such as t'representationst' or ttconcepts as encountered
in the case of symbol and wordr o[ "ideas* that would hold
us to abstract forms of knowledge. The provisional definition of perception is beginning to take on meaning as \^/e
begin to understand the important sense of implicatedness:
perception which is our whole background and mode of being,
places us at things. Ivian exists as a rformr in the world;
he has a world; he has an environment. Implicatedness in
this sense means to dwell in being. The example of the
"gesture" is good because it is not like "representation"
in the sense that representation is always thought of as a
The
'thought¡ of something and not this something itself.
gesture in contrast implies spontaneity, as the. genesis of
*".rrirrg.s2 And in this sense are we implicated. in the

*"rrd.
The next two categories will

throw more light

on

the sense of implicatedness as ï/e consider them no\,v.
(ii) Inhabitation: The body "dwells" in the world
To belong to Lhe world is to inhabit
and is at home in it.
it" The subject perceives the object to be older than
himself" Our actiors and given surroundings are starting
points of our self-knowledge. "A1I consciousness is
consciousness of something: it, is essential for us to move
towards things, and consciousness seeks in them¿ so to
speak, a stability which ít Iacks."53 Consciousness is not
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a matter of rI thinkr but a matter of lI canr. In this
sense habit is a power of dilating our being in the world,
or by which our existence is appropriated.. There are
examples to illustrate it.
Take for example the phantom limb. An amputee
often rfeels' the absent member and often quite painfully
so. The phenomenon ínvolved is an unwillj-ngness to accept
mutj-lation. Merleau-Ponty says that this can be explained
with anosognosia (the refusal to accept the loss of a 1ímb)
where a patient ignores his paralyzed right hand and holds

out his left hand when asked for his right, suggests a
refusal to recognize his deficiency.54 rh" sense of
inherence or belonging to the world in this example highlights the habit of the body. The actual body with the
phantom limb resides in the habitual bodyt it is our
habitatj-on in the world. The point to catch is that the
body behaves in a general and impersonal wây, by way of an
inarticulate consciousness, which is also referred to as
incarnation, which we will be discussing as the next point.
Things that \^rere manipulatable before are now only manipulatable in themselves and not by the habitual body as
. 55
sucn.
Another sense j-n which the body is our habitation

in the world. is as a special kind of permanence--not as
complete object--to which aII other objects stand in
relation. The body exereises power over the perceptual
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domain of the absence or presence of obj..t=.56

The body is

the condition for the being of other objects.
As a subjectivity, the body is our home base. Fina1
exampres we can give of the body as our habitation are its
"double sensatj-on" where in touching the hand. the touching
indicates the reflex of our body. Also, non-causal reration
between sensation of pain and our body, and the kinesthetic
sensation, one¡s direct and immediate relation with the
body are other examples. The function of the body is not
primarily to know but to act.57
These references to the nature of the body, the
integration of the parts implied by them is referred to the
body image (or corporeal schema). It is a structure of
consciousness for the structure of an appearing object on
the horizon. The involvement of the body is always tacitly
understood in the figure-background structure. It forms a
system with the world by its involvement with the world.
The body image is an "existence towards" the world. The
habitation implied by the body is referred to as the
"spatiality of situation. "5B rt our habitation in the
world is impoverished,we have an impoverished grip on the
world, because the body is a projecture towards the
rorld.59* Thus, "to the extent, then, that the body
ceases to Ì¡e projecture, it ceases to have a ¡world'""60
As the body-subject indi-cates, our habitation in the world.
is never our objective body as empiricism or psychology
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would think, but a habituar body. consciousness bears with
it in life its sedimentations in its movement of existence.
These sedementations however do not fix the world for us but

must be reconciled with a dynamic character of existence.

It is the energy of consciousness that must take up oners
sedimentations in exist"rr.".61
When the body can no longer define itself as sensegiving it relapses into the condition of a thing, and
ceases to be a consciousness. "rf a being is consciousness,
he must, be nothing but a network of intentions,n62 an underlying condition of our habitation in the world. This life
of consciousness is descrj-bed by l{erleau-Ponty as an
"intentional arc" which subtends ìfsr "projects round about
us our past, our futurer ollr human setting, our physical
ideological and moral situation, or rather, which results
in our being situated in aII these respects."63 InÈentionality is consciousness "being toward the thing through
the intermediary of the body."64 The emphasis given here
for the moment is that of the body, intermediariners of the
bodyr or if you wilI, incarnation, meaning that the body is
a vehicle to oners presence to things and the natural world.
The spontaneity of the body as in intentionality, in the
sense of motility, therefore, does not conceive the body in
space and time but as inhabiting space and time"65
Consciousness then animates a habitual body. Man
lives in his insLiLutionsr the soul of his inhabítation.

L57

For the body to comprehend its movements in the world., it
must already have its stamp of movement, in it.. For example,
one must be in the rhabitr of dancing before one can
discover new movements or reconstructions in the pattern
of dance. To get used to a car or a house, one must be, so
to speak, rtransplantedr into them, be incorporated into

them. But the dynamj-cs of any habit is that it must be
cultivated in order to be grasped to unveil its meaning.
The body as a focal point of meaning, as a synthesizLng
power, is to be compared to a work of art:
A nove1, poem, picture or musical work are individuals,
that is, beings in which the expression is undistinguishable from the thing expressed, their meaning, accessible
only through direct contact, being radiated with no
change of their temporal and spatial situation.
It is
in this sense that our body is comparable to a work of
art. 6 6
On this note it is fitting to introduqe the sense of
incarnation of the body-subject.
(iii)
Incarnation: As we have become aware so far,
the body is an impersonal subjectivity that brings with it
to the surface of every moment its past and its heritage.
The body being a vehicle to the thíng and natural world was
already at work in the case of the phantom limb" The
habitual body was repressed by the actual body with a
missing limb in the sense of rrefusalr which we discussed
above. The body never quite got over the accident. This
phenomenon of repression also reveals our incarnate condition in tife: my experience of each moment ceases to be
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an integrated and unique totality.

Therefore, in the sense
that "there appears round our personal existence a margin
of almost impersonal existence
. which f rely on to keep
alive."67 Remembering and emotion are modes of being
situated. We can neither forget nor escape. Life is
condemned to meaning.
The other sense of incarnation is related to

sexuality and speech. Here incarnationts role is to be
present to one-self as well as to the otherr or the otherrs
being to me.
In sexuality we have between the relation of terms
"sex" and "existence" one of sign and significance, and of
expression and the expressed. This is not to say that the
expressed should become soq! and the expression, body.
As the body a1lows something to be actualized it expresses
existence. The relation of sex and existence rests upon
the impersonal bod.y. The relation of the expression (the
body) with the existence that it expresses (the sign with
its signification), is the intimate union of the two: "the
body is satisfied or generalized existence and existence
Iis] a perpetual incarnation. "6B Sexuality is co-existence
with life where life is existence" Sexuality d.oes not
express existence as a sexual dramar or reduce existence
to a fact, but existence as an ambiguity expressing being,
where mind and body, sign and significance are only abstract
moments

"
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We can und.erstand speech

i-n a similar \,ray.

Body

expresses existence; word expresses thought. We have

already discussed speech elsewher

therefore we shall be
",69
brief here. The example used in relation to the word is
the "gesture". The gesture of anger is the meaning it
expresses. The same is true of the word. It has meanirg;
hence, "speech is thought". The incarnating aspect of
thought involves the simultaneity of expression and perception: as I speak I grasp. "speech prolongs into the
invisible, extends into the semantic operations, the
belongingness of the body to being and the corporeal
relevance of every beingr" and further on Merleau-Ponty
says speech "speaks according to it ¡ eE lets it speak and.
be spoken within me, break through my present. "70 Again
the body-subject in speech brings with it to the surface
its sedimented language without which it could not speak.
But in existence "the consciousness of embodiment is
precisely an a\â¡areness and understanding of the unitary
presence of mind and body living in the acts of expression
and perception that are the synoptic acts of doing and
creating speaking and siIence. "71 Language moves beyond
itself in the act of speaking. "Language seeks to disappeart it seeks to die as an obj ecL."72 Language becomes
secondary to the momentary event in the act of saying-this is the sense of incarnation that we have in mind and
that life is concerned with"
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2. Presence to the W.orld
This concentration focuses on the body as a prolongation into the world. The body and the world are
enveloped together in perception. As Merleau-Ponty says, a
theory of the body is also a theory of perception. The
previous categories have shown us that our body is an
'anchorage¡ in the worId. Our world-structure is based
upon iÈs two stages: (1) sedimenÈation, (2) spontaneity.
And while the presence to-one-self dealt more with the
sedimented aspect of our conscious lives, this presence to
the world will now deal mainly with the aspect of
spontaneity.

(i)

Actional: The body is a potency which
co-ordinates with a certain milieu of existence. It is a
certain puissance, a certain power in the world"
We have discussed the habitual body animated by a
consciousness" As a consciousness it "projects itself
into the physical world and has a body. "73 It provides
itself with one or several worlds, it "brings into being
its o\^rn thoughts before itself r âs if they \^/ere things."74
Thus, presence to the world is a situation of diffused
meaning: a world speaking to the subject of himself to
hintself, where oners thoughts are given a place in the
wor1d.

Therefore, if consciousness is understood as this
directive force, this act,ional way of being in the world,
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it be describecl? What we are asking is how manrs
life is intentional. Sense experience opens us into the
world. Sensation is in essence intentj-ona1 because it is by
it. that rrlrr and the "thing" participate and commune together.
Sensation is corporeal in nature instead of j-ntellectua1.
Kandinsky said that green makes no demands on man, and
Goethe said blue
. "'yields to our gaze. "'75 Thus
sensation is this intentional force between subject and
object. For example, when I dwell on the blue of the sky
"I do not possess it in thought
" I abandon myself to
it.
. 'it thinks in me.'u76 The subject-object belong
together as in a field of sense. And the sense here must
be clearly understood as not "me" experiencing, but rather
as one ín me perceiving. It is as impersonal as that in
sense-giving. "Vision is a thought subordinate to a certain
field, and this is what is called sense ."77 All the senses
have their own structural sense-giving. For example, sight
is instantaneous while touch is successive. But all the
senses run into each other and integrate and interpenetrate
one another, i.e., we see the rigid.ity of glass and feel
the tenuity of steel. Thus, by saying that our body is a
source of power and potency we say it because it "is the
fabric into which all objects are r,\ioven."78
If by actional we also mean engagement, then the
phenomenon of depth in space speaks to the intentional
relationship of body to world. For exampler wê do not see
how can

L62

a cube in onets perspective vantag:e point, as having six
equal sides as the intellectual-ist would. Depth is not a
mode of measurement in that sense. Depth, as existential
phenomenon, is a function of space. Depth is not the object
itself but belongs to the perspective. Depth has its
rerationship with motivation. rf the object is near we are

likely to be called into communion or engagement; if it is
far away obviously the detail is less and therefore one I s
participation becomes less. Depth is a possibility of a
subject becoming engaged to the world. Depth is an
existential potarity of man and the object.
In the sense of communion and participation, the
body-subject is as "being-to" the world. To see the table
and chair is to "be-at" them. Embodiment is a system of
actual or potential actions. And only as the body-subject
"opens onto the world"can it be a correlative of the wor1d.
Existence is strictly this possibility of being a correlative to the wor1d. Merely living is ambivalent; rather
"to have" and "to hold" is in perception "Lo have at a
distancê.

"

(ii)

Synergetics: The body-subject represents a
unity-in-diversity.
It can be this unity-in-diversity only
in the third term between pure object and pure subject, for
being in between them it is neither pure nor transparent
and thus inextricably linked to the world. The body, the
thing and the world are related as in a "system of
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experiences. I' To understand this relationship we must

essentially learn to see that our point of view t er perspectiver âs also our insertion in the h¡orld, is not
constj-tuting a pure object, but as in perception, our
'inherencer Èo the world.79 "To look at an object is to
inhabit it, and from this habitation to grasp all things in
terms of the aspect in which they present to it. "80 The
body is a synergic system not as a collection of adjacent
organs, but as an intercommunicating sensorial system
pressed against the world of things.
Another sense vitally significant is the body's
sensorial system (itself an interconnected. relationship) in
relation to the world into which it opens up. This delicate
set of relations--the body as a sensorial system (synergical
systems) and the object, the world--is referred to as a
"system of equivalence. " This is the real sense of
synergetics. I have the world by a sort of exchange with
my body--"the thing j-s correlative to my bod.y and, in more
general terms, to my existence, of which my body is merely
the stabitized structur"."Bl our senses question things
and the things reply back to them. The power of synergetics
is that it secretes meaning. Just as to look is to inhabit
the object, in the same way does significance inhabit the
thing as the soul does the body. By some sort of exchange
implied by synergetics there is "human body when, between
Lhe seeing and the seen, between touching and the touched,
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between one eye and the other, between hand and hand,

a

blending of some sort takes place--when the spark is lit
between sensing and the sensible, Iightil¡g the fire that

will not stop burning until some accident of the body will
undo. . . . "82 rh" painting is an anologiue or likeness only
according to the body. The subjectivity implied in the
body-subject is bound up with the body and the world and
thus our situation. The system of equivalence lve have in
mind here is that the outside and inside are inseparable'
that is, "the world wholty j.nside and I wholly outside
myseIf. "B3 And this relationship is the ontotogical condition of man's being-in-the-wor1d.
(iii)
Manifestation: The human subject as a
consciousness is wholly present in its manifestations " Man
Iíving in his instituLions is an incarnating subject, as we
have seen for example, in speech. In this ontological
event, the use of gestures or word.s give rise to being in
consciousness. This is the relationship in the man-object/
world question"
The ontological event is a mode of expression. The
preceding hopefully has helped us to see' even if vaguely,
the ontological conditions rising out of our pre-cognitive
1ife. Earlier we stated the dialectics of expression simply
and precisely: "there is being, there is a wor1d, there
j-s somgqh:Lng; "
there is cohesion, there is meaning.rr84
The starting point is situational
The path is circular,
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thought. There is not one layer of pre-cognitive life and
another of cognition. Cognition rises out of our precognitive situation. The question of being is implicitly
implied in the act of dwelling. But we "must reverse the
natural relationship in which the body stands to the
environment, and a human productive power must reveal itself
through the density of being. "B5 We begin with our perceptual faith, in which we are implicated, but the process
of reflection and interrogation reduces the crude conviction
we have to what it signifies and means. In this sense,
faith and reflection are in polarity. The dialectics
involved is "Self-manifestation, disclosure, in the process
of forming itself , . . ."86 Blrt "= a life of discl-osure,
the path does not merely close in on itself; it is a
spiralling path, transcending the point of departure"
Man as a subjectivity, resides in an infrastructure
of temporality. This means that the future is not yet; the
past is no more. But man lives in the present which contains both the past, and the future--without the past and
the future there is no present. The essence of subjectiviLy
is motivation. The future is present because value transcends its simple presence. Subjectivity is a continual
unfolding" The ambiguity of life is its sense of incompleteWhile we know
ness and its concern with ultimate reality.
nothing absolutely, we must know ¡howt to move ourselves
and I lookt , to be free t,o act r which can only mushroom out
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of an understanding of the ambiguity of our situation. The
spírit of the world is ourselves. Therefore, subjectivity
is temporal; time is someone. We cannot have absolute
certainty of the future and yet t,ime traces out in advance
a network of intentio.".B7 thi= *" call the spirit of
subj ectivity
Man is not the cogito in possession of absolute
certainty. He is not an ísolated, withdra\¡/n, "I thj-nk"
cogito, in the psychological sense. This is the downfall
of the Cartesian Cogito, who rthinks¡ he is in complete
possession of the object, in his cogitations. Neither is
the cogito perfectly transparent to itself like an essence.
If it were, it would have no need to doubt. The cogito
implied above, however, is one who grasps in the act of its
own operation. Perception is primary in this act; it is
nothing but temporality. "I grasp myself, not as a
constituting subject which is transparent Èo itselfr and
experience, but as a particular thoughtr âs a thought
engagecl with certain objectsr âs a thought in act; and it
is in this sense that I am certain of myself. "88 rh"
thinking cogito implied is a tacit cogito, seeking clarity
rather than absolute possession, because clarity is not
possible when it is subjected to dogmar or creating truth
rather than finding it. Perception resides in the
phenomenon it makes us aware of, it does not posit the
object in a literal manner: Being is linked up with this
"
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phenomenon. By the primacy of perception MerLeau-Ponty
means

. that the experience of perception is our presence
at the moment when things, truths, values are constituted for us; that perception is a nascent logos; th¡at
it summons us to the task of knowledge and ãEîõn. It
is not a question of reducing human knowledge to sensation, but to assisting at birth of this knowledge, Lo
make it as sensible as the sensible, to recover the
consciousness of rationality.
This experience of
rationality is lost when we take it for granted as
self-evident, but is, on the contrary redj-scovered
when it is made to-appear against the background of
non-human nature.B9

The sensible is within man, and. perception is the reflex

which seeks not t,o posit an object of knowledge in which it
is not j-nvo1ved, but which seeks to open itself up to the
rmeaning' of a situation which we call being-in-the-wor1d..

Perception opens us up to Beingt it wants to make visible

the other side of things we so often naively speak of
already in the environment in which we live.
Life is an inherence to both the perceived world as
well as to the human world. The paradox is that. while man
belongs to the world, he helps create or re-creaLe it and
helps contribute to its making. This rinherencer is
fundamental to the creative acti it is consciousness confronted in perception as a quality of life. A creative açt
either knows the conditions fundamental to life for the
fulfillment of lifer or presupposes its conditions and.
commits aggression.
Consciousness is expression only as it dwells and
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inhabits man. That is to say, consciousness is not a deliberate functioning faculty of man, but a fecund force in man
rising out of the situation and giving rise to existencer
One thing j-s clear in the investigation so far: the
struggle with the nature of the creative act is at the same
time a struggle with the essentials of being-in-the-wor1d.
It is a plea for the emergence of a new cogito, a nevr sense
of temporality as reality transformeo into experience and
meaning, and a new sense of freedom as having a destiny.
The creative act is not creating objects per se; it is life.
And in its objects the act find.s new being.
The difficulty remains with percepLion as a nascent
logos. V'Ihile it lays down the conditions for life, at the
same time it is birth-giving.
And we stare wonder in the
face. Consciousness is not simply an emulation of the
pre-consciousness: the one is the condition of the other.
Logos is the question of being implied in life:
life is
logos. But while it is accurate to say that logos is
unfinished life, it is by the conditions intrinsic to life
that the creative act can give evidence of logos. It
remains for us as actors in life to find this evidence.
In percept.ion the thing and the world are given as
a correlative of the body. But this is only the beginning.
The very significance implied in the relationship must
receive expression. In a sense consciousness places the
significance in front, of it as things. This significance
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is put together in the act of 'design¡--rrin it significance
o
precedes existence and. clothes itself .r'Y0 lrle must however
see significance and existence as lodged in each other;
they are inseparablu.9l*
I'inally, the self-world correlation is our field of
inter-subjectivity; being-in-the-world is an expression of
We never start from nothing, in
this inter-subjectivity.
freedom we take up our situation as it is and search for the
Freedom is a propensity of the mind:
meaning latent in it.
in choosing something, freedom sees "a symbol- of itself."92
Perhaps this can be our conclusion: the man and the object
are two abstract moments of a unique structure, which is
presence, whose infrastructure is a subjectivity in which
the presence to oneself and presence to the world are linked
together as in some symbol which we call architectureArchitecture as
We

Knowledge

have barely begun to trace the existential path

that is needed to understand the significance and essence
of architecture as a symbolic infrastructure of man in the
world. First of all, Merleau-Ponty's work is voluminous
and therefore more time and concentration is needed to
benefit from his thoughts. From his work we have so far
gleaned (and perhaps naively at that) only the pertinent
thoughts essential to us as far as understanding the

ontological conditions of being-in-the-world is concerned.
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Second, this effort is to help us focus upon our architec-

tural work as rising out of the relationship itself, which
is perceptual consciousness. The creative act belongs to
this realm of thought which is co-extensive with being. And
therefore, this effort has only scratched the surface (1)
because it isnrt merely objective thought and independent of
man, but it must be experienced to be understood, (2) because
in the final analysis it is in the act itself where the
meaning takes place" This then leads to the third point.:
we can postulate the relationship between the man-ob)ect/
world dichotomy by showing that relationship residing in our
implicated-actional, inhabitation-synergical, and incarnation-manifestation categories as $¡e did above. We have
talked about the bed of seeds out of which a creative act
can be understood and realized. However, and this is the
beautiful part about this research for those who feel this
is nothing but theory, that the existential mode of the
creative act does not take us to the intellectual camp or
In
the objectivist camp, but to the situation itself.
other words, what our research tells us is that in
subjectivity, in design itself does significance appear
as an object to man.
But this subjectivity is referred to by Merleauo"*
We
Ponty in his final work as Being (with a capital B).'must be careful not to misconstrue the notion of design; iLs
motivation rises out of Being itself and nothing e1se.
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Therefore, our claim is that architecture is not
some objective realm, or merely a thing which confronts man.
"We must grant man a very special way of being--intentional
being-'which consists of being oriented towards alt things
but of not residing in any."94 Architecture cannot escape
nor ignore the condition of man. Architecture is not a

subject constructing the objects r or as in idealism where
the object seemed to be the construction of the subject--a
relationship of knowing in this sense, but as we have
already stated before, a relationship of being in which
"paradoxically, the subj.* t" his body, his worId, and
his situation, by a sort of exchange. "95 Frank Lloyd
Wright said something similar with similar intent: "Vthether
people are fully conscious of this or noÈ, they actually
derive countenance and sustenance from the ratmospherer of
the things they live in or with. They are rooted in them
just as a plant is in the soil in which it is planted. "96
The relation of knowledge is based on a relation of being.
All knowled.ge is subject to being.
"Architecture as knowledge" does not mean that we
possess in advance in theories, in concepts, in methodologies
a knowledge of architecture. It is not responsible to any
theory of architecture. The path that architecture must
follow is one from brute being to acknowledged being. Our
existence is an objectified meaningful existence. Speech
is thought; architecture is lÍfe. Both speak of the same
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But
ontological condition of man which is existence itself.
if we have difficulty understanding what is implied by
saying, "Architecture is lifer" we must look at what is
impliecl by saying "speech is thought." If we recallr wê
spoke of sign-to-signification as belonging to the language
structure, and sJ-gn-as-signification belonging to speech.
In the moment that f speak, I perceive and express a thought
simultaneously, which is an act of grasping. It is an
event in that I say something. And as such it brings to
the deep'rooted
the surfacer ês an expression of visibility,
relations of lived experience from which it takes fot*.97
Language is our sedimented past, but in a moment, in the
act of saying, it can become a present, and a presence to

oneself.

Let us take a closer look at speech before we draw
our analogy. Speech is a relation to the signification as
well as through being to Being. It has the magic about
itself, if you will, of attracting other significations
into its web.
But even more, it is a solidarity and an intertwining between the language that it belongs to and the
realm of meanings that it brings to the surface and speaks
of. We quote for a second time this passage: "speech
prolongs into the invisible, extends into the semant'ic
operations, the belongingness of the body to being, which
for me is once and for all attesÈed by the visible, and
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idea each intellectual evidence reflects a little
further. "98 Speech is that intertwining mode of thought of
Being between the subject and the object, between man and
his language. But also as an act it is an expression
testable of that halo of thought around Being. Speech is
not in possession by the signification but signification

\,ühose

possesses it and speaks according to it.

In this sense we must also understand architecture
as significance. In its operations it is also related to
being of man and becomes that solidarity, that intertwining
relationship of man and his world. Architecture must be
understood to be an ontological extension of being as
speech is of thought--this in the paralle} sense. But both
have the same origin and therefore it is more than just an
analogy that someone may want to j-gnore. By speaking and
stopping to think of what he has spoken and then to begin
speaking again, man is manifesting himself as he seeks
clarity and. understanding--he is in the present certain of
his presence, even though he may have to reassert it in the
next moment. Architecture must be an assertion of our
being in the world; it must be a mode by which our Being
after which we strive, can become a presence. Architecture
in this sense is not an independent symbolic realm. Architecture is a symbolic process by which man looks at himself.
It is a process within his finiteness, a process of
symbolism; and as such it calts up presence which can
init,iate more symbolism because nothing is ever completed
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in relation to Being, and therefore Being is itself

a

symbolic process.

In conclusion thenr wê had to follow this path in
order to see the depth out of which the creative act is
possible. It originates out of the depth of man himself and
the totality within which he stands--Being. The process
that stood in dichotomous terrain, now stands or is suspended
within the relationship of the man-object/world, and is not
a movement independent of man and of life. The permanence
that we questioned along with its counterpart "What is
architecture?" has been silenced, and. rests with this
intentional relationship. Our permanence rests within
Being, and "what is architecture?" is a contradictory
question because it presupposes the object as the intellectualist does. Rather, it presupposes man, who is, we said
earlier, a network of intentions; therefore our beginning
is this point of view
our man-object/world question has given us a new
world relationship: a new archiÈect as in a new cogito,
and a new architecture as in Beingr ês an expression of
the condition of man. OnIy within this sensible relationship can we really know what Wright meant when he said t'I
know that architecture is Iifer" and win a new point of
departure.

Architecture is not something special to man,
something he could do without. We could say that architeeture
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is a condition fulfillil¡9 the delicate balance required in
the relationship of the man-object polarity. Architecture
is thoughÈ and therefore co-extensive of Being.
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SECTTON TV

OBJECTIFICATION

The creative act within consciousness is the simultaneous act of perceptj-on and expressionr âs for example in

speech. We refer to this act as objectification" It can
be defined as transforming reality into meaning. Reality
is the relationship of Being, in the metaphysical sense,
which has Èo do with subjectivity. And when we speak of
subjectivity we are at the same time speaking of objectivity.
It is a process of detaching oneself from the illusionary
world surrounding our lives.
But we have already introduced this problem we face
in objectification by the contradictions apparent in speech,
i.e., speech as a simultaneous perceptual and expressive
act, and that of "transformation't thereafter. Speech
implies the situation-as-Iived, whereas transformation implies
a duration, unknown to speech, which precludes stages or
sequences between perception and expression. That is,
transformation does not appear Èo be a simultaneous act as
such. And yet, in objectification the desired end result
j-s one like speech, since in our previous section we
characterized architecture, as speechr âs an ontological
extension of man. This is not to say that there are no
ambiguities in speech; its expressions are by no means pure
objects; they simply exemplify oners presence to himself in
r84
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the moment. Life is ambiguous, because if it were not, we
shourd not be questionirg; we would be fulfilled and not
becoming.

But in architecture where the expressed purpose is
to objectify by giving a meaning to reality in our wor1d,
we are concerned about the process and how the process
proceeds. we are all the more concerned with the process

of the creative act since neither the architect nor his
work are the sole origins of each other but rather the
third term in between, archit.ecture. vüe are also reminded
that while the subject and object encroach upon each other
and sort of overrap each other eccentricalry, the split
implied further implies that there is no absorute method
with which to bridge the gap.l what this means is that
there is no other route except by way of life itserf. The
relationship between the man-ob)ecL/worrd j-s generic: it
is growth, movement, cultivation, grasping, etc.--forever
transcending. If we ask, which is inevitable, "what is
being?" we cannoÈ expect to fill the seemingly void with
significations t oE with objectives, implications. "what
is being?" is an interrogative process implying a circurar
movement: it aims at the state of things. At the same
time it aims at itself as a question. rn other words, it
is a dialectical process of questioning: Lhe place of
significance within Being is not a solution. The significance again takes the form of a philosophical question i.e.

¡
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"to questiont' is and what ,,to respond', is.Z W" often
say our solutions are not really soLutions but rather \"/ays
of understanding what the problem is.
rn the man-object/world the relationship which is a
potential of Being and is therefore ambiguous, reflects
itself again in the ambiguity of the means whereby the
object evolves, since no method as such can guarantee the
desíred end results. And yet the task remains to find the
appropriate type of discourse to achieve the architecture
by the means of some end results, where the emergence of
being is expressed. This section preoccupied with
objectification faces this challenge. However, the task
is beyond the scope of this thesis and must be part of a
future research. Objectification can be considered to
concern itsel-f with three general areas: (1) thought, the
process and procedure, the discourse for d.ealing with the
relationships as such, which presupposes that the relationship is essentially understood in the way we have describeo
it in Section III; (2) appresentation, where (i) history
can be underst.ood as us j-n our situation, where history of
architecture can illuminate the man-object/world relation,
where (ii) looking at specific works such as Frank Lloyd
Wrightrs, can provide concrete representation of architecture concerned with archítecture as life, where (iii) the
engagement of relation and'encounter is the context, and
where (iv) a descript,ion of an actual project can help
\^¡hat
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characterize the process of objectification; and finally
(3) communication, which .is of great concern to the arshitect, since his prime objective is to communicate, not anl),
in the sketches and drawings that he presents to begin withr
buÈ also the finat object in its actual context.

1. Thought
By thought we do not mean abstract thought in the

pejorative sense or idealist sense as either residing in the
object or in the subject; rather, it. is understood to be the
expression that represents the relationship itself--between
the subject and the object. rt is never static therefore,
but arways dynamic and takingi on new form. rt can never be
understood to be ress in conception. Flerbert Read's view
that "the image always precedes the idea in the deveropment
of human consciousness"3 is what we have in mind here.
Thought as idea can easily become separated from man, whire
the image always remains a perceptual thought of man.
In Art and Exi-stgnce Eugene Kaelin says that I'if
the arts can truly be said to compose a language, then one
ought to be able to describe that language, both generically
and specificaIly."4
By language, of course, Kaelin has in
mind langauge as an expression of Being. But he argiues Ëhat
the question to be answered is not what is expression in a
work of art, but rather, hgw perceptual expression is
achieved by the means af the process qf the creative act,
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His argument is that
in the acquiescence of objectification.
none of the existential views really did deaL effectively
with the question of how.5
The uniqueness of man is his openness. And in a
real and vital sense, this topennessr opens up the creative
process where the what and the how that the process makes
use of, are two abstract movements in dialogue" Disclosure
is an actual situation where "whenever \¡/e f ind ourselves,
we do so in feeling; and we bring that feeling to the leve1
of understanding (Verstehn) by the act of expression" "6
Thought is this simultaneous percept.ive and expressive act.
Kahn, for whom architecture is the "thoughtful
making of spaces," and for whom there is "no styler ño
method"T for making these thoughtful spaces, has expressed
his creatj-ve process this way (see Kahnrs philosophy in
sketch form on plate 5). Kahn uses a different terminology
to describe his process, but it basically emulates our
description thus far.B He says that an existence is the
making of ordert it comes about through actual doing.
Things do not have a consciousness, but man embues them
with his consciousness. Thus we see the essential
potarity between man and object. This polarity has about
it what he calls an "existence will. " It is impersonal
feeling and thought. And truth is found in this relationship. This leads Kahn to the notion of Form--a search for
truth. But Form is derived from a process transcending
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both thought and feeling. Therefore, it is impersonal. If
we recall earrier when we introduced Kahnrs finite-infinit-e
struggle of manrs institutions, the impersonal is linked
up with the infinite.

is a search for the "whatr" the
essence represented by the immeasurable. To grasp the what
is the creative act.
Opposite to this--which is not an over emphasis-Kahn places design: it is a measurable quatity, a personal
act, a circumstantial act, it is the shaping process and is
not a creative process. For this reason he can boldly say
that "the greatness of an architect depends more on his
power to realize that which is "house" than on his ability
to design "a house."9 But lest we should think thaÈ the
process is always a procedure from Form to Design he admits
that Form can in fact be discovered through Design itself.
The crucial point is that Form--the immeasurable--be the
sole origin of architecture. In the end the object too
must join the immeasurable realm. Design is therefore a
means to an end" Form is its motivation; without it Design
is heIpless. Therefore the architect has to be concerned
with what a thing wants to be. For example, House is the
Form and is concerned with what it, is, and "a house" as a
conditional interpretation of the Form.
Kahn has demonstrated his process in architecture
most clearly in the Rochester Unitarian Church, New York
(see plate 6). The Form diagram resulted from the nature
Form
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It is interested more in
of the community of people itself.
the rquestion' than in the answer. When the people responded
by suggesting a separatíon between the school activity and
church activity, Kahn demonstrated that it was not the
"existence will" of the community to be separated in that
way.

For many, Kahnrs way of transforming reality into
meaning is incoherent, if not to say the Ieast, unintelli-

gible.

But is this in fact the case? Or does Kahn not
explai-n his process too well? Form is a search for order,
In the act of
which presupposes structure and light.
design "the thoughtful making of spaces" is a process of
giving order to manrs institution by way of structure and
light. For it is only in light that an object can have a
distance from man to begin with. And when Kahn speaks of
Form, he is indirectly qualifying what this immeasurable
distance shall be in the creative act of object to man. If
we may improvise for Kahn for our benefit, what he really
wants to say is that the origin of the creative act finds
its source in the notion of Form. And when he qualifies

that Form is a search for truth and for the exisÈence will,
he is not merely conceptualizing. tie is in fact speaking
about that relationship of Being as we have done, which is
the essence of architecture. It is the third term to which
both architect and. building have their ground of commonality
or relation. Therefore, the two possible objections that
might be raised are (I) the strong emphasis given to the
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mysterious, almost pratonic rearm of Form , (2) the dichotony
given to the Form and Design continuum. We only need Jqhn

to help emphasize that the what is because of how it
is done. "rn the act there is no distinction, but perfect
integration of manner and content, form and^ substanc". "lQ
Dewey defines form as something that organizes materiars,
that is a compretion of relations. The relations cannot be
told apart from what they relate. Relations are direct and
dynamic, active and energetic, and experience in the furlest
sense. These rerations have no rearity as being dynamic or
energetic outside of experience. Hence, form is defined "as
the operation of forces that carry the experience of an
event, object, scene and situation to its own j-ntegral
fulfillment. "12 Dewey, however as an advocate of the
exj-stential contributes the skill or design not so much as
part of the desiginer but rather as enhanced expression of
the form; it belongs to the product and not, to the producer,
because it is a constituent of for*.13
The Aristotilian notion of form, to which Dewey
basically subscribes, is also.subscribed to by Heideggar.
Form of something is a dynamically standing forth and shows
itself for what it is. To have something stand forth, to
use Heideggarian language, is to have truth take concrete
form in the struggle of "world.r' and "earth". This truthstruggle is one where world is an occurance of Being which
is not an object but a spaqe-time Beingr of the totality
Dewey
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of thoughts, ideas, beliefs, customs, and feelings, whereas
earth is that aspect of Being as Þhysisr âs appearance.
Reality or truth takes on meaning in material reality.
However the world-earth struggle is one of disclosure versus
concealment. The material is an occasion for the occurrence
of Being. The world wishes to disclose and will not
tolerate concealment. The earth however, in its steadfastness wishes the opposite: to conceal and preserve. The
struggle j-s such that each tries to dominat,e the other and
neither can be without the other. World and earth are
modalities of illuminating'-concealing the event of truth.
It is a positive ontological event where the parties posit
each other in self-assertion in a world of art.
But the world-earth struggle is only part of his
conception of form, and has spoken mainly to the what.
Creating or objectification is also a producing. The
world-earth struggle as a manifestation of truth refers to
the what but at the same time is dependent upon t,he how.
Truth is necessarily a shaped and transformed material and
this implies craftsmanship. It is not a practical or a
technical skill; rather, as in the Greek sense of techner,
it is a mode of knowing: "To know is to have s"en."I4
Techner is a knowing connected with the nraking. Another
way of saying it is, "techneris a foreseeing, or even an
anticipation of the object which is to be made."15 Hence,
if technet is a foreseeing and a foreknowing, it is apparent
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it does not belong to skills but to Being, and techner -iS a
skitled knowing, a giving of entrance of the appearance gf
beingrs Being. Therefore creating is trutht it is structure
itself occurring. But the knowing here is not Èo have a
representation of; it means being concerned wítht it is
understanding, and understanding is a situational disco\rgËYt
Iieideggar's description of the creative act as in
objectification is much more holistic than Kahnrs in the
way the essentials merge in the concrete establishment of
truth. However, once we look beyond Kahnrs attempt to be
explicit about his actual creative process by showing the
decisive distinction between Form and Design, the similarities are obvious. Techner tike design is a condition of
skil1 and in this sense belongs to the individual. But if
as Kahn says, design can lead to form, it then is also a
knowing process as well. And the emphasis is similar:
merely designing is trivia; it is floundering. Design
cannot proceed without an intrinsic knowing and this is the
only real sensible way Kahn can be understood. The key is
insight; it is a property of the object, and is not of self.
The power of intuition happens as a moment of truth; it is
a power, a formative porder happening between that of ripeness and discovery--a power that is known to the artist as
well as the scientist.16 Merleau-Ponty has defined intuition in the following way: 'leverything one gives Èo Being
is taken from experience, everything one gives to experienee
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is taken from Being. r'17
If we must conclude that, the what is only in terms
of how it is done, then the problem we face is clear but
difficult.
We cannot prescribe Lhe how because the how and
the what presuppose each other. Therefore, to try to
sketch a rudimentary how wiÈhout considering simultaneously
the what is being superfici-aI and unfaithful to oners
obligatory task. Againr our research has made us admitr w€
cannot divorce thinking from doing. We must go through our
search for discovery in experience, where \..re encounter risks
as well as moments of truths
Coming back to thought, then, means that the artist
grasps Being in his work in the act. Being is all comprehensive: it incorporates the maker and the mode. This
further implies that essence is a common nervure, so to
speak, between the sign and the significance, i.e., it is
the spread between words.
If we are going to talk about ideas--because as
architects we somehow cannot refrain from doing sor--if
there is an ideality, it is thought Lhat has future in man
and nothing less, because "life becomes ideas and the ideas
return to tife
. ideas are the texture of experience."IS
There is an implicit pattern to life; there are structures,
rules, laws within our sedimented. Iives. Subjectivity is
a logical function, unchangeable psyche. The establishment
of what we have repeatedly referred to as Being, truth, is
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a practical attitude. What C. A. van Peursen tries to bring
across in l,ife-world and Structuresl9 is that sedimentations
of our life-wor1d are in fact the structures of our empiriWe recall Kohák who expressed
ca1 reall-ty in actual life.
the view that things are neutral to us and present themselves either as an It or a Thou. But this still does not
ans\^/er the awesome question of how. Philosophy is sti1l
struggling with the transcendence of life in relation to
empirical reality. And it remains the difficult task of
architecture to somehow express this relationship. It
must become possible within iÈs stamp of movement.

are left to think of how as vision. Vision as
thought is fj-rst of all a reflective vision and second as
an instituted vision.20 vision describes the process of
thought, the union of body and world, and seeks to distinguish between significance and absence of significance.
The artist within the halo of vision deals with the
is experienced by us.
emergence of Being, how the in-itself
"Vision is not a certain mode of thought or presence to
selft it is the means given me for being absent from myself,
for being present at the fusion of Being from the inside-the fusion at whose termination and not before, I come back
to myself."2L ïf this is true for the painter, it. is, to
be sure, true for the architect who structures the world of
our immediate experience. We create not so much to possess
but to place our lives before us.
We
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This dialogue we have had about thought in the
movements of Form and Design, what and how, is only the
beginning. Further research will have to zero in on the
ramifications and implications the separate movements have
within a process towards objectification of thought which
is co-extensive with Being. The architect embodied within
"Vision encounters,
perceptual vision, expresses reality.
as at a crossroads, all the aspects of Being."22 Man, as
an incomplete object ancl as a subjectivity objectifies
towards a fulfillment of life.
2" Appresentation
In the part on symbolism we used the concept of
appresentation to characterize the function of symbolis*.23
The character of appresentation means that what is 'theref
perceptually motivates belief-in something else being
there too. Appresentation fulfills the function of the
relationship of the man-object relation, where the interpreter as man and apPresenting as object function together
where the third. partner in the triad, appresented, presents
itself as a presence. Appresentation helps to avoid the

ambiguity surrounding the concept of "representationr"
which in one instant can mean an idea as force on man t oî
the next moment as a re-presentation which then implies a

It has the tendency to break that direct link
between man and object, whereas aPPresentation means man
replica.
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is present to himself in the moment of encounter with an
object. In appresentation man is an animated organism.
Thus the historical is an anological apperception tp
the present. Man is present to himself as the context of
encounter cOmmunicates its network of relations, as man and
together in an event.
(i) Historical: The relation that the man-objecL/
world has to each other, which is a manifestation of enigmatic Being, is not an external relation to history i.e.,
the history of architecture. History is inherent to this
manifestation. Process cannot out of fear exclude the
historical aspect as inhibition to his work. Rather the
historical is a habitation out of which the present is

object

come

possible. In the man-object/world question we again take
up the historical manifestations and actualize them in the
present; "it reanimates and rectifies a genesis which
could miscarry without itr"24 which is possible only by
seeking the motive within history. Architecture objectifies our living and. traditional socialities. And as such
our design activities .cannot realistically consider this
If we d.id, we would
moment of life a passing reality.
merely be representing a world for ourselves r unsympathetic
to Iife, which the various processes at the beginning of
. the world we live in is
section III pointed to. No
not merely a representation of the $/or]d but the presentation itself.

And those authors such as Langer, who
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continually speak of "representation", are vulnerable to
misconception, misrepresentation of the place of the work
of art in our lives"
We live in history; \,ve are hemmed in by it and
cannot escape it. As architects we must absorb it, into our
confidence. The only inhibition we are faced with in
hístory is our understanding of it. The relationship we
question in the man-object,/wor1d, necessarily takes us into
history. This underlying thought of the whole research, I
discover, has been underscored by Merleau-Ponty when he too
says that "it is the very concept of the relationships of
mind to its object that historical consciousness invites
us to reshape."25 Truth is to be found through historical
inference. ïf our wish as architects is to be "rad.icalr"
if our expressed purpose in archítecture is to find and
build upon new ideas, this radical expression can result
from a historical situation to which we are grafÈect. Our
present knowledge is historical inherence. We must. first
learn this relation of our inherence to híst,ory, and this
inherence which history in us implies is an apperceptual
understanding.

(ii)

for our
present architectural work? How do we go about taking the
historical into our confidence? There are no absolute
principles by which we become an apperceptual part of
history, hovtever, history must proceed, by method. And,
How

can we apperceive the historical
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something that is true of everything else is also true here:
method and understanding intertwine in establishing truth.

Painting and music are excellent examples where
method and understanqing merge in expression. KIee, Matisse.
Von Gogh, Cezanne are prominent examples in philosophy, and
Piccaso, with whom we haven't caught up yet--these painters
"see" and "understand" in painting. In music there are such
composers, for example, as Bartok who developed his own
scale system, belonging neither to the harmonic scale nor
the serial scale. Through his scale based upon the golden
section, in which a dialect of light and dark is possible
through inversions, he was able to give expression to his
folk themes.26 These are examples to illustrate that method
and understanding intertwine in a process. No doubt we
could learn more from these artists by further interrogating the relation of method and understanding through
which they give expression to truth as they see it in life.
This is in essence the question of objectification"
In a provisional and preliminary start, here is how
we could begin to understand our recent historical past in
architecture. Here are some examples that this research
should continue to investigate.

For example, we would want to interrogat.e the De
Stijl concepts, particularly Theo van Doesburg's ideas on
architecture, since he felt that architecture presented the
form which man encounters nearly every moment of his life.

Elementarism

L.*l
[J'l

]

L=-E¡

Plan

Plan

A house conceived within the principles of
Elementarism by van Doesburg, 1923.

Plate
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COUNTRY HOUSE

by Mies van der Rohe, L923

Plate I
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plane/co1or

Elementarism

time/space

Elementarism was for Doesburg, a vital and necessary

of expression. It appears from his writings that it
was a destructive force as weII aS a creative force: it was
a process which concerned itself only with the essentials
of realíty. The taskr âs De Stijl saw it, rÀ7as to avoid the
imitation and the illusion. With the notion of elementarism,
van Doesburg could, through a relation of the verÈicalhorizontal-diagonal forces represent the space-time' planecolour, function-form continuums and situate the realities
of 1ife" As one can see in plate 7, the way the elements
come together to give shape and form to actual situations,
they at the same time seem to appear as non-existentr âs if
they are not there in reality. The context is an abstrac-

means

tion of rea1itY.
The De Stijl's concepts of space and plane intertwining in time, are expressed very simply and eloquently
in Mies' early country house shown in plate 8. The work of
Le Corbusier however, exPresses more the "plasticity" of
mass

in light.
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mass

plasticity

light

For two general reasons the whole generating
principle throughout his work is the primary shape: (1) the
man-object interface is understood by Le Corbusier, and the
entire earlier period in which he lives, as plasticismr âs
a special sense of human manifestat,ionì (2\ architecture,
Le Corbusier firmty believes, is man's first

manifestation

in his worLd in some geometrical form of which Èhe primary
shapes are of the most visual and perceptual clarity
The Domino House (plate 9) showed the type of const,ruction that a simple dwelling unit could be adapt'ed to
and allowed for the dominance of plast,icism in the new
architecture of which plate 10 shows some variations. Both
the primary shape and what he cal1s the "regulating 1ine"
are dominant principles in these and all his projects. The
Villa Savoie is a classic example of his early period
(plate 11).
Certainly the not,ion of plastj-cism is felt visually.
But we must think no less that plasticism also had for
Le Corbusier a far deeper significance of a human dimension-a significance incomplete and struggling to exist in the

DOMII'ÍO HOUSE

Section

by Le Corbusie_r in

1914.
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. -l

"*Section

'Plan

Plate
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exterior architectuallY very
"very gienerous
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insulation . . ."
Plate I0

VILLA SAVOÏE
by Le Corbusier, L929

Ground plan

Roof plan
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work of the artist.
The notions of De St,ijl and those of Le Corbusier in

particular, have had a profound influence in such recent
architectural works as Peter Eisenman'=.27 while his work
is their influence, his conception and language of architecture is very different indeed. Three essentials are at
the base of his approach: (1) the use of a building is
incidental onIy, (2) technology today provides for more than
pure representative structure and therefore the grid and Èhe
column, for exampler câD take on new significances, (3) the
plane is used as an abstract idea as in the sense of card-

Implied is an important. difference:
the architectural synthesis has no cultural meaning. He
simply talks in linguistic terms about a "transformational

board architecture.

of interrelated units.
First of all, he talks about a "syntactic structurer"
which is the generative activity interrelating the three
primary physical systems of the line, plane and volume.
Then he t,alks about a "deep structure" which further implies
the opposites at work in the synthesis of the interrelated
units : columnr/waI1, volumer/coIumn, volume /waIL. House II,
illustrated by plates L2-L6, shows the dialectical interplay between the column and the wall , of which something
similar was the case with Le Corbusierts Domino House. In
House II the column is read either as additiver âs a
build-up of planes, or as substractiver âs a residue of
grarnmar"
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HOUSE

Coili¡g plan
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1 playroom, 2 evening
terrace, 3 kitchen,
4 summer terrace,
5 morning terrace,
6 entry, 7 winter
living, I bedroom,
9 bath, 10 study.

Plate

15
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planes. By "layering" he t"r"t= to the interrelations ef
the units j-n three-dimensions; hence, the representations
in isometric drawings. Layering helps to establish both the
formational and transformational structures from which
relations of opposites such as tension and compression t QE
as centrifugal and centripetal, etc. can accure. Thus ffem
these transformational units, a spatial system is conceived.
But of more significance is what Eisenman refers to
as "double deep structure" and "surface leveI." The surfacg
level is not important as a final product as it traditionaIIy is. Surface leve1 is not merel-y concerned with
'appearance' t it is what it. is as one reads the operations
of the deep structure that, generates it. This is accomplished by creating a dialectic between "what exists" and
"what is implied. " He refers to this conceptual ambiguity
as "double-deep structure." Eigenman notes that:
'One way to provide access to a concePtual relationship--to shift the primary intentj-on from the physical
object to a formal relationship--might be to provide in
the object two conceptual readings r so that. the object'
can never be held in the mind as a single entíty, but
rather as i-n a state of tension or as a dialectic
between two conceptual notions. In House II, there are
two alternatives posited as a neutral referent. The
. aspects of the deep
first, marking one of the
which
can be read as a
walls,
the
shear
level, are
north, whereupon
from
the
seen
datum, especially when
of these planes'
a
residue
may
be
read
as
the columns
the
Alternatively,
them.
from
transposed diagonally
referentst
deep
Ievel
or
as
neutralr
columns can be read
especially when seen from the south, whereupon the
shear wall may be read as having- been shifted from the
column-wall añrbiguity . '28
This is how the surfaçe level emerges. The t,ransformational
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is finally synthesized through the opposition of
expl icit-to- imp Iicit .
grammar

transformational

explicit

grailìmar

In everyday language, one can satisfy the rules of
the grammar without meaning, but meaning cannot appear
wiÈhout the grammar. Eisenman's architectural theory of
"transformational grammar" is exceptionally relevant to any
future architectural theory. His notion of the structure
in depth, the idea of the conceptual ambiguity provided by
the "deep structure which necessarily involves the participant, and the fact that he considers the project not a
finished product, but the operations that give rise to it,
are of great interest.29 Therefore, any future work in
architectural theory cannot by-pass the work of Eisenman.
But the criticisms to semiology earlier, is valid here too.
He talks about the granìmar, the rules that generate the
system, and entj.rely omits the meaning that generates the
rules" The system has set aside man and is devoid of him.
The grammar must comply to the man-object/world interface
and appear as meaning.
Meaning, which Eisenman seems to take for granted in

his work, is the main undercurrent in the works of Wright
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and Kahn. If we studied Kahnr

wê

his work in the sense of order:
thoughtful making of spaces."

should have to understand

"architecture is the

structure

1ight,

To understand order implies an understanding of

structure both in the visible sense as in light and ín the
invisible. An understanding of order implies an understanding of structure in the sense of both the visible as
in tight and in the invisible as in spírit. rt is not the
intent to go into any further depth on the work of Kahn in
this context except to point out that by "order" Kahn means
man giving reality to his presence. This attempt, to find
order is clearly expressed in his Trenton Bat,h House (see
plate 17).
If we were to do an in-depth study of lnlright¡s work,
we would find two orders inextricably related and undifferentiated as if the one made the other possible.

rule

pattern

mot,if

.,.i--i..
a

The

TRENTON BATH HOUSE

Uy f,ouis Kahn, 19s6

PIate t7
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Viright says that to design is to "patternforthr" he speaks a highly generical language. In his concept of pattern, structure and space come together as in
some organic whole r âs an animat,ed organism of an inseparable man-object relationship. He has said on many occasions
that if the space of architecture3o does not come through,
there is no architecture. Wright has his notion of what
space is just as the whole De Stij1 movement had t or
V'Ihen

in his work. In fact, the notions of space
are extreme indeed. While De Stijl emphasized the pure
plane, Wright takes great care to articulate the plane-sometimes meticulously detailed. While the pure plane
either reflects more deeply or seems'to disappear, the
articulated surface in Wrightts case, gives dominance to
one's presence. The pure plane of De Stijl, of Corbusier,
of Eisenman has some special meaning in relation to what
they refer to as being conceptual. The articulated surface
of Wright is related to his notion of pattern which in turn
is related to a deep and personal meaning of t.he existential.
In his notion of pattern, two opposites are ultimately intertwined in his profound understanding of life as
Logos expressed in the notions of democracy, freed.om, spirit,
etc. On the one side we have the rudimentary tarten grids
of his early period (see plate 18) r31 and later on his
simpler grids such as the square and the hexagon (see
plate 19), with clearly defined axes movement and time,
Eisenman has

"In the Froebel patterns the parts have
their identity to the whole. "

. surrendered

IA typical pattern consists of two interpenetrating
cruciforms breaking through a square. It

I
the characteristic intersection of square
".
crucÍform into three dimensiorls. rl

and
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and elements situated on the axial grid in an orderly

fashion, and materials giving definition. On the other side
we have the defined space with its sheltering, existential
motifs, earth bound lines and cantilevers to give greater
expression to the spat,ial conception. Space, in the work
of Wright, is very clearly the result of an anatomj-cal
network of rigid rules and existential motifs.
The rules do not generaÈe their own activity per se;
they generate an activity inspired by meaning. Here we
have meaning with an implicit grammar. We could say that
the deep structure in Wrightrs work is the meaning implied.
Architecture is a language, because the meaning it implies
as in life, must enter the world and become an empirical
reality in a graflrmatical fornt.
The layering that, Eisenman spoke of in relation to
his work, is also consciously expressed in such works of
Vtright as the Kaufmann House (r'allingrwater, 1939), but in a
much more dramatic way (see how the plans progress from the
first leve1 to the third level on plate 20).
Within the concept of appresentation one experiences
the network of relations as appresented, as impticitty
implying the meaning of t.he motif s. In the I twor abstract
movements of the rule and the motif, like the what and the
how, meaning emerges as thought,.
' If "architecture is lifer" to use Wright¡s or,rTn
words, then architecture must, Lake up the movements such as
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rules and motifs that are implicitly related to both a world
of materials and machines, and to life in the sense of
meaning. When these conditions had been satisfied, architecture had arrived.
What have we said here that is any different from
our discussion on being-in-the-world? Organic architecture
must be interpreted as the enveloping of man and object.
We can refer to this presence as the animated organism. I
touch myself by creating distance from myselfr or I touch
myself only by escaping from myself. The only underlying
unifying force which dissolves the rule and the mot,if into
one existential presence as it does in Wrightrs work, is
significance.
If Kaufmann has the opinion that Wrightrs forms
have proved unsuccessful in other hands, the problem clearly
lies in the failure to establish what the significance was
that his work embodied. And this implies furthermore that
if someone honestly understood the significance, Èhe need
would not exist to replicate Vürightrs forms.
In general, objectification evolves through its
abstract movements, as we see in the case of rules and
motifs, to create the so called animated organism or bodysubject. It is not possible to go into greater depth than
we have in analyzing what new light could be shed on the
man-object/world relationship in the work and ideas of the
architects mentioned and others that we have not mentioned"

2I0

It is clear that as architects we must inhabit the history
of architecture as all the great architects had to do. They
could not have been as decisive and as radical as they were
had they been unfamiliar with their historical past.
Both architectural history and the writings of
various prominent architects are essential to a further
understanding of the man-ob)ercL/world question. But the
opposite is also true: the archit,ect must learn Èo value
both his writing and his work: both are part of a process
towards understanding.
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(iii)

Relation and encounter: By taking up our
historical past we acquaint ourselves with the problem of
relation and encounter as well. Ru1es and motifs are

relations that are encountered in grids and elements,
materials and space. By this we mean that a network of
relations are made affective in material reality. If we
desire a space for meditationr wê must encounter it by a
boundary context of planes, lines, materials and light.
In the same way that Cezanne had to encounter the reality
he experienced in the landscape surrounding him with each
brush stroke, by group and groups of brush strokes together
with colours r so the architect must learn to encounter the
network of relations in visual form and shape"
The architect has all of technology, its various
materials, both structural systems and organizing systems,
various prefabricated elements and methods of fabrication,
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etc., at his disposal. Yet it, is this vast t.echnology of
materials and systems that the architect must bring into
rel-ation with man and his being. The task of unifying the
network of relations and encounters is perhaps. best said by
Wright when he spoke of to "pattern-forthr " or as we have
said, to give ontological extension of manrs being.
(iv) Perhaps it is fitting to discuss at some
leisure a project I have recently completed. ft is a
directorrs pavilion for a private camp. It is a good
example where numerous constraints (such as site, cost and
materials, unskilled labour, lack of pquipment, remoteness,
construction time, etc. ) influenced the manifestation of
the pavilion as a complete thought,. Simplicity dominated
as far as construction was concerned, but in reality it
became complex as the network of relations of onets visual
and spatial experiences at camp r..rere concerned. (See the
plates on the following pages.)
The purpose is noÈ to discuss the meaning of the
pavili-on t or to justify it. in any way. Rather the purpose
is to reflect upon the experience which helped to discover
its expression--the kind of reflection that must necessarily
take place in any creative act. The expression must be
discovered. To experience means to discover the essence of
the expression, because self-presence happens in discovering
the expression, and expression is directly related to a
perceptual experience.
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The building is a complete thought. The what and

how, the network of relations and their encounters are the
visible and invisible forces of reality. The question to
which we have frequently referred "what is Being?" is discovered in principle in the relation of the visible to the

invisible.

Since it never is completely either one, Being

questions itself

and things it aims at simultaneously.

By having the question return upon itself,

i.e.,

what to question is and what to respond is we gíve exPression to this dialectic of "what to question is" and "what

to respond is. " The architect takes up this dialectic fully
inhabited in the knowledge of architecture, with all the
means that are at his disposal. The architect inhabits his
mode of vision as the painter does his.
The pavilion represents such a question--response '
dialogue and the resolution in a rule-motif encounter. In
this sense it is a complete thought--dominance and integration--temporal and experiencial--change and relief--nature
and freedom--shelter and outdoors--direction and anticipation--ground and foliage--Iight and integrity--materials
and strength--these and other thoughts had their influence
in conceiving. Vle d.o not begin by asking "what is Being?"
we begin by asking what it means to rexperience¡camp and
reflect this response as an aspect of Being. The struggle
of the creative act is one of engaging this experience with
empirical encounters.
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I see the expression of the building take visual form
in experience like words, which germinated deep within man
and bubbled up from the bottom, giving expression to a
thought. As words are the most valuable witness to Being,
and structure it, so the architectural expression must be
that wj-tness of Being too. Even though we have a language
in which our meanings are stored for us and to which we
recall to express a new thought, even though this sedimented
structure is there r wê must bring words together not in
repetitious manner so that ideas are no longer thoughtsr or
no longer speak, but relations of words that give new
thought and hope--this task is as difficult in poetry for
exampler âs in architecture. Architectonics reveals and
conceals the meaning that it would store. The expression
of the building must, bring to the surface this deep-rooted
relation of perceptual experience.
The incarnating contact one has with nature from a
lived-situation on the undulating path, from which on the
one side the water glitters and reflects against. a
silhouetted band of distant trees which s\^¡eeps around and
engulfs the water and me standing on the path, and merges
with the low-Iying vegetation and deep-dark foliage above
on the other side, is a lived moment of truth and an
expression and witness t,o Being. The experience brings
with it wonder and inspiration, truth and reality" One
is surrounded with this sense of experience. And this

,-li i: ì:i-r::l-:i
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recalls a statement which Merleau-Ponty has made which
complies to this thought that fact and essence mix up in
one's experiences. "Being no longer being before me, but
surrounding me and in a sense traversing me, and. my vision
of Being not forming itself from elsewhere, but from the
midst of Being. "33 The experiences are not representations
of experiences; they are encrusted in us.
The building cannot shut out this experience" It
would then be unfaithful to an existence it was to have.
Its challenge is to 'instituter this insight of an experience at a campt it must be an interpretation; be and embody
simultaneously. In short, it must vibrate ontologically
with Being.
is the architect to approximate the experience
of contact and beauty at camp? The building must interpenetrate with the total experience one can have with nature.
It must let nature complete its form, allow it to enter its
space, to lend its shade. The building must light up its
structure and reveal its intimacy and liveliness. It must
ponder the ground on whích it stands and open itself to the
light," It must shelter and give one a point of perspective.
The building cannot be indifferent but must challenge the
proliferous profiles of oners experiences in nature in it's
How

own embodiment.

In short: by some sort of exchange, by a system of
equivalences, a logos of lines, planes, slopes, of solids
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and voids, grids and elements , of structure in light

anfl_

colour, the endless network of relations that comprise this
experience in nature merge with visual and spatíal
encounters" Man is in contact with himselfi he is
enveloped within a field of an animated presence. The
creative gesture rises out of this experience with hope and
challenge" And in the process we are giving expression to
Being. We encounter reality with all the means at our
disposal. The building is a witness to oners incarnating
experience of sensuous being.
In the end, no matter what methods, what systems,
what, materials, what space went into the expression, the
method must mergie with the motj-f as in some relationship,
as in some cohesion, some meaning for the expression to be
of value
As this short description of how an expression comes
about has shown--we do not begin by asking "vlhat is Being?"
as if it had some ready-made definitions--we find it. We
say that archj-tecture is that relationship dealing with the
aspect of Being, but there are no rules that give us being.
Ru1es combine with confirmaÈions to give expression of
Being. As the research has indicated: it is not an attempt
to provide answerst it is an attempt to make us more aware,
more conscious that the creative act is a perceptual act
under the guidance of the faculty of vision which reflects
and institutes, perceives and expresses simultanegusly.
.
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3.

Communícations

In the normal sense of the term, communication takes
place only in the everyday world where people, accustomed to
a style of life, a language, a sign-system, etc., take them
for granted and normal operations continue uninterrupted.
Communication is critical in objectification.
In
architecture it has to do with the general appearance of a
building. A church should be recognizable as one, otherwise all communication would break down. This point of
view advocates that architects learn the symbol system of a
culture as Norberg-Schulz does to prevent a communications
gap. But is this communication?
In the man-object/world question communication is an
inherence of the implied relationship. We recall again that
thought is co-extensive with Being. This is what the architect is set out to communicate. Our communications should
lead to our origin.
The architect is not alone in setting out to find
the origin which generates all truth. The layman too has
this goal in life. Both search the expressions of meaning.
The layman must therefore rethink the thoughts of the
architect. Both are responsible to the relationship of
Being. Both ultimately hope to be able to say "I see
accordj-ng to it. "34 Man leads a life of significance
according to the expression of meanings he discovers in it.
ArchiÈect and layman are both partners and. partÍcipants of
this significance.
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SECTTON V

SELF-PRESENCE

The enigmatic question of architecture finds its

centre in the intentional relationship of the objectsubject polarity. The subject and object are two abstract
movements of a unique infrastructure which is self-presence,
That is to say, the presence as in the subject-object
polarity, is fmoret than just, for example, the object
being a correlative of man: it is a revelation of the self
to the self.' If this sounds mysÈical, it is intentional.
1

The architect must learn to understand architecture as the

sphere of self-presence t or be misled and. be misleading.
The anxieties we experience in the field of archi-

Lecture about it,s essence refers us to the man-object/world

question. Life and architecture themselves, are the terms
of this relationship. Architecture as self-manifestation
therefore is an acknowledgement of the dichotomous intertwining of the polarity. Architecture in this sense is not
The object
merely an enrichment of life, it is life itself"
does not serve mants life merely as some enrichnrent of it-objects can and shouLd enrich life. However, the object
has a much more fundamental role than enrichment; it serves
Iife by denying impoverishment which can swallow man up.
It is t,rue however that lhe object can enhance impgveriSh¡nenË'
o
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If life is bound.ed by nonbeíng on the one side and being on
the other, man objectifies to negate the nonbeing. Life
aspires towards Being, which it is not, by negating that
anxiety which threatens his being. Therefore, the object
is not. something that man can do without; it is not a
romantic attitude; it is not simply an expensive enrichment,;
it is not applied. to man over and above his subsistant
level--it is necessary to his life.
The emphasis is that the subject-object relationship,
as in consciousness in moments of awareness, can be as
minute as a seed and as fuIl-grown as a tree" Nothing has
changed that is not of the same essence. This fund.amental
realization is as true for architecture as it is for
)*
speech.' Se1f-manifestation,remains true to this life of
consciousness in which the object is a correlative of t,he
subject,. It is signification giving itself a body.
This corroberation of architecture with life is
what we have referred to as self-presence. It can be
defined very simply as myself seen from without. Architecture is a concretion of this visibility and sensibilityt
the essence of which is Being. But the notion of presence
does not merely belong to the essential realm alone"
Presence must become actual and only in the act,ual sphere
of the situation does it have meaning. The essential however gives the actual the power of presence. Kahn refers
to this power of presence as "ord,er is." It ís a discovery.
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Wright had a much more rhetorical way of saying what selfpresence was when he said on a number of occasions, "the
kingdom of God is within you. "

clearly had in mind Ehe
existential situation and not just. a mystical conception..
Unless the existential situation had this power of prese_nçg
in life, whích he felt organic architecture disclosed, the
statement well known to many people, had no meaning at AJI,
We who are so used to conceptualizing, are so
unfamiliar with the existentialist's description of the
body (which I am only 'beginning' to understand and which
we described at some length in Section III).
But ¡to speakt
or rto thinkr of presence is difficult without also underHe

standing the noÈion of the body. The body is a synergical
system not only of the body to the self but also to the

world. It is difficult to imagine how the categories such
as implication, inhabitation or incarnation can have any
meaning at all without the presence of the body: from
implicatedness where body is an anchorage to an environmentr/
world in the sense of "to dwellr""to be at homeril to the
notion of self-manifestation in the sense of self-presence.

In The Visible and the Invisible Merleau-Ponty comes back
to his theme of the body which is both the sensible as
object among the other objects of the world, and the
sentient as the phenomenal body, by which a world is real
to us and subtended by us. It is useful at this point to
refer ag4in to lhe bgfly AS we try tO give furthef clarily
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to the notion of self-presence.
Presence refers to the reciprocal relation that the
body has with the thing in the world and the thing has with
the body. The relationship (between man and object) is one
of touching and being touched, of the visible and the
tangible. Presence is this "doubling-effect" of the one by
the other which however never merge but remain as two
separate patterns which overlap. The relation of the object,
to the subject, where for example, vision is palpation with
the rlook¡ , "it must also be inscribed in the order of
being, that it discloses to us; he who looks must not. himself be foreign to the world that he looks at. "3

. visible of
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Presence
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oþJect

This visibility of the body is also the stuff of the
world in which it lives. By visibility we mean "a quality
pregnant with a texture, the surface of a depth, a cross
section upon a massive being, a grain or corpuscle borne by
a wave of being. Since the total visible is always behind,
or after ¡ ot between the aspects we see of it, there is
access to it only through an experience which like it, is
tl
wholly outside of itself. "= The difficulty in all this is
the fact that man is not pure vision and the object is not
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pure visibility

or

t ot else the two would. be superposable. But we who see the object see more than just their
being perceived. The relation is such that there is an
invisible connection between man and the object, but while
being part of each otherr âs the palpation of the look and
the touch will attest to, there is at the same time a
distance of the look and touch, a kind of thickness,
separating the object from man--a distance which constitutes
the visibility of the thing and the corporeity of the body
looking. This distance is an inexhaustible depth of the
phenomenal body--a thickness of the body: "I have to go
into the heart of the things, by making myself a world and
by making them flesh. "5 The sensible body inhabits the
thing by its touch and vision, and is "caught up in the
tissue of the things" by its senses, and everyÈhing
resembles it on the outside. In this moment of presence
the body incorporates the thing, encloses it without superessence

positj-on.

Therefore this presence is a strange adhesion of

the man, and the thing is a Visibility and a Tangibility
which is neither qua body or qua fact but, if you wiII, the
condition for facticity--what makes something a fact with
which man participates" As the painter, KIee, is to once
have said:

tIn a forest, I have felt many times over that it was
not I who looked at the forest. Some days I felt that
the trees were looking at me, speaking to me . . I
was there .-. . listening" . . . Perhaps I paint to
t6
break out.
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This intertwining and reciprocal insertion of me looking at
and being looked ât, as if I were seen.from the outside, to
exist within the thing as if I had emigrated to it and had
been captivated by it so that in this reciprocation one
couldr âs it werer no longer distinguish which was seeing
and which was seen.

This phenomenal presence Merleau-Ponty ingeniously
1
refers to as F1esh.' And he sees its function as serving
this thickness in depth of the body and the look between
the body and the things as an incarnat.ing principle in the
sense of as "element" of Being, where element j-s understood
in the traditional sense of aír, fire, water and earth. It
is as \^¡e said earlier, that which makes facticity a possibility--it
is an ultimate notion which absorbs me and the
thing.
The idea of the element is also one that Gaston
Bachelard has in mind in Poetics of Space in reference to
the "poetic image." For example, with the association of
memory and, imagination he uses images such as the "original
sheIl" and the "universe" to describe the essence of what
it means to "inhabit" as for example, in a house. The house
is not the object; it is the totality of thought and experiPerhaps it is best to quote at length
ence subject Èo life.
what Bachelard means by house as a poetic image, and the
essence and, actuality of the image itself.
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. in the most interminable of dialectics, the
sheltered being gives perceptible limits to his shelter.
He experiences the house j-n its reality and in its
virtuality, by means of thought and dreams. It is no
longer in its positive aspects that the house is realIy
"Iivedr" nor is it only in the passing hour that we
recognize its benefits. An entire past comes to dwell
in a new house. The oId saying: "vle bring our LARES
with usrr has many variations. And the daydream deepens
to the point where an immemorial domain opens up for
the dreamer of a home beyond man's earliest memory. . . .
memory and imagination remain associated, each one
working for their mutual deepening. In the order of
vafues, thelt both constitute a community of memory and
image. Thus the house is not experienced from day to
day only, on the thread of a narrative, or ín the
telling of our own story. Through dreams, the various
dwelling-places in our lives co-penetrate and retain
the treasures of former days. And after we are in the
new house, when memories of other places we have lived
in come back to us, wê travel to the land of Motionless
Childhood, motionless the way all- Immemorial things are.
We live fixations, fixations of happiness. We comfort
ourselves by reliving memories of protection. Something
closed must retain our memories, while leaving them
their original value as images. Ilemories of the outside worId. will never have the same tonality as those
of home and, by recalling these memoriesr w€ add to our
store of dreams; we are never real historians, but
always near poets, and our emotion is perhaps nothing
but an expression of a poetry that was Iost.
Thus , by approaching the house images wit,h care not
to break up the solidarity of memory and imagination,
we may hope to make others feel all the psychological
elasticity of an image that moves us at an unimaginable
depth. Through peoms, perhaps more than through
recollections r w€ touch the ultimate poetic depth of
the space of the house.E
Flesh, like the poetic ímage, incorporates the
visible and the invisible as in facticity, for the invisible
gives the visible its power of being. The visible, as the
tangible and ti¡e touched, coils over the body and presence
is the uniqueness of the booy seeing and touching itself.
Moreover, the flesh is the actual presence of
thought: the implied idea in the thought is already a seed
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in my body because thought has a simultaneous three-dimensional relationship:
Oneself

THOUGHT

Vüorld

Other

Hence, Flesh is a bond with the idea; it is the

lining and depth of the invisible that gives reference to
the visible. Flesh therefore does not simply imply object
or matter; Flesh could not be presence to self if the invisible, the depth with which the object is concealed, did not
shine through. In presence then, visibility is sustained and
of the world; it possesses us"
nourished by the invisibility
But once we have entered into this strange domain,
one does not see how there could be any question of
leaving it. If there is an anirnation of the body; if
tñe viÈion and the body are tangled up in one another;
if, correlatively, the thin pellicle of the quale, the
surface of the visible, is doubled up over its whole
extension with an invisible reserve; and if finaIly, in
our flesh as in the flesh of things, the actual, empirical, ontic visible, by a sort of folding back invaginaa possibility
tion t or padding, exhibits a visibility,
that is not the shadow of the actual but is its
principle, that is not the proper contribution of a
"thought" but is its condition, a sty1e, allusive and
elliptical like every styIe, but like every style
inimitable, inalienable, an interior horizon and as
exterior horizon between which the actual visible is
a provisional partitioning and which, nonethless, open
indefinitely only upon other visibles--then (ttre
immediate and dualist, distinction between the visible
and the invisible, between extension and thought, being
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impugned, not that extension be thought or thought
extension, but because they are the obverse and the
reverse of one another, and the one forever behind the
other) there is to be sure a question as to how the
"ideas of the intelligence" are initiated over and
beyond, how from the ideality of the horízon one passes
to the "pure" ideality, and ín particular by what
n".iracle a created generality, a culture, a knowledge
come to add to and recapture and rectify the natural
generality of my body and of the world.9
If it seemed that the discussion of the body and the
notion of Flesh as the intertwining of the subject-object,
dichotomy in the sense of presence, was d.igressing, it
appeared that way only in disguise--the architecture is
implied. Presence is a beautiful notion implying the
essence of architecture. It bodies forth the visible and
the invisible--the seed that grows into full-fled.ged treehood. Vle have not denied architecture the visible, the
object. For meaning to be manifested at all, archit,ecture
is dependent upon the object for the visible as it is upon
man for the invisible.
For this reasonr \d€ suggested in
the previous section that we should have to inquire in-

depth into the various notions held by previous artists,

for this presence so vital to life.
In
Elementarism, presence was an abstraction made real with
all the means at man's disposal--space, line, plane,
time--which at times have removed themselves to mere conceptual realms. By far the more powerful notions of
presence have been such notions as Wright's pattern, and
as Kahnrs order j.s. With pattern, the rules and motifs
who searched
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search to approximate the law intrinsic

in self-presence.
With rorder is', if understood correctly, the universal (man)
and the existential (institution) bridge in a structured
order. It is truth--a feeling which comes across very
clearly in a rather lengthy quote from Kahnrs recent
writings:
I really feel very religiously attached to this idea of
belief because I realized that many things are done
with only the reality of the means employed, with no
bel-ief behind it. The whole reality isn't there without the reality of belief. llhen men do large redevelopment projects, therers no belief behind them. The
means are available, even the design devices that make
them look beautiful, but there I s nothing that you feel
is somehow a light which shj-nes on the emergence of a
new institution of man, which makes him feel a refreshed
will to live. This comes from meaning being answerable
to a belief. Such a feeling must be in back of it, not
just to make something which is ¡>leasant instead of
something which is oul1: that is no great achievement.
Everything that an architect does is first of al-t
answerable to an institution of man before it becomes a
building. You dontt know what the building :ls, realIy,
unless you have a belief behind the building, a belief
in its identity in the way of 1
. Uvery
vitaliãing a
prevailing belief or finding a new belief which is just
in the air somehow. Why must we assume that there
cannot be other things so marvelous as the emerg'ence of
the first monastary, for which there was no precadence
whatsoever? It was just simply that some man realized
that a certain realm of spaces represents a deep desire
on the part of man to express the inexpressable in a
certain activity of man called a monastary. Itrs
really nothing short of remarfaUlãffi-time
comes in
the history of man when something is established which
everybody supports as though it were always eternally
lt
=o.

The visible and the invisible,

of which we spoke earlier,
ís implied in the emergence of the monastary.
The presence is not the object; it is the

architecture: the light which gives sense to order. To say
that a building means something but, not everything is on the
one hand, true, and on the other, naive. The building is
everything, as in every other aspect in life, the relationship implied by the object. The building is not just an
object, because if it were, it would be a mere thing and
things can have a relation to man quite apart from life
The object in confrontation to man is nothing to
itself.
him. The relation is in quite the opposite direction: it
is a relation of transcendence. It is not the object alone'
nor man alone; but together in something far more significant which we have calIed self-manifestation, of which both
are a part of. And self-presence is a dialectical residue.
In conclusion we could say that in architecture,
presence can become a reality in our buildings, sheltering
spaces, in terms of this question: "lr7hat do I know?"
Fundamentally the architect's task is to know what to
question is and what to respond is. He does not operate
in a vacuum but belongs to institutions which need to be
cultivated in order to be understood. The knowing of space
and knowledge gives self-evidence of itself; the idea of
knowing invokes some intelligible place where the ideas '
understanding I lack, can be found; it intimates the region
and limits of question-knowing. "llhat do I know?" calls
for a disclosure and exhibition. When we have learned this
Iesson, the subtle differences between themr wê can say
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that disclosure is instituting but not exhibiting. Behind
the question of knowing and self-presence is Being, the
imponderable which never stops opening up to us in our

discovery.

Architecture is self-presence in the truest sensei
it is lifer it is the object split open allowing man to
enter in. Architecture does not confront man but surroundg
him. It is not before him; it is all around him. fn this
sense we can say that the presence of architecture is a
relationship of the man-object/world.

EPILOGUE

of struggles only to realize
that the creative act cannot emerge without a conscious
awareness of its beginning.
The thesis began wondering.about the architectrs
attentiveness towards the object; about meaning and wirrfulness in architecture. The thesis struggled for freedom.
Freedom belongs to the realm of the man-objectlworld
relationship. There the reasons and the motives for selfmanifestation, the conditions for what it is "to question"
and what it is "to respond" emerge" Meaning and willfulness
are enemies, unless meaning can come to d.ominate willfulness.
Then meaning is also a willing; willing, the manifestation
of meaning. To will then means to be free.
We wondered about the essence of architecture and
found it to be a self-presence. We came across this notion
by asking the man-object/world question. But the beauty in
aII this was the fact that the question could not be asked
without a method. by which to proceed and a structure within
which to realize the notion. This thesis is its most
immediat,e example of what it means for understanding to be
inextricably bound to a method of procedure. Discoveries
are only potentialities and possibilities within a method
itself.
Perhaps it is more accurate to say that a strucLure
!üe have reached moments
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does not precede the discovery so much as it accures with iL.
In the beginning we wond.ered but we could not

immediately respond.

to question by asking
about the man-ob)ect/world relationshipr wê began to
respond as well
Now that we have introduced the notion of architecture as presencer wê must next crarify our question in order
to respond more satisfyingly in the future" A new horizon
has been opened up. !r7e must now proceed with surer steps
as in the spirit of phenomenology. Architect.ure is a
relationship of Being; it gives presence to itself by
symboli zing, which in turn gives rise to further symbolization. This giving process of self-presence we have
frequently referred to as the work of Logos. It remains
for the archj-tect to continue to clarify to himself all
the significations implied in 1ife.
Architecture is life symbolizing itself; it is
Iogos.

When we began
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